
 

 

Gathering of Native Americans Planning Guide 

Using this Guide 

This guide serves as a reference tool for planning a Gathering of Native Americans (GONA). A 

GONA can be an impactful, healing community experience that can also provide a solid 

strategic planning foundation. However, this multiple-day intervention takes a lot of time, 

effort, and resources, so adequate planning and support with and from community 

stakeholders is strongly suggested. This guide offers a starting point in planning a successful 

event that meets community goals and explores some processes and potential milestones that 

could be part of your planning experience. The guide breaks down the planning process into 

four sections: pre-planning, planning, implementation, and after care. 

Pre-Planning (6-9 months before projected dates) 

As part of the planning process, address the following areas and questions: 

Process  Milestone 

Has the community hosted a GONA 
before? If so, when? Are any past 
planning members willing and able to 
help with planning? 

• Review GONA fact sheet available through 
the SAMHSA Tribal Training and Technical 
Assistance (TTA) Center 

• Develop a list of planning questions 
Reach out to networks to get more insight 
on GONA 

• (Optional) Submit a technical assistance 
(TA) request to the Tribal TTA Center 

• Develop initial GONA budget 
o Budgets range between $5,000-

$18,000 based on a variety of cost 

Recruit the GONA planning committee.  

Hint: keep the planning committee 
manageable and a cross section of various 
departments/grassroots community 
members. 

• Schedule first GONA planning committee 
meeting 

• Set up recurring planning schedule 

• Identify potential GONA facilitators 

• Brainstorm on the number of days needed 
for the GONA 
o Ideally 4 days; 3 days is also a good 

option 

• Project dates: identify a few date options 

• Brainstorm on main topic of GONA and a 
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Planning (2-5 months before projected dates) 

As part of the planning process, address the following questions: 

few goals 

• Identify audience for the GONA 
(leadership, managers, youth, families, 
community, etc.) 

• Work with experienced GONA facilitators 
to develop a draft agenda 

Recruit community stakeholders  • Develop GONA social marketing plan 

• Schedule meetings with community 
stakeholders to inform them of the GONA 

• Make sure tribal or agency leadership is 
well informed regarding the GONA 

Process Milestone 

Ongoing GONA planning • Hold at least 2 planning calls per month 

• Confirm: 
o GONA length and dates 
o Audience 
o GONA topic and goals 
o Facilitators 
o Location 
o Budget 
o Agenda details agreed upon 

• Registration process set up 

• GONA Save the Date sent out  

• GONA supplies purchased 

• Food arranged 
Discuss GONA roles • Identify and explain: 

o Small group facilitators 
o Greeters 
o Affirmation pictures 
o Storytellers for each theme 
o Quiet space manager 
o Opening and welcome speakers 

http://www.samhsa.gov/
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Implementation (0-2 months before projected dates) 

As part of the planning process, address the following questions: 

Process                                                                 Milestone 

Ongoing GONA planning • RSVPs are confirmed 

• Food arrangements confirmed 

• Parking/childcare confirmed  

• Walk-through of GONA location by 
planning team completed 

• Sign-in sheets, evaluation forms, other 
paperwork completed and printed 

• Final planning call with GONA facilitators  

• GONA supplies purchased 

• Post-GONA meeting scheduled for at least 
2-3 weeks after GONA 

Prep day: This is a vital component of a 
successful GONA. Usually, the prep day is 
conducted one day prior to the GONA and is 
typically 4-6 hour day. It is important for the 
planning team to do a walk-through of the 
first day of the GONA. The prep day is led by 
the GONA facilitators.  

• Confirm prep day location and time frames 

• Invite planning team and those who will be 
supporting any of the GONA roles 

• Set up room (see appendix for diagram)   

• Test sound system 

• Set up quiet space/prayer room 

Day 1-4 of GONA  • Plan on arriving at least 30 minutes before 
start of the GONA for a quick head huddle 

• Check in with people who will be 
supporting the welcome and opening 
prayer to make sure they will be ready 

• Ensure the quiet space/prayer room is 
ready 

• Be an active participant during the GONA 

• Be prepared for 30-45 minute debrief 
session after each day 

Recruit community stakeholders  • Finalize GONA social marketing plan 

• Schedule meetings with community 
stakeholders to inform them of the GONA 

• Make sure tribal or agency leadership is 
well informed regarding the GONA 

http://www.samhsa.gov/
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• GONA planning team and facilitators 
should expect an 8-10 hour day for onsite 
efforts 

After care (2 weeks to 2 months post GONA) 

As part of the planning process, address the following questions: 

Process                                                                Milestone 

Documentation  • Final report of GONA submitted to 
leadership 
o Detail any action planning completed 
o Assets/resource mapping 
o Evaluation data 
o Testimonials from GONA participants 
o Pictures 

Follow up meeting  • Review lessons learned from GONA 
planning 

• Verify information that was helpful for 
grant program 

• Track goals 

Considerations 

Please consider the following to help ensure a successful gathering: 

• Identify experienced and skilled GONA facilitators who have at least 3 years of 
experience being a lead facilitator for urban and reservation GONAs. 

• Request letters of reference from your GONA facilitators. 

• Do not set dates until you have a confirmed facilitation team.  

• IF requesting TA from the SAMHSA Tribal TTA Center, please be mindful that the process 
could take up to 3-4 weeks to gain approval. Additional time will be needed for 
planning. 

• Hosting a GONA prior to conducting GONA Training of Facilitators is ideal.  

• Using the GONA as the name of your event isn’t necessary, GONA is the process. You 
can call your event something different. 

  

http://www.samhsa.gov/
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Additional Resources 

Additional GONA resources can be found through the Tribal TTA Center website. Resources 
include: 

• The GONA/GOAN Fact Sheet provides an overview of the curriculum for the 
GONA/Gathering of Alaska Natives (GOAN). 

• The GONA/GOAN Curriculum and Facilitator Guide presents a roadmap through the 
GONA/GOAN journey, offering history, pre-planning resources, and a detailed 
examination of the four GONA/GOAN themes. 

• The GONA/GOAN Toolkit provides hands-on resources, checklists, activities, stories, and 
other materials to supplement the Curriculum and Facilitator Guide. 

• GONA webinars are available through the Tribal TTA Center website under Wellness 
Planning and Capacity Building in the Gathering of Native Americans/Gathering of 
Alaska Natives section and Community Collaboration in the Evaluation in Indian Country 
section. 

• A PDF is attached to this document for the IGNITE: Social Marketing Toolkit to help 
develop your social marketing plan. 

• To submit a TTA request for assistance with a GONA, go to 
https://www.samhsa.gov/tribal-ttac/contact-us. 

Summary 

This guide should be used as a reference tool and does not provide all the details that go into 

GONA planning. An effective GONA process should be customized to the hosting community, 

empowering local culture, stories, and worldview through the four themes of the GONA. The 

GONA planning team should be mindful of overall goals the team would like to accomplish with 

the GONA process. 

 

  

http://www.samhsa.gov/
https://store.samhsa.gov/product/Gathering-of-Native-Americans-Fact-Sheet/SMA16-4994
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/gona-goan-curriculum-facilitator-guide.pdf
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/gona-goan-toolkit.pdf
https://www.samhsa.gov/tribal-ttac/webinars/wellness-planning-capacity-building
https://www.samhsa.gov/tribal-ttac/webinars/wellness-planning-capacity-building
https://www.samhsa.gov/tribal-ttac/webinars/community-wellness
https://www.samhsa.gov/tribal-ttac/contact-us
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Appendix 

See the image below for a sample room diagram for a GONA. 
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW 


The Ignite: Sparking Community Change through Social Marketing curriculum 


objectives are to develop a fundamental understanding of what social marketing 


is and how it can be used to benefit individuals and communities. Our hope is to 


support Native communities in learning core concepts of the social marketing 


framework, key terms used, and the basics of the theory behind social marketing. We 


also have provided relevant case studies as a way of understanding the concepts 


of social marketing. We encourage you to explore possible applications of social 


marketing in tribal communities and create a social marketing plan that suits the 


needs of your community. 


T E S T I M O N I A L S


“I have participated in social marketing activities that I didn’t know were social 
marketing, but there were gaps, steps that were missed. [This guide] explains 
terms, concepts and the process very clearly. All of that helps make me more 


confident that a project would be successful and well-received.” 
— Winnay J. Wemigwase (Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians) 


“This is a very comprehensive and detailed manual introducing not just core 
concepts but detailed aspects within each of those concepts. This is a truly ‘from 


scratch’ guide, great for folks who have experience but also very useable for 
people brand new and starting social marketing with no experience.” 


— Montana Weekes 
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 


This guide is intended to provide you with an introduction to the principles of social marketing, 
as well as the steps involved in developing a social marketing plan. 


This icon indicates a key concept or a deeper examination of information. 
These icons will spark further research, discussion, and thought. 


This icon indicates a page that can be printed out and shared with your 
organization or community, or used as a group activity while working on 
your social marketing plan. 


IGNITE CONCEPTS EVALUATION TIPS 


These blue callout boxes will highlight Red callout boxes will provide 
important ideas, new concepts and evaluation tips to help you incorporate 
definitions, and useful information that evaluation practices as you develop 
will help spark further understanding your social marketing plan, as well as 
of the principles and practices of social to help connect social marketing and 
marketing. evaluation concepts. 


If you are not familiar with general marketing principles, some of the terms used in social 
marketing may be new. These concepts will be explained throughout the guide and new terms 
will be underlined in red text. You can find definitions for the new terms in the glossary on 
page 80 of the Appendix. 
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SOCIAL MARKETING: AN INTRODUCTION 


We who work and live in American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) communities know how 
important culture is. We also know how important health promotion is to the quality of life in 


our communities. Yet, our health promotion messages often are not inclusive of a cultural worldview. 
Social marketing is a tool that can help bring culture into your health promotion campaigns. It is an 
evidence-based planning process that gives your health promotion messages more power, in part by 
considering the culture of the community. A social marketing and public education plan can enrich 
your program efforts, support activities and deliverables, and most importantly, lead to behavior 
change. 


This guide will help you develop the skills you need to create a social marketing plan that suits the 
needs of your community by providing you with a knowledge base and framework of social marketing, 
which is important to all public health careers. We use real-life examples throughout to illustrate the 
concepts of social marketing in a way that is relatable and relevant. In addition, you will find several 
longer examples in the Appendix of social marketing campaigns created by AI/AN behavioral health 
organizations. These organizations have demonstrated the value of incorporating social marketing 
into their work in Native communities. 


L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S


• Develop a basic understanding of what social marketing is and how it can be used to benefit
individuals and communities.


• Learn the core concepts of the social marketing framework, key terms used, and the basics of
the theory behind social marketing.


• Examine relevant examples as a way of understanding the concepts of social marketing.
• Explore the relationship between evaluation and social marketing.
• Explore applications of social marketing in tribal communities and develop the confidence to


create a social marketing plan that suits the needs of your community through a variety of
activities and prompts.







S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G  I S  H  O W  E  V  E  R  ,
N O T .  .  .  


 


 


 social good. 


TABLE 1.  WHAT I S SOC IAL MARKETING? 


Social media can be a component of a social marketing 
Social media 


campaign. 


It is an essential tool to use in tandem with education, 
A stand-alone activity service provision, and other approaches to improving 


prevention efforts and health promotion. 


Social advertising or social network Its aim is not just to inform or influence, but to do so for 
marketing a greater


It can and should be seen as a method of combining 
A set, structured path to follow step- local insight and community knowledge with evidence-
by-step based, scientific practice to create the right plan for your 


community. 
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W H A T  I S  S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G ?


Social marketing is an approach to behavior change that adapts the principles of marketing to 
systematically influence behaviors that benefit individuals and communities.1 The difference between 
marketing and social marketing is that instead of promoting a product or service, it encourages 
behavior change, broadens awareness of an issue, and/or promotes a service or program. Social 
marketing: 


• uses formative research to identify priority populations;
• segments the community into distinct audiences;
• tests messages, materials, and strategies with the audience; and
• monitors the campaign to assess its effectiveness.


Social marketing is experience- and evidence-based. It combines behavioral science with real-world 
experience. This on-the-ground knowledge is where community culture comes in.  


This guide will provide a set of concepts and a basic framework for creating a social marketing plan 
that suits the specific challenges and circumstances of your community. 


1 European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (2014, November 19). Social marketing guide for public health 
programme managers and practitioners. Retrieved April 2, 2020, from: https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-
data/social-marketing-guide-public-health-programme-managers-and-practitioners. 



https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications





Traditional Marketing 


 


 


 


Product 


Social Marketing 
Concept Concept 


The objective: What are you The actual product 
trying to accomplish? 


Price 


Promotion 


Placement 


This is the “price” your 
audience segment must pay 


to carry out the desiredThe cost of the product 
behavior. This most often 


will be a barrier that would 
deter them. 


The channels you use: 
Where can you reach yourAdvertising 


audience? 
Where can they perform this 


behavior? 


This is how you can 
support your audience to 


Where the product is sold perform the behavior or 
access the product or 


service. 


The Fifth P: People 
People are the core of social marketing. They are your audience and your client: 
Who do you want to carry out the behavior change? 


 


 


 
 


      


 S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G
P R I N C I P L E S  EVALUATION TIP #1 


Social marketing integrates conventional To determine the success of your social 
marketing concepts to promote healthy change. marketing campaign, you will need a baseline 
To understand how, we examine conventional so you can compare behaviors before the 
marketing principles and their relationship to our campaign with behaviors after to see if behavior 
goals. The diagram below is an overview of the first change has occurred. What you measure for 
four principles of marketing, commonly known as pre- and post-test data depends on the product 
the “four P’s,” and an additional principle added or objective of your social marketing campaign. 
as a “fifth P” in social marketing. 


FIGURE 1.  EVALUATION TIP #1 


FIGURE 2.  TRADITIONAL MARKETING VS.  SOCIAL MARKETING 
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P R O D U C T P R I C E
The goal of social marketing is always to change or 
maintain social behaviors that improve the overall 
wellness of a community. When considering your 
“product,” identifying issues or challenges in your 
community is the first place to start. You might 
have this information from existing data. Data 
from community asset mapping, focus groups, 
Community Readiness Model assessment, or 
other activities can be used to identify priority 
issues in your community. Using this information 
will help you define what you are trying to 
accomplish. 


P R O M O T I O N
The third principle is promotion, or the channels 
you will use to reach an individual. This includes 
identifying your message, trusted messengers, 
and where your target audience will receive the 
message. For example, a promotion could be 
a video clip of a local youth inviting parents to 
free parenting classes at the local clinic posted 
on social media channels or playing in the clinic 
lobby. The promotional video could also advertise 
free parenting resources that parents can find on 
the clinic website or in person in the clinic. 


Once you have identified your priority issue(s) 
and behavior goals, the next step is determining 
the price or the cost of the change. In the context 
of social marketing, price includes an array of 
barriers or challenges a person will face when 
trying to partake in the identified behavior. 
A key question to ask is: “What will it cost 
someone to partake in the identified behavior 
change?” Barriers and challenges can be physical, 
emotional, sociological, and/or financial. 
Competing behaviors can be an obstacle as well. 


P L A C E M E N T
Next, consider placement. Placement refers to 
where the behavior will take place, not where the 
message is posted. Think about where and when 
the audience will perform the behavior or access 
the product or service. For example, you would 
like more individuals to use clinical services. 
Clients might not be ready for that step, so to 
work with their level of readiness, you provide 
the next best solution. Enroll them in a low-risk 
talking circle. Many people may express interest 
in attending the talking circle but need childcare. 
Your next solution may be to collaborate with 
a program who provides children’s workshops. 
Placement includes solutions for the identified 
barriers (the price). 


P E O P L E
The final principle is one that is not traditionally identified as a marketing principle. However, in 
social marketing, it is the foundational principle. When you are identifying the desired behavior 
change, you will need to understand the audience who will make this behavior change. Before 
you release your final campaign, involving a small group from your chosen audience is key to 
ensuring your behavior change and campaign are viable. You will also be working with this small 
group to test-market final campaign materials, which will be covered further in the “Concept 
Testing” section on page 49. 
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S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G :  T H E  VA L U E


Including people in the planning process ensures community buy-in from the start, cultural 
competence, and behavior change that does not cause harm to the community. 


To help ensure that behavior change does no harm, social marketing should be trauma-informed. 
Especially when targeting issues such as substance misuse and suicide prevention, it is essential to 
be sure that messaging is handled in a careful, compassionate, and ethical way. The six principles of 
trauma-informed practice, shown in Figure 5 on page 15, will help you and your team consider key 
elements of your desired behavior change and messaging. For example, social marketing campaigns 
should avoid contributing to prejudice, discrimination, and stereotyping, such as presenting people 
struggling with addictions as immoral or violent. 


What separates social marketing from other 
forms of marketing or behavior change is 
the word “social.” Social marketing’s priority 
and focus is people, including the health and 
wellness of people and the engagement of 
people in the planning of community behavior 
change. 


In social marketing, people influence the 
marketing strategy from the start. They also 
influence what is done with information or 


GATEKEEPERS 


Gatekeepers are people that act as a 
go-between for community members. 
In many instances, they control 
access from one person to another. 
Gatekeepers can refuse, control, or 
delay access to messages or people. 
Alternatively, gatekeepers can be 
conduits in your community. Involving 
them in the social marketing planning 
can support community buy-in. 


FIGURE 4.  CONCEPT OF GATEKEEPERS 


FIGURE 3.  DEFINITION OF “SOCIAL” 


S O C I A L 
(adj.) 


of or relating to human 
society, the interaction 


of the individual and the 
group, or the welfare of 


human beings as members 
of society 


data that is collected from their community. 
They will decide how information is used to 
influence behavior change in the community. 
They identify what the issues are, what the 
solution should be, and what strategies should 
be taken to influence behavior change. 


We involve community members (people) in 
the whole planning process because they are 
the experts. The experts of your community 
might be elders, daycare workers, youth, or 
the mothers of youth in the system. 
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FIGURE 5.  TRAUMA-INFORMED PRINCIPLES 


S A F E T Y
Ensure your organization, staff, and the people they serve feel physically and psychologically safe. 


In practice: Activities are welcoming and privacy is respected. 


T R U S T W O R T H I N E S S  A N D  T R A N S PA R E N C Y
Operations and decisions are conducted with transparency and with the goal of building and 
maintaining trust. 
In practice: Individuals are provided a clear and appropriate message about their role in the 
activities and the purpose of activities. 


P E E R  S U P P O R T
Provide a way for people from diverse backgrounds to share experiences in common. Through this they 
can build relationships to share their strengths and support each other. 
In practice: Opportunities are provided and encouraged for people to gather, share, and connect. 


C O L L A B O R A T I O N  A N D  M U T U A L I T Y
Create space to share the power of decision-making and acknowledge everyone’s role in collaboration 
and mutuality. 
In practice: Respectful boundaries are established together and maintained together. 


E M P O W E R M E N T  A N D  C H O I C E
Strengthen the voice of everyone involved by recognizing their unique experience. 
In practice: An atmosphere is maintained that allows individuals to feel validated and affirmed. 


C U L T U R A L ,  H I S T O R I C A L ,  A N D  G E N D E R  I S S U E S
Ensure your program actively moves past stereotypes and biases, leverages healing values of traditional 
cultures, honors community connection and identity, and recognizes historical trauma. 
In practice: Topics are approached with humility. Staff members ask questions and get insight 
from professionals and community members. 
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C U L T U R A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S


A common question we face when working on social marketing materials/products is “how can we make 
this more Native-looking?” This is an extremely important question and is largely why we emphasize 
working with your community members. There is not “a look” you should strive to achieve, as every 
community is unique and has its own tribal makeup. AI/AN cultures in the United States are very diverse 
(Figure 6), and you should consider this diversity of culture, tradition, and language in your design. 


Our recommendations are to allow your community to guide tribal aesthetics where it is appropriate. 
As trends and culture evolve, we are seeing the rise of artistry and tribal representation across multiple 
platforms. Each tribe has unique patterns, textures, and seasonally appropriate designs. For instance, 
in the Turtle Mountain Band of Ojibwe you might find a lot of birch bark art. Using paper birch, 
patterns for decorative art are carved in with objects or one’s teeth. Birch is one of the most sacred 
trees to the Ojibwe. So, including birch bark in your marketing materials might be a suggested idea, 
however checking in with trusted messengers, community elders, and others before doing so is highly 
recommended. 


Another example: in this guide, we thought about using the term “Firekeepers.” However, after 
checking in with community members from various areas, they advised against it. One tribal member 
from a coastal area told us that “Firekeeper” is not a name just anyone can be given. For their respective 
tribe, it was an honor and a spiritual role. They did, however, praise the analogy of igniting fire, as it is a 
cultural concept of balance. An unruly fire can bring harm, while a fire that is well prepared and tended 
can bring warmth to a community. 


AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES 


 


Number of federally recognized tribes 
in the United States 574 


Number of AI/AN languages spoken by 
more than 2,000 individuals over the 


age of five in 2010 19 
FIGURE 6.  AI/AN CULTURAL DIVERSITY 


One in four AI/ANs over the age of 
five speak a language other than 
English at home 


via census.gov 
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TABLE 2.  CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 


D O : D O N ’ T :


Use local tribal people in photoshoots Use stock photos/graphics 


Use local artists and designers Use something you pull off of search engines 


Schedule new and fresh photoshoots often Reuse the same photos for every promotion 


Acknowledge cultural and generational Use a blanket message or product for all tribal 
differences people 


Involve community members in the 
Rely on trends 


brainstorming process 


FIGURE 7.  “YES,  AND” APPROACH 


“YES, AND” APPROACH 


“Yes, and” is an improvisational comedy concept that suggests that a participant should accept 
what another participant has stated (“yes”) and then expand on that line of thinking (“and”). 
When working with communities, we recommend using this approach. The “Yes, and” approach 
is different from the “Yes, but” approach in many ways. One key difference is that typically the 
“yes, but” approach looks to agree, and then disagree, which neutralizes progress. The “Yes, and” 
approach promotes collaboration and progress. It asks us to consider three ideas: 


1. How can we think critically?
2. How can we build?
3. How can we move forward in an effective way?


Below are some questions to ask when making cultural considerations: 


1. How well do you know your community?
2. Does your product reflect your community?
3. How do you invite and involve community members in the decision-making process?
4. Does your product help develop a positive racial and cultural identity?
5. Do you create space for sometimes difficult conversations about current events and culture?
6. Do you embrace the community’s Native language(s)?
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R E V I E W :  A  S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G  A P P R O A C H  


Even if you do not take social marketing any further, considering these five questions 
will add value to your programs and policies: 


• Do I really understand my target audience and see things from their perspective? 
• Am I clear about what I would like my target audience to do? 
• For my target audience, do the benefits of doing what I would like them to do 


outweigh the costs or barriers to doing it? 
• Am I using a combination of activities to encourage people to achieve the desired 


action? 
• Are my goals and activities trauma-informed? 
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WHAT ARE WE MARKETING? 


C H A N G I N G  B E H AV I O R


Change doesn’t happen overnight. Change happens in incremental steps, often 
supported by many internal and external factors. Change is a process, and not an 


event. There are several models that help explain behavior change both in individuals 
and the community. A person’s willingness to change, as well as the community’s 
knowledge of the issue, will determine what type of campaign you will create. If at all 
possible, involving a data evaluator in your planning will be very helpful. 


There are several behavior change frameworks, some of which your organization might 
already use or which might suit your community best. Each behavior change model has 
pros and cons that you should consider. Some notable behavior change frameworks 
are:2 


• The Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change)
• Theory of Planned Behavior
• Diffusion of Innovation Theory
• The Social Cognitive Theory
• Social Norms Theory
• The Health Belief Model
• Social Practice Theory


2 LaMorte, MD, PhD, MPH, W. W. (2019, September 9). Behavioral Change Models. Retrieved June 
11, 2020, from: http://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/MPH-Modules/SB/BehavioralChangeTheories/ 
BehavioralChangeTheories_print.html. 



http://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/MPH-Modules/SB/BehavioralChangeTheories





Precontemplation 
(Not Ready) 


Contemplation 
(Getting Ready) 


Preparation 
(Ready) 


Action Maintenance 
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T R A N S T H E O R E T I C A L  M O D E L  ( S T A G E S  O F  
C H A N G E  M O D E L )  


In this guide, we will be focusing on the 
Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change) to 
explore what role a behavior change framework 
serves in the planning of your social marketing 
campaign. The Transtheoretical Model, also 
known as the Stages of Change Model, is 
a framework that assesses an individual’s 
readiness level and ability to act on a new, 
healthier behavior. This model, as show in 
Figure 9 and described in more detail below, 
provides strategies to guide an individual 
through the process of behavior change. 


FIGURE 9.  THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL 


READINESS 


Readiness is the degree to which a 
community or an individual is ready to 
act on an issue. There are many tools 
and models to identify the “readiness” 
of an individual and/or a community. 
See page 84 of the Appendix for further 
resources. 


FIGURE 8.  CONCEPT OF READINESS 


The Transtheoretical Model: Building a Fire 
• In the Precontemplation stage, the person is not ready to engage in a behavior change. They may 


not be aware that their behavior is problematic. However, they have within them the capacity to 
change, whether they know it or not. 


• In the Contemplation stage, the person is thinking about making a behavior change in the future. 
They are gathering the mental capacity and the resources they need to change. 


• In the Preparation stage, the person is ready to make change. They have used their abilities to 
gather the resources they need to make change. 


• In the Action stage, the person has lit the match to spark healthy behavior change, and is 
engaging in new behaviors. 


• In the Maintenance stage, the person has committed to change and continues to tend the fire of 
positive behavior, accepting support from others and giving encouragement in return. 
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Table 3 below contains examples of where a person may be on the Stages of Change Model and what 
actions they may be taking. In this example, the desired behavior change is healthy eating. 


TABLE 3 .  THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL IN PRACTIC E  


S T A G E  D E S C R I P T I O N  
I N T E R V E N T I O N  


E X A M P L E S  
A P P L I C A T I O N  


M E S S A G E S  


“Did you know that 


Precontemplation 
(Not Ready) 


A person in this stage 
does not plan to take 
action. They may 
not think the current 
behavior is an issue or 
might not care. 


Educate on risks vs. 
benefits and positive 
outcomes 


obesity is one of the 
leading causes of 
death in the United 
States? Making small 
changes to eating more 
nutritious foods will 
literally add years to 
your life!” 


“Now is the time to 
change your eating 
habits and discover a 
new you! Make a plan— 
it’s easier than you 
think! Go to our website 
for a customizable 
planning template.” 


Contemplation 
(Getting Ready) 


This person is intending 
to take action “at some 
point.” They know they 
need to change their 
current behavior, but 
still might not care 
enough to make the 
change. 


Identify barriers and 
misconceptions, 
address concerns, 
identify support system 


Preparation 
(Ready) 


This person is ready to 
make a change. They 
prepare for the change 
and take small steps 
towards changing. 


Develop realistic 
goals and timeline 
for change, provide 
positive reinforcement 


“Tonight, swap out your 
dessert for a piece of 
fruit. Sweet Tooth = 
Satisfied.” 


Action 


This person has 
recently changed their 
behavior and plans to 
continue the healthy 
behavior. 


Provide positive 
reinforcement 


“You’ve taken the first 
step—head to our 
website to find more 
nutritious recipes!” 


Maintenance 


This person has 
sustained the change 
for several months and 
plans to continue with 
the new behavior. 


Provide encouragement 
and support 


“You—Your Family— 
Your Community. The 
changes you’ve made 
are an inspiration to all! 
Share your success on 
our website!” 







 


PREPARING FOR CHANGE 


When working with people, there are factors that can discourage you. You may find 
that your work is criticized or your vision does not align with the vision of others, 


and there will be moments, or days, or weeks that you feel like you are not making 
progress. That is okay. Community change is a marathon, not a sprint. At each mile 
marker you will feel some discomfort. Eventually, you will find a second (or third) wind. 
You may have supporters cheering you on, you may get a breather with a community 
member who comes and takes the baton, or you may hit a stretch of clouds that 
brings relief in the form of an “a-ha!” moment. When we take the time to listen to our 
community, our audience, and our partners, it adds value to our work. 


Remember: You are the spark to ignite community change 
that can last a lifetime. 
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PART 2 
DEVELOPING A SOCIAL MARKETING PLAN 
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DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN 


Awell-planned and well-coordinated social marketing and public education plan should enrich 
your program efforts and support activities and program deliverables. 


I D E N T I F Y  T H E  I S S U E  


When starting on your social marketing 
efforts, understanding the issue is the most 
important aspect of the journey. Social 
marketing is about sparking small changes 
to create a larger movement on a community 
level. There will be many issues your 
community faces. Your job is to work with the 
community to identify what issue they feel 
is the most important right now. You can do 
this through various activities and methods, 


COMMUNITY ROLE 
IN IDENTIFYING THE ISSUE 


Involving your community in identifying 
the priority issue is the key to creating 
buy-in. It personalizes the data your 
organization, agency, grant, or program 
may have collected. It also shows your 
commitment to taking action and 
creating change on a community level 
with their support and voice included. 


or it may be identified through data collection 
FIGURE 10.  COMMUNITY ROLE IN and/or a community advisory board. 
IDENTIFYING THE ISSUE 
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G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y  
F I N D I N G  G R O U P  C O N S E N S U S  


You may have a long list of issues that are important to the community. In Table 4, you will 
find four simple activities you can do with any size group of people. Each participant should be 
informed of the data being used or have a sound knowledge of the local community.  


TABLE 4 .  GROUP CONSE NSUS ACTIV IT I ES  


M E T H O D  H O W  T O  D O  I T  P R O S  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Item by Item 


Read your list of 
behavior change ideas 
one at a time. Ask 
participants to raise 
hands for the ones they 
like best. 


This is an easy way 
to “vote” and needs 
little explanation. 
Reduces the awareness 
of “influential/vocal 
participant” preferences. 


If the list is long, 
this process can be 
tedious and drawn 
out. Participants are 
not anonymous in the 
process. 


Person by 
Person 


Each person takes a turn 
to state their preference 
and why it is their choice. 


Builds shared 
understanding of 
everyone’s reasoning. 
Supports people in the 
group, regardless of 
their role. 


Those who go last 
might revise their 
preferences based on 
what others have said. 
Individuals might not be 
comfortable speaking in 
public. 


Everyone at 
the Wall 


The behavior change is 
listed on a paper on the 
wall. Each participant 
gets up and puts a dot 
or tally next to their 
preference. 


People get out of their 
chair and move around. 
This can be an “energizer 
activity.” 


Participants are not 
anonymous in the 
process. Results might 
be inconclusive if the list 
is short. 


Secret Ballot 


All items on the list are 
numbered on a survey 
for individuals to choose 
from privately. Results 
are counted by two or 
more people. 


Useful in highly 
controversial situations, 
especially if there is 
a likelihood that a 
participant would make 
a different choice if their 
vote were public. 


Reinforces the 
perception that it is 
not safe for people to 
share their opinions or 
preferences. 
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F O R M A T I V E  S O C I A L  M A R K E T I N G  R E S E A R C H  


Formative social marketing research is used to gain insight into the health issue or behavior the project 
intends to address; relevant characteristics of primary and secondary audiences; communication 
access, habits, and preferences; and the main factors that hinder and drive behavior. In this guide, we 
will be using the term “formative research” to talk about formative social marketing research. 


Essentially, formative research asks the “why, what, and how” questions of the community to provide 
a baseline of information you can use to develop a plan. You can learn many things from asking 
important questions. Formative research asks questions like, “What do you think are some of the 
most pressing health issues facing AI/AN communities?” or “Were you aware this was an issue?” We 
will cover this topic in more detail on page 55. 


When planning your campaign, formative research is key. During formative research, you will want 
to talk to a broad group of people about the subject you are considering. The best way to do this is to 
hold one or more focus groups. The information you gather in these focus groups will help form your 
problem statement and define your audience. Another key element of formative research is concept 
testing, which we will talk about later. 


Formative research can be used to: 


• identify priority populations; 
• segment the community into distinct 


audiences; 
• pre-test messages, materials, and strategies 


with the audience; and 
• monitor the campaign to assess its 


effectiveness. 


Let’s say you decide to do formative focus groups 
about mental health stigma and discrimination. 
During a focus group, you notice that youth do not 
seem to have a problem discussing mental health 
and are willing to be an ear for their friends who 
need support. However, when they themselves are 
struggling, they would not feel comfortable telling 
people. This information provides insight into 
“self-stigma” that can be addressed through the 
campaign. 


LEARNING MORE 


In addition to formative focus group 
research, there are other ways to learn 
more about your topic: 
• Read up on the issue! Check out 


books or websites with more 
information. 


• Are there any groups that are 
currently working on the same 
issue? What have they done? 


• Do you have access to Community 
Readiness Assessments, grant 
applications, asset maps, or other 
local information that will influence 
your plan? 


FIGURE 11.  LEARNING MORE 


See page 74 of the Appendix for a sample of formative research questions that can be used in a focus 
group. 
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FORMATIVE RESEARCH VS FORMATIVE EVALUATION 


Although formative evaluation and formative research are similar, they should not be confused. 
Formative evaluation ensures that a program or program activity is doable, appropriate, and 
acceptable to the community before it is fully implemented. It can also be used when an existing 
campaign is being modified or used with a new audience. As we move forward in this guide, 
formative evaluation concepts will be further explained. These are tools you can use before 
and during the development of your campaign to make sure you are making the best product 
for your community. Our hope is that these concepts are useful for you and your community in 
developing a strong social marketing campaign that changes behavior. 


FIGURE 12.  FORMATIVE RESEARCH VS.  FORMATIVE EVALUATION 


D E V E L O P  A  P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T  


AI/AN communities often face many issues and challenges. One key strategy for staying on track 
throughout the development of your social marketing campaign is to write a problem statement. 
A problem statement is a clear, concise description of the issue to be addressed by your campaign. It is 
serving several purposes. It helps focus efforts at the beginning, keep them on track as the campaign 
develops, and validate that the effort delivered an outcome that solves the problem outlined in your 
problem statement.  


A problem statement is usually one or two sentences that explain the problem your campaign will 
address. In general, a problem statement will outline the negative points of the current situation 
and explain why they matter. It can also be used as a communication tool in presentations or for 
generating community buy-in. 


EVALUATION TIP #2 


After developing your problem statement, draft an evaluation plan. This plan does not have to 
be complicated. It can consist of three questions: 


1. What will we measure to show we are successful? 
2. What data sources will we use? 
3. Who will we report our results to? 


Of course, evaluation can measure more than one outcome if you have multiple audiences and/ 
or multiple social marketing campaigns, but it does not have to. As you form your problem 
statement, it helps to think about how you will measure success before you begin your campaign 
instead of after. 


FIGURE 13.  EVALUATION TIP #2 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


H O W  T O  C R E A T E  A  P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T  


One of the primary goals of a problem statement is to clearly and precisely define the problem being 
addressed. Its aim is to bring focus to social marketing activities and steer the scope and intent of the 
social marketing campaign. We have designed a template and group activity below to help you write 
your problem statement. 


G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
D E V E L O P I N G  Y O U R  P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T  


Creating a problem statement works best with a small group of stakeholders (4–6 people). Types 
of stakeholders might include: staff members of your program, agency, or organization; elder 
gatekeepers; youth; or parents. Each participant should be informed of any data collected and/or 
have a sound knowledge of the local community. Once you have identified and gathered your small 
work group, follow the steps outlined below. 


1. Ask each person to write his or her own problem statement. Do not share work until each has 
completed a problem statement (use Table 5: Developing Your Problem Statement on page 29). 


2. Compare each of the sentences, looking for common themes and wording. 


3. Start to write a combined statement using the common themes. 


4. Ensure that the problems include the target audience’s perspective. 


5. Ensure that the statement focuses on existing problems. 


6. Finally, review your new problem statement against the following criteria: 


• It should focus on only one problem. 


• It should be one or two sentences long. 


• It should not suggest a solution. 
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TABLE 5.  DEVELOPING YOUR PROBLEM STATEME NT 


W H A T  I S  T H E  P R O B L E M ?  


What is occuring? 


Who is affected and how are they af-
fected? 


Where is this occurring? 


What are the direct/indirect causes or 
sources of the problem? 


What could happen if this problem is 
not addressed? 


What should be occurring (desired 
behavior) as opposed to what is 


occurring? 
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I D E N T I F Y  A N D  S E G M E N T  T H E  T A R G E T  A U D I E N C E  


This principle is about your target audience. Who are you trying to reach with your message? Are 
there multiple groups you need to speak to? Over time, your audience may change, but it is important 
to define your audience as narrowly as possible prior to creating your messaging. The process of 
defining your audience is called audience segmentation. 


When determining your audience, research is essential. Assess what you already know about them 
from previous research you or others may have conducted. Documents that can help you start your 
research include: 


• Community Readiness Assessments; 
• Community Needs and Strengths Report; and 
• previous grant applications or grant reports. REACHING YOUR 


AUDIENCE 
A U D I E N C E  S E G M E N T A T I O N  If you need additional information, 


there are several ways to reach your 
Audience segmentation is a way of defining your target audience: 
audience based on certain criteria. These can include:  • Online surveys 


• Event surveys • demographics; 
• Focus groups • geography; 
• Advisory committees • risk characteristics; 
• Social media questions • psychographics; 


• attitudes/beliefs; and 
FIGURE 14.  REACHING YOUR AUDIENCE • behaviors. 


Let’s say you have decided to create a social marketing campaign for suicide prevention, and you want 
to reach Native youth in your area. There are many questions you can ask about this audience that may 
have an impact on your message. How old are they? Are they from a culturally traditional household? 
Do they live in a rural or urban area? Do they have first-hand experience dealing with suicidal ideation or 
attempts? Your campaign will look very different if it is for rural 13-year-olds from traditional households 
compared to urban 18-year-olds who have previously had a suicide attempt. 


There are four categories typically used to segment an audience: demographic, geographic, behavioral, 
and psychographic. The following page provides a group activity to practice segmenting your audience 
using these categories. 
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G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
A U D I E N C E  S E G M E N T A T I O N  


Reference the example in Table 6 and use Table 7 below to complete the audience segmentation activity. 


TABLE 6 .  EXAMPLE OF AUDIE NC E SEGME NTATION 


P O T E N T I A L  
A U D I E N C E  


P O S S I B L E  S E G M E N T  B Y :  


Demographic  
Di f fe rences  


Geographic 
Di f fe rences  


Behavioral 
Di f fe rences  


Psychographic 
Di f fe rences  


6th–8th grade 
youth Rural 


In the preparation 
stage of behavior 


change 


Desire to be a role 
model 


Male You th Traditional 
Practitioners Urban Has regular chores 


and a set curfew Seeking mentors 


High school youth 
Comes from 


the “Sunnyside” 
neighborhood 


Currently in the 
“system” 


Curious about 
tribal identity 


TABLE 7.  AUDIE NC E SEGME NTATION ACTIV IT Y 


P O T E N T I A L  
A U D I E N C E  


P O S S I B L E  S E G M E N T  B Y :  


Demographic  
Di f fe rences  


Geographic 
Di f fe rences  


Behavioral 
Di f fe rences  


Psychographic 
Di f fe rences  
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 G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
B U I L D  Y O U R  A U D I E N C E  P E R S O N A  


As you work to define your audience segment, consider creating an “audience persona.” This is a 
description that details your target audience. You use it to better understand general demographic 
information such as gender/sex, career, community function, or community size. If your audience 
persona is a person with a certain behavior you are targeting for change, define the needs, challenges, 
and barriers this person might face. 


In this activity, the goal is to narrow your audience as much as possible, describing one person. Segment 
your audience by answering the questions in Table 8 below. This will serve as a first step to creating your 
audience persona: 


TABLE 8 .  AUDIE NC E PERSONA TEMPLATE  


Q U E S T I O N S  T O  B U I L D  Y O U R  A U D I E N C E  P E R S O N A  


What are the demographics of your target 
audience (including age, gender, sexual 
orientation, finances, marital status)? 


What is their geography and housing 
situation (rural/urban, alone/with friends/ 


with family)? 


How much do they already know about the 
problem? 


Do they have first-hand experience with the 
problem? 


Do they believe the problem is actually a 
problem? 


What do they care about? What are their 
core values? 


Who do they trust? What channels do they 
use to consume media? 


What will motivate them to change? 
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When you are working on your campaign, your audience 
may not be as narrow as the one described in the previous 
activity. That is okay! It is important that you at least 
consider these questions while developing your campaign. 


As you segment your audience, you may realize there are 
different audiences you want to reach. You may need to 
identify one target audience that is the key to your campaign: 
we call this your primary audience. A secondary audience 
is another audience who may benefit from or help amplify 
your campaign. 


You might think, “Wait, aren’t primary audiences the 
individuals we are after? If that is the case, why would we AND SECONDARY AUDIENCE 
think of others?” Secondary audiences are just as important 
to consider. For example, if you are trying to reach Native youth, a secondary audience may be 
parents or people who work with youth. Native youth might not have transportation to attend a 
fitness program you are marketing if you reach out solely to them. However, if you keep their parents 
as a secondary audience, a parent might be more willing to provide transportation options for the 
Native youth you are targeting. 


You may not always have a secondary audience, but it is something to consider. To clarify this concept, 
a simple guiding question is, “Who exerts an influence on our primary audience?” 


Primary 
Audience 


Se
co


ndary Audience 


FIGURE 15.  PRIMARY AUDIENCE 


T A R G E T  A U D I E N C E  R E C A P  
Primary 


• The one who will carry out the 
behavior change 


• Often easy to identify 


Secondary 


• Influential to the primary audience 
• May be a “gatekeeper” for other 


audiences 
• Influential with other secondary 


target audiences 
• Someone you also have access to and 


credibility with 


TRUSTED 
MESSENGERS 


Individuals in a secondary audience 
can be trusted messengers and give 
trusted messages. Trusted messengers 
are the individuals in the community 
that your target audience would listen 
to and trust. This could include family 
members, friends, elders, or even 
celebrities. It is important to learn who 
your audience would turn to for advice. 


FIGURE 16.  TRUSTED MESSENGERS 
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DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN: 
FOCUSING ON PRODUCT 


D E C I D I N G  O N  Y O U R  B E H AV I O R  C H A N G E  


Now that you have identified your primary target audience, this is a good time to define your 
behavior change (Product). You may have decided on one already in your problem statement 


activity on page 28. You also may have defined multiple behavior changes. Use this time to focus and 
refine desired behaviors for each audience segment you have identified. When defining your behavior 
change, consider what kind of change this might be for your audience. Below are behavior types to 
consider: 


• New behavior: Audience has never done the 
behavior. 


• Familiar behavior: Audience might have seen 
someone else perform the behavior or has done 
so themselves. 


• Increase behavior: Audience might already do 
this behavior and you are working to increase 
its frequency. 


• Decrease behavior: Audience has a behavior 
that you want to decrease. 


• Stop behavior: Audience engages in a behavior 
you want to eliminate. 


• Replace behavior: Audience has a specific 
behavior, however, you want to introduce a 
different behavior to replace the old behavior. 


SMART GOALS 


When writing your behavior change, it 
would be a good practice to incorporate 
“SMART Goal” principles. The “SMART” 
acronym stands for: 


• Specific 
• Measurable 
• Attainable 
• Relevant 
• Time-bound 


F IGURE 17.  SMART GOALS 
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The work you have done to identify your target audience will help inform this portion of your so-
cial marketing campaign. When deciding on your behavior change, it is valuable to consider what 
change will make the most impact and be championed by your target audience. See Table 9 below 
for some practical examples of how you can tailor your behavior change to your target audience. 


TABLE 9.  PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR C HANGE 


D E S I R E D 
O U T C O M E  


We would like mothers of Native youth, who live in the community of 
Susanville, CA, to learn the importance of preparing nutritious food 


for their children. 


NEW BEHAVIOR Make 2 vegetarian meals a week. 


FAMILIAR BEHAVIOR Cook familiar dishes using healthy substitutions. 


INCREASE BEHAVIOR Add vegetables to each meal. 


DECREASE BEHAVIOR Consume less fried and fatty foods. 


STOP BEHAVIOR Stop consuming beverages with added sugar. 


REPLACE BEHAVIOR Replace soda with water and fruit-infused water. 


Understanding the readiness of an individual will help you support these behavior changes as well. 
As you narrow down your list of possible behavior changes, involving others in the decision-making 
process is important. Gather input by hosting a focus group, asking others for their input during a 
community advisory meeting, or collecting surveys. 
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DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN: 
FOCUSING ON PRICE 


Change is hard. Whether mental, emotional, spiritual, or physical, there are always barriers 
to change. Often, your audience may know what they should do, but do not have the tools, 


motivation, or encouragement to change. As we move into the next portion of developing your 
campaign, we will examine factors that will influence and support your development of a strong 
message. Recall the guiding question of the second principle of the “Five P’s” (Price): “What will it 
cost this person to partake in the identified behavior change?” 


EMOTIONAL 
FACTORS 


SPIRITUAL 
FACTORS 


PHYSICAL 
FACTORS 


MENTAL 
FACTORS 


BARRIERS TO CHANGE 


FIGURE 18.  BARRIERS TO CHANGE 
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TABLE 10 .  EXTERNAL/ INTERNAL FACTOR MATRIX 


E X T E R N A L  F A C T O R S  I N T E R N A L  F A C T O R S  


Cost Identification 
Can I afford it? Can I see myself doing it? 


Environment Knowledge 
Does my physical environment make it possible? What should I do? 


Access Skill 
Where can I access it? How do I do it? 


Safety Relevance 
Is it safe for me to do it? Why should someone like me do it? 


Ability Confidence 
Can I physically do it? Can someone like me do it? 


Social Context Norms 
Will my group accept it? Do people like me do it? 


Barriers to behavior change can be grouped into external and internal factors. Both kinds of barriers 
will be important to consider as you develop your message. Table 10 below shows some examples of 
external and internal factors that could be barriers to change. 


E X T E R N A L  F A C T O R S  


There are external factors that can be barriers 
to change. For example, a person may want 
to eat healthier, but they do not have access 
to fresh produce. This makes that change 
harder to make. Or, a person may desire to 
stop substance misuse, but if their peer group 
misuses, committing to change will be difficult. 


I N T E R N A L  F A C T O R S  


There are also internal factors that can be 
barriers to change. These are not so easy to 
identify. For example, the person who wants 
to eat healthier may not have the confidence to 
change because they have never done it before. 
Defining internal factors requires dialogue and 
participation from test audiences of those 
whose behavior you want to change.  







 


 


  


 


 
  


 


 


D E V E L O P I N G  Y O U R  M E S S A G E  


Developing your message may be the hardest step. You know the problem, who you are talking to, and 
what barriers your audience faces. Now you need to put into words what you want to tell them. Do not 
worry about getting the message right the first time—there should be several drafts. 


You have already done some of the work to create your draft messages. The conversations you have had 
in the community, the information gathered during formative research, and what your team already 
knows about the issue will lay the foundation for your message. Below are two group activities you can 
do with your team to help refine your messaging ideas. 


G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
T H I N K ,  PA I R ,  S H A R E  


Prior to meeting with your team or community groups, write your problem statement on a white board 
or large sheet of paper. Next to the problem statement, write a list of factors your community faces 
when dealing with the problem (see Table 10 for different factors to consider). 


Give each person in the meeting a sheet of paper and assign them a factor. Give everyone 5 minutes 
of quiet time to write all the reasons that the factor should not stop the person from making a change. 


After 5 minutes, have the team break into pairs to share what they wrote and discuss other options 
with their partners. After 10 minutes in pairs, have each team report to the whole group what they 
discussed. What stands out to your team? What are the most urgent areas that need to be addressed? 


G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
T H I N K ,  F E E L ,  D O  


Give each team member the Key Message 
Template worksheet on page 39. Remind the 
team of your problem statement, the behavior 
change you hope to influence, and the target 
audience. Ask the team the following questions: 


• What do you want your audience to think? 
Are there data points or statistics you would 
like them to know? 


• How do you want your audience to feel? 
What do you want them to believe about this 
behavior change? 


• What do you want your audience to do? 
What is the call to action? 


DO 


THINK FEEL 
F IGURE 19.  TH INK, FEEL ,  DO 
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TABLE 11.  KEY MESSAGE EXAMPLE 


KEY MESSAGE #1 Eating fruits and vegetables is easy and fun! 


Supporting Message It is easy to add more fruits and vegetables to your diet if you have the right 
#1 recipes. Go to our website to learn more! 


Supporting Message Use mushroom caps to make mini pizzas or zucchini to make noodles! There 
#2 are creative ways to make a difference. 


Supporting Message Fresh fruits and vegetables might not be available, but frozen and canned 
#3 are just as good! 


TABLE 12 .  KEY MESSAGE TEMPLATE  


KEY MESSAGE #1 


Supporting Message 
#1 


Supporting Message 
#2 


Supporting Message 
#3 


KEY MESSAGE #2 


Supporting Message 
#1 


Supporting Message 
#2 


Supporting Message 
#3 


KEY MESSAGE #3 


Supporting Message 
#1 


Supporting Message 
#2 


Supporting Message 
#3 


With the information you have collected, you are now ready to create messages. 
Table 11 provides some message examples, and you can use the template in Table 
12 below to help organize your own thoughts: 
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DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN: 
FOCUSING ON PROMOTION 


The principle of Promotion refers to where the activities that promote the desired behavior change 
are initiated or will occur. This is about the ways in which you will reach your target audience 


with your message. This could mean the community center used for weeknight youth programs, 
the website containing helpful information about local services, or even text message appointment 
reminders. A guiding question for this could be: “How will your audience access the activities or 
behavior change you are promoting?” 


When planning your channels, it is important to consider access to these channels. Promotion should 
consider where people are likely to perform the behavior that you want to change. In some cases, 
such as substance use in schools, it may be beneficial to concentrate the placement of your campaign 
messages via posters where the undesired behavior is occurring. In other cases, it may be important 
to have a safe, comfortable space that is not associated with a negative or dangerous behavior. 
Promotion and placement go hand in hand. 


Some examples of channels include: 


• Social media
• Traditional media such as television and radio
• Print media such as flyers and brochures
• Online
• Events and outreach
• Wearables and swag
• Public and media relations
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SOCIAL MEDIA 


TRADITIONAL 


PRINT 


ONLINE 


EVENTS/OUTREACH 


WEARABLES/SWAG 


PUBLIC/MEDIA RELATIONS 


F IGURE 20.  TYPES OF C HANNELS 


Although cost considerations may limit your options, it can be effective to use a combination of 
channels to promote your message (Figure 20). Overall, the best channels to use will be determined 
by the demographics of your community. 


As you finalize the channels that you are using for your campaign, it is important to consider if a channel 
will work for your community. Every community is unique. They have their own set of strengths and 
challenges. When planning your channels and activities, thinking about your community is key to 
creating access. You might live in a rural area with limited access to the internet, or you might live in 
an urban area and your organization has a policy that restricts using social media. Some key questions 
to ask are: 


• Does our target audience use this channel? 
• Is this a reasonable use of resources? 
• Is this channel approved for use by our tribal chair/CEO/leadership? 


Table 13 on the following pages gives examples, pros, and considerations for the different types of 
channels. The activity on pages 44–45 will help you decide which channels to use for your campaign. 







 
 
  
  
  
  
 


 
 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 


 
 


 


 
 


  
 


 
 
 
 


  
 


 
 


 


 


C H A N N E L S :  P R O S  A N D  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


TABLE 13 .  C HANNELS PROS AND CONS IDERATIONS L I ST 


T  Y P E  E X A M P L E S  P R O S  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Social Media • Facebook 
• Instagram 
• Twitter 
• LinkedIn 
• YouTube 
• Snapchat 
• Tik Tok 


• Free! (mostly) 
• Great analytics to help 


track who/how you 
are reaching people 


• Connect directly with 
the community in real 
time! 


• Reach large numbers 
of people in a targeted 
area 


• Able to reach people 
in their home or 
neighborhood 


• Adds legitimacy to 
your message 


• Social media moves quickly, so it 
is important to have a plan to keep 
your message relevant and timely. 


• Certain social media channels 
reach different demographics, so 
messages may need to be tailored 
depending on the channel used. 


• Social media is open, and anyone 
can say anything at any time 
in response to your post. It is 
important to have a response plan. 


• Does your organization allow 
the use of social media? Are 
there policies and procedures to 
consider? 


• Depending on your location, 
there may not be a large Native 
population in a concentrated area. 


• These channels may be expensive, 
depending on how long the 
campaign runs. 


Traditional • Radio 
• Television 
• Newspaper 
• Out of home 


(Billboards, 
Transit) 


Print • Posters 
• Flyers 
• Brochures 


• Able to highlight 
your entire message 
graphically 


• Able to share 
secondary messages 


• There will need to be a plan 
regarding where you post or 
disseminate these materials. 


• Prices can range considerably. 


Online • Website 
• Digital ads 
• Digital radio 
• E-blasts 


• Relatively inexpensive 
• Target specific 


demographics 
• Great analytics to 


measure who you are 
reaching 


• It may be hard for your message 
to break through the clutter of 
internet marketing. 


(Continued on page 43) 
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T Y P E  E X A M P L E S  P R O S  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Events and • Tabling events • Able to meet directly • Outreach and events utilize a lot 
Outreach • Health fairs 


• Sporting 
events 


• Powwows 
• Guerrilla 


marketing 


with your target 
audience 


• Have conversations 
and learn from your 
audience in real time 


of staff time, so it is important to 
consider how much outreach your 
team can do. 


Wearables • T-shirts • Builds ongoing • Items will need to be carefully 
and Swag • Hats 


• Tote bags 
• Pens 
• Calendars 
• Stress balls 


awareness of your 
brand beyond your 
team 


chosen to ensure usage. 
• There is usually only a small print 


area so your message will need to 
have a catchy logo or phrase. 


• There will need to be a plan 
regarding dissemination of 
materials. 


• Prices can range considerably. 


Public • Op-eds • Free! • Your message will need to be clear 
Relations • Press • Reach people you may and compelling to receive media 
and Media conferences not usually reach attention. This strategy is not 
Relations • Trusted messenger guaranteed. 
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 G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
D E F I N I N G  Y O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  C H A N N E L S  


Look through the list of channels on pages 42–43 and identify any channels you might have in your 
community. You might also have more channels than are listed. As you come up with your list, fill in 
the template below (continued on page 45). 


TABLE 14.  CHANNELS TEMPLATE 


T  Y P E  E X A M P L E S  P R O S  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Social Media 


Traditional 


Print 
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T Y P E  E X A M P L E S  P R O S  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Online 


Events and 
Outreach 


Wearables 
and Swag 


Public 
Relations 
and Media 
Relations 
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A S S E T  M A P P I N G  


Often, we may think of channels as a one-time effort to reach our audience, or we only use channels that 
are easily distinguished as “marketing channels,” like radio, flyers, or even social media. However, social 
marketing allows you to think outside of the normal framework of marketing and utilize a wider variety 
of community resources. When considering promotion, assessing your network and the partnerships 
you have is helpful. Your network can be used to promote your campaign. Asset mapping is a process 
of identifying all the possible assets that can help you influence behavior among your target audience. 
Some examples of assets include: 


• Community groups • Social networks 
• Partner organizations • National organizations 
• Community leadership or local government • Local schools 
• Commercial sector partners 


Taking advantage of these assets and strengthening partnerships means both increasing the reach of 
your campaign and reducing the costs to your program. It is also an essential step to gaining community 
buy-in. Recruiting support from a range of community groups, leaders, and other people with influence 
will strengthen your campaign. 


F IGURE 21.  TYPES OF ASSETS  


Your 
Organization 


Local 
Schools 


Partner 
Organizations 


National 
Organizations 


Community 
Leadership 


or Local 
Government 


Community 
Groups 


Social 
Networks 


Commercial 
Sector Partners 
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TABLE 15.  ASSET INVE NTORY TEMPLATE 


A S S E T  C O N T R I B U T I O N  


Community assets 


Public sector assets 


Commercial sector assets 


Non-profit sector assets 


Staff skills assets 


Financial assets 


Communication assets 


Leadership and government support assets 


G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
C R E A T E  A N  A S S E T  I N V E N T O R Y  


Using the table below, make a comprehensive list of all potential assets, separated by the type of 
asset, and estimate what contribution they could have. This contribution could be financial but does 
not have to be—other kinds of support are often even more important. This activity will help with 
cost-benefit analysis and promotion planning. 
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T :  M O B I L I Z I N G  Y O U R  M E S S A G E  


Once you have identified your message and preferred channels, it is time to create your advertisement. 
There are many methods to creating an advertisement to promote your message. You could conduct 
a brainstorming session with staff and stakeholders and develop the advertisement as a team or as 
a community. If you are under a time crunch, hiring a graphic designer or local artist to create an 
advertisement might be beneficial. You also might have an in-house graphic designer or marketing 
team to utilize. 


Your advertisement can take many forms based on your preferred channels—poster, radio ad, video, 
billboard, social media graphic, and more. No matter what the form, there are several variables to 
consider: 


CONTENT 
CONSIDERATIONS 


• What does the ad say? 
• Are your messages conveyed in clear, easy-


to-read language? 
• Is there a defined call to action? 


AUDIO 
CONSIDERATIONS 


• Is the voice talent easy to understand? 
• Does the person sound like your target 


audience or like a trusted messenger? 
• Do you have the rights to use the audio or 


music? 


VISUAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 


• Are your visuals compelling and easy to 
decipher? 


• Do the visuals represent your target 
audience, either through design or photos? 


• Do you have the rights to use the visuals? 


CULTURAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 


• Is your advertisement respectful to the 
community’s culture? 


• Is there anything that could be offensive or 
misconstrued? 
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Test For: 


Attention-Getting Believability 


Attractiveness Credibility 


Relevance Acceptability 


Usefulness Persuasiveness 


Comprehension and Meaning 


FIGURE 22.  CONCEPT TESTING FACTORS 


  


 
 
 
 
 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


C O N C E P T  T E S T I N G  
Concept testing is a quality check between the description of an idea you developed with the community 
and the actual product. Concept testing can be used to improve your call to action or advertisement 
discussed in the last section. A variety of approaches are available for concept testing. Concept testing 
is a marketing approach, however in this guide we have translated practical concept testing from Peng 
and Finn (2008) for application to social marketing.3 Use concept testing to: 


• improve your call to action or advertisement; 
• get input on messaging, visuals, and concepts; 
• develop the original idea further; 
• estimate the concept’s potential reach of audience; and/or 
• eliminate poor concept(s). 


You may be developing your first social marketing campaign. With community feedback from your 
target audience, you will be able to formulate an idea of the possible results of your campaign. Concept 
testing is a low-risk activity that engages your community and ensures your materials are on the right 
track. You will not be able to appeal to everyone in your audience, but some testing of your message on 
a small group could be well worth the effort. As mentioned, a good way of concept testing that will also 
serve as your formative evaluation is to conduct a focus group. 


Concept testing will: 


• ensure the audience understands 
the message; 


• detect if there are other 
interpretations of your message(s); 


• ensure that the message is not 
detracted from by some element 
of the campaign, like music that is 
too loud or a logo that is hard to 
understand; 


• make materials more appealing; 
and 


• catch expensive mistakes. 


G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
C O N C E P T  T E S T I N G  
Organize a group of stakeholders, members from the target audience, and gatekeepers. Supply each 
with your concept art/advertisement materials or share an example. Use the concept testing question 
examples on page 77 in the Appendix. This activity can be done multiple times. 


3 Peng, L. and Finn, A. (2008). “Concept testing: the state of contemporary practice.” Marketing 
Intelligence & Planning, Vol. 26 No. 6, pp. 649-674. 
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DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN: 
FOCUSING ON PLACEMENT 


Placement is the solution for the price or cost your audience has to pay to carry out your desired 
behavior change. Placement is how you reduce these barriers. As social marketers, it is important 


we stop telling people what to do and make it easier for them to actually do it. In this guide, we will talk 
about placement as two concepts: external placement and internal placement. Both concepts are 
anchored by the idea that placement is used to create access for individuals to receive your messages 
and/or partake in the behavior change you have decided on. 


BEHAVIOR CHANGE MESSAGE 


EMBARRASSMENT LACK OF 
KNOWLEDGE 


BARRIERS 


OTHER 
RESPONSIBILITIES 


EXTERNAL 
ACCESS POINTS 


INTERNAL 
ACCESS POINTS 


BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 


FIGURE 23.  OVERCOMING BARRIERS THROUGH PLACEMENT 
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E X T E R N A L  P L A C E M E N T  


The first concept of placement focuses on creating external “access points” for individuals to 
receive messages. Creating external access points is important in reaching your target audience and 
countering any barriers they may face. For example, rather than causing embarrassment by requiring 
a student to visit the office of the guidance counselor for information about mental health, provide this 
information in a different way. Options could include posting information on their school webpage, 
as flyers in student mailboxes, or on the back of bathroom stall doors. Or, if a barrier to coming 
to a support group is a lack of childcare, consider collaborating to provide childcare or a children’s 
workshop at the same time as the adult meeting. 


You can also place messages to promote your behavior change at existing access points. If youth visit 
the local convenience store located near their school for instance, place flyers about your upcoming 
event at the counter. Featuring a message on a local billboard for all to see is another way to utilize 
existing external access points. 


Providing access to your audience is very important. If your desired behavior change is that you want 
your target audience to make informed and healthy eating choices, your promotion might include 
a cooking class. Your placement is making sure the audience can carry out the desired behavior. 
Placement considers where you host the cooking class, when you host it, and who leads the class. For 
example, hosting your cooking class at 5:00 p.m. in a small cafeteria at your local tribal meeting house 
where parking is limited and the wheelchair ramp is being repaired might not be the best placement 
for your activity. 


Guiding questions include: 


• Is this physically accessible to your target audience? 
• Is this physically comfortable? 
• Is this helpful and supportive to your target audience’s lifestyle? 
• Can your target audience access this promotion as a part of their regular routine, or is it an easy 


change for them to make? 


F IGURE 24 .  WE R NATIVE EXAMPLE 


EXAMPLE 
WE R NATIVE: ASK AUNTIE 


A great example of trusted messengers and creating access is “Ask Auntie” by We R Native. 
The team at We R Native developed a persona on data they collected. Youth identified a 
trusted messenger in their inner circle as “Auntie.” Hundreds of questions are received every 
month from Native youth across the country covering many topics and themes. They keep all 
submissions anonymous, and “Auntie” answers them in recorded videos posted on social media 
and on their website. “Auntie” gives reliable advice, credible resources, and guided support to 
those who might not seek information from others. Thanks to the success of the program, We 
R Native has also introduced an “Ask Uncle.” For more information on “Ask Auntie” and other 
We R Native programs, see page 68 in the Appendix. 
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I N T E R N A L  P L A C E M E N T  


The second concept of placement focuses on creating internal access points for individuals to 
receive messages. Think back to the trusted messengers information in Figure 16 on page 33. It is 
important to consider not just where the behavior will be performed, but also whether your message 
or behavior change will reach the audience. For example, you may want to use a photo of people 
from your community, rather than a stock photo, to make your advertisements more relevant to your 
audience. Or, if you’re hosting a class or support group on a sensitive topic, make sure participants 
know there is a counselor available if they need someone to talk to privately. Addressing internal and 
external factors and using trusted messengers and messages should be a priority when promoting 
your activity. 


A great example of this is the We R Native “Ask Auntie” example on the previous page. Using 
psychological and cultural considerations from their target audience, they identified a person that 
they would take advice from. The connection to the role of the Auntie/Uncle in Native communities is 
very important. On a practical and emotional level, using this persona to connect to youth and provide 
information on sensitive topics is an excellent use of internal access points. This is combined with 
external access considerations, such as reaching youth anonymously online, to make the campaign 
more effective. 


Guiding questions include: 


• Does your target audience connect psychologically to this channel or activity? 
• Does your target audience feel psychologically comfortable and safe? 
• Will your target audience feel glad they came or glad they accessed the promotion? 
• Is your channel or activity culturally relevant, trauma-informed, and respectful? 


V I R T U A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  


Depending on the needs and goals of your campaign, promotion might not involve in-person 
communication. Social marketing can have an enormous impact through social media and the 
internet. Utilizing digital marketing in combination with other approaches is an effective way to reach 
your audience. 


4 “Social Media and Teens.” (2018, March). American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry. Retrieved 
June 15, 2020, from: https://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF-
Guide/Social-Media-and-Teens-100.aspx. 



https://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF
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As you think about adding social media, there are 
many positive aspects to consider when developing 
your campaign. According to the American Academy 
of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, the potential 
benefits of social media include:4 


• staying connected to friends; 
• meeting others with shared interests; 
• finding community and support for specific 


activities; 
• sharing artwork or music; and 
• exploring and expressing one’s identity. 


However, there are also potential risks of social 
media, including: 


PREPARING FOR 
THE TECHNO WORLD 


The virtual world provides a whole 
range of new benefits as well as risks. 
Specialized training can help you learn 
how to use online tools and respond to 
youth online. For further resources on 
social media, youth, and mental health, 
see page 84 in the Appendix. 


F IGURE 25.  PREPARING FOR THE TEC HNO 
WORLD 


• exposure to harmful or inappropriate content (e.g. sex, drugs, violence, etc.); 
• exposure to dangerous people; 
• exposure to cyber bullying, a risk factor for depression and suicide; 
• oversharing personal information; 
• exposure to excessive advertisements; 
• exposure to privacy violations, including the collection of data about teen users; 
• exposure to identity theft or being hacked; and 
• interference with sleep, exercise, homework, or family activities. 


If you decide to pursue digital marketing, consider getting trained in social media and online media to 
enhance the quality and safety of your campaigns. Developing the skills to best utilize online tools will 
support both your current and future efforts, as well as ensure the whole health of the Native youth 
you serve. 


Guiding questions include: 


• Does your target audience have access to the internet and/or a smart phone? 
• Does your organization or agency have social media and internet policies in place? 
• Does your staff possess the skill-set and time to keep up with social media and internet posting? 
• Do you know all the benefits and drawbacks of using social media? 
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REFINING YOUR PLAN: 
EVALUATION 


Three types of evaluation that apply to social marketing and which you may be able to do are 
formative evaluation, process evaluation, and outcome evaluation. A fourth type of evaluation, 


impact evaluation, is not covered in this guide. Impact evaluation involves a lot of time, resources, and 
expertise. Check with your evaluator or project lead to see if it is appropriate for your project. 


Formative evaluation is the story of what you plan to do. Process evaluation is the story of what happens 
as you implement your campaign. Outcome evaluation (also called summative evaluation) measures 
what changed because of what you did. To gather useful evaluation data, it is best to think about what 
research and data you will use during each phase of campaign development and implementation. 


Across all types of evaluation, it is also important to incorporate the principles of indigenous evaluation. 
Indigenous evaluation is centered in core cultural values with an emphasis on being strength-based 
and guided by the community. If you follow the suggestions in this guide of gathering community 
and audience input before mounting a campaign, you meet the criteria of community involvement 
set by indigenous evaluation standards. Reporting the results of your campaign with an emphasis on 
community growth and strengths is also recommended by 


FIGURE 26.  TYPES OF EVALUATIONexperts in indigenous evaluation. 


Putting together a simple evaluation plan at the beginning 
of the campaign is a good idea. A plan will help you 
determine what resources you will need for the evaluation, 
what data it would make sense to collect, and if there are 
stakeholders that have or could collect helpful data. It will 
also set benchmarks so you will know if you achieved the 
results you hoped to, and what data you will need to know 
if your campaign is successful. For instance, if you plan to 
do a survey after a campaign to measure its success, you 
may want to plan to do a pre-test/post-test survey. A good 
strategy for planning your evaluation is to think about what 
you would most like to know at every stage of the process. 


Outcome 
Evaluation 


Formative 
Evaluation 


Process 
Evaluation 
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FIGURE 27.  STAGES OF EVALUATION 


F O R M A T I V E  E VA L U A T I O N


4. IMPACT EVALUATION


3. OUTCOME EVALUATION


2. PROCESS EVALUATION


1. FORMATIVE EVALUATION


What were the long-term 
effects of the project? 


After the project: What 
changed because of the 
project? 


During the project: Is what we’re 
doing working like we predicted? 


Before the project activities begin: 
What are we planning to do? 


Earlier in this guide you read about formative research and concept testing. Both are forms of formative 
evaluation. Formative evaluation could help you find out what people are already doing and why, how 
they see the desired behavior, and whether they have any desire to change. Formative evaluation also 
helps answer the question, “What’s the best way to do this?” Two methods of formative evaluation 
useful in social marketing are surveys and focus groups. 


Surveys usually ask questions that call for a yes or no response or a short answer, or they use a Likert 
scale (usually a scale from 1 to 5 that ranges from strongly disagree to strongly agree, for example). 
Surveys assume that people know what they think or how they feel and can express that in brief 
answers. Focus groups ask for open-ended, broad, and qualitative responses. They tend to be better 
at capturing the emotional aspects of an issue and the nuances of thoughts on the issue. Focus groups 
also elicit responses that build on what other participants think. 


A good focus group has a clear objective. To decide what information you are seeking, first determine 
what data and information you already have. This could include data you or other agencies have 
collected, such as behavior statistics or opinion polls. Next, determine what you hope to obtain from 
the focus group. What are the gaps in your existing information that you want to fill in? Once you 
have defined your goal, determine a small number of questions you want to ask, keeping the topic 
fairly narrow so you can collect qualitative results. Focus group questions should be determined in 
advance. The timeframe of a focus group is usually between 45 and 90 minutes. A moderator will ask 
clarifying questions with the intent of moving the discussion deeper, but timeframe and number of 
participants will also drive the agenda. These variables should be considered when deciding on the 
number of questions, their emphasis, and the overall goal of the focus group. 


For more resources on conducting focus groups, see page 74 in the Appendix. 







          


 


 


 
 
 
 


  


 


        
 


P R O C E S S  E VA L U A T I O N 


Process evaluation tells the story of what happens during implementation of your social 
marketing campaign. Another way to think of process evaluation is that this is where we learn 
what is working and what needs improvement. If you ask these questions as the campaign is 
unfolding, you can fine-tune things as you go rather than trying to investigate after the fact 
what could have worked better, which ultimately saves you time and expense. For example, if 
you are holding a parenting class, process evaluation data points might be enrollment rates, 
attendance rates, and asking participants what they remember from the class (i.e., what was 
learned and retained). 


Process evaluation can also ask, “Is our campaign rolling out as planned?” For instance: 


• Are the ads running at the right times? 
• Are the posters still in place? 
• How many brochures did we deliver to this location and do we need more at that location? 
• Is our message reaching the target audience? 


Planning each stage of your evaluation before implementation will help you collect the data 
that you need. For example, if you are running radio advertisements, determine in advance 
how many you want to run in which timeframes. Then you can plan to monitor the ads when 
they run to make sure the campaign is being implemented as planned. 


O U T C O M E  E VA L U A T I O N  


Outcome evaluation asks, “How effective was our intervention?” Outcome evaluations 
might examine people’s exposure to the message; awareness of the message; or a change 
in knowledge, attitude, or behavior. The easiest way for most communities to do outcome 
evaluation is through a survey.5 A survey can be self-administered or can take the form of 
an interview. There are several online survey applications (apps) that are free if you limit the 
number of questions you ask and the number of respondents. These apps offer help sections 
on developing good survey questions. As mentioned above, if you are planning on using a 
survey to measure your success, consider doing a pre-test/post-test to measure change. 


5 “Social Marketing: Testing, Dissemination, and Evaluation.” Frog Dog Magazine. Retrieved June 9, 2020, 
from: https://www.frog-dog.com/magazine/social-marketing-testing-dissemination-and-evaluation. 
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TABLE 16.  EVALUATION PLAN TEMPLATE 


EVALUATION PLAN 


EVALUATION 
QUESTION 


What will we use to judge 
program performance? 


What data will we use to 
answer our questions? 


How will we gather it? 


Who is responsible? 


Timeline 


Budget (if appropriate) 


 G R O U P  A C T I V I T Y :  
E VA L U A T I O N  P L A N  


Once you have read through the sections on formative evaluation, process evaluation, and outcome 
evaluation on pages 55 and 56, decide what evaluation questions you want to explore and use the 
template below to create a plan for how to measure those questions. This can be done multiple times 
for multiple different evaluation questions. For example, if your campaign is focused on improving 
healthy eating habits among youth, here are three evaluation questions you might want to examine: 


• Formative: With what age group would we have the easiest access and the most impact for our 
healthy eating campaign? 


• Process: Are we on track to meet our goal number of youth with our current activities? 
• Outcome: By what percentage did targeted youth show changes in eating behaviors, according 


to our survey? 


Each of these questions might need different kinds of information in order to be answered properly. 
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PART 3 


LAUNCHING YOUR CAMPAIGN: 
IMPLEMENTATION 
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IMPLEMENTATION 


Now that you have learned about social marketing and the steps for developing 
your social marketing plan, you are ready to finalize your own campaign. The 


following pages provide a roadmap and checklist to help summarize the information 
in this guide. The roadmap, which is best viewed with pages 60 and 61 side by side, 
will help you organize the steps of your social marketing campaign from start to 
finish. The checklist on page 62 will help you organize key information in one place 
so you can be sure you have everything you need to implement your campaign. 
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IGNITE ROADMAP 


Deciding on a behavior change model is a good 
start on your social marketing journey.  


1 
PRIORITY 


CHANGING BEHAVIOR 2 ISSUE 
Work with the com-
munity to identify 
what issue they feel... 


COST/ 
BARRIERS 


This is where you answer the 
question “What will it cost this 


person to partake in the behavior... 


CHANNELS 
Identify how you can reach your 


target audience through channels, 
assets, and advertisements. 


CONCEPT TESTING 


Quality check ideas and actual products with 
the community. 


6 


7 8 


 


 


 







 


TARGET AUDIENCE 
Determine who you are trying to reach 
with your message. Are there multiple 
groups you need to speak to? 


BEHAVIOR CHANGE 


Use this time to focus and refine desired 
behaviors for your target audience. 


ACCESS EVALUATION 
Create access for individuals to 
receive your messages and/or 
partake in your behavior change. 


Don’t forget to plan for ways to 
measure and define success! 


3 


45 


9 


LAUNCH YOUR 
CAMPAIGN! 


You are now ready to implement your 
campaign! Don’t forget to take time 


to celebrate your hard work. 


10 


is the most important 
right now. 


change?” This 
will help you 


create messages. 







  


 


I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T  


Ready to launch your campaign? After reading the 
roadmap on pages 60–61, use this worksheet to ensure IMPORTANT DATES 
you have all pertinent information easily accessible. 


Campaign Start and End Dates: 


Budget: 


Check-in Meeting Dates: 


Team Members and Roles: 


Behavior Change: 


Target Audience(s): 


Message(s): 


Channels: 


Evaluation for Each Channel: 


Advertisements or Campaign Elements: 


Stakeholders: 


Media Partners: 
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CONGRATULATIONS


The work you do is not easy. Striving for community change takes courage, hard work, compassion, 
and hope. We thank you for your dedication to improving the lives of the individuals in your community, 
and in doing so, making your community a safer, stronger, happier place. We hope you have found this 
guide useful. For any questions, please contact the SAMHSA Tribal TTA Center using the information 
on page 3. 


You are the spark to ignite community change that can last a lifetime. 


IGNITE 
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APPENDIX 
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SOCIAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN EXAMPLES 


Sometimes, learning from others is the best way to find inspiration for your own 
work. In the following pages, we have gathered example campaigns from four 


Native organizations working in their communities to prevent susbtance use and 
suicide, and/or to promote mental health. Their campaigns work because they are 
specific to the cultures and needs of their individual communities: what works for 
them may not work for you. These examples should be taken as inspiration for 
your campaign, not borrowed directly. 


The “Fifth P” of social marketing is the most important concept: work with the 
people of your own community to determine the right course of action for your 
social marketing campaign. We hope these examples will show you that great 
success is possible, no matter the size of your campaign, and that changing 
behaviors for the good of your community can be done. 
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EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN: 
CALIFORNIA CONSORTIUM FOR URBAN INDIAN HEALTH 
MEDICATION-ASS ISTED TREATMENT CAMPAIGN 


Established in 2006, the California Consortium for Urban Indian Health (CCUIH) is a nonprofit 
501(c)(3) statewide alliance of urban indian health programs and substance misuse treatment 
facilities. Our mission is to facilitate shared development resources for our members and to 
raise public awareness in order to support a health and wellness network that meets the needs 
of American Indians living in urban communities. The Tribal Medication-Assisted Treatment 
(MAT) Project, which is a joint initiative between CCUIH, the State of California, and several 
statewide partners, aims to accomplish this through creating a health care environment where 
MAT services are widely used to treat American Indians who are struggling with opioid use 
disorder (OUD). 


The CCUIH MAT campaign aims to address the following: 


• Provider stigma surrounding the issue of providing MAT services 
• Provider/organizational knowledge on how to begin offering MAT services at their clinic/ 


program 
• Community stigma regarding treatment of individuals with OUD 
• Community stigma generally regarding attitudes towards individuals with OUD 
• Community/provider knowledge and skills regarding opioid overdose prevention, 


identification, and reversal 


F IGURE 28 .  CCU IH CAMPAIGN POSTERS  


opioids
fentanylMay include


I  a m  n o t
g o i n g


t o  l o s e  
m y  


b r o t h e r .


I  c a n
s av e  l i v e s . M y  d o c t o r


p r e s c r i b e s  m e  
o p i o i d s  f o r  


c h r o n i c  pa i n .


I  a m  a l way s  
p r e pa r e d .


I  carry naloxone
the opioid overd ose  reversal medicat ion


because . . .


N a l o x o n e  s av e s  l i v e s
T a l k  t o  y o u r  h e a l t h c a r e  p r o v i d e r  a b o u t  c a r r y i n g


n a l o x o n e ,  t h e  o p i o i d  o v e r d o s e  r e v e r s a l  m e d i c a t i o n .


F o r  i n f o r m at i o n  a b o u t  ca r ry i n g  


n a loxo n e  o r  a b o u t  o p i o i d  u s e  


d i s o r d e r  t r e at m e n t  o pt i o n s, ta l k to 


yo u r  p r i m a ry ca r e  p r ov i d e r  o r


co n tac t:
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The target audiences include: 


• American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) community broadly 
• Those who may have a family member or close friend struggling with OUD 
• Providers who serve AI/AN individuals 
• AI/AN individuals currently taking opioids or who would consider taking opioids if 


prescribed to them 
• AI/AN individuals with OUD 


The goal of the campaign is to foster wide acceptance and utilization of MAT as an intervention 
for OUD in AI/AN communities. Primary messaging across the campaign is that MAT services 
are a safe, effective, evidenced-based option for treating those suffering from OUD, and MAT is 
indeed compatible, and thus often paired with, cultural practices/forms of treatment, allowing 
MAT to be highly successful with AI/AN individuals and communities. 


Campaign assets included branded collateral and other assets in the form of: 


• Posters • T-shirts • Pens 
• Brochures • Canvas bags • Webpage 
• Booklet • Stickers • Other educational documents 
• Virtual/in-person opioid overdose reversal trainings 


A key part of the MAT project is the California Indian Opioid Safety Coalition (CIOSC), which is 
the primary sustainability component. CIOSC is a coalition of urban and tribal health programs 
and other organizations that serve these communities in order to establish sustainable, local 
efforts to create and implement MAT services throughout California and ensure the longevity 
of said efforts once state and federal funding has reached its limit. CIOSC members meet 
quarterly to stay informed on each other’s activities, share best practices, and continuously 
develop strategies as new needs and opportunities arise. For more information and to download 
the examples, please visit ccuih.org/medication-assisted-treatment-project. 


everyone you know and encourage 
others to carry naloxone. 


Introduction 
According to the CDC, drug 
overdose is now the leading cause 
of accidental death in the US, far 
surpassing deaths caused by motor 
vehicle accidents (CDC 2014). Unlike 
car accidents, however, people who 
use drugs are often stigmatized 
because drug use is not as socially 
acceptable as driving. 


All people, including those with
substance use disorder, have the 
right to lead healthy, productive 
lives. 


This training guide includes 
information about recognizing and 
reversing opioid overdoses using 
naloxone nasal spray. Naloxone is the 
opioid overdose reversal medication. 
Please share this information with 


Caring For Your
Naloxone 


Naloxone expires in 2 years, the 
expiration date is on the carton. Store 
naloxone in a dry, mild environment 
and avoid exposing it to direct 
sunlight. Do NOT do a test spray. 
There is only one dose per device 
and a test spray will waste it. 


About This Brochure 
This training guide was funded 
by the CA Department of Health 
Care Services (DHCS) Medication 
Assisted Treatment (MAT) Expansion 
Project. Content was adapted from 
the SAMHSA Opioid Overdose 
Prevention Toolkit and the Hope 
Without Limits brochure by Harm 
Reduction Services of Sacramento, 
CA. 


FIGURE 29.  CCUIH CAMPAIGN BROCHURE 
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EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN: 
NORTHWEST PORTLAND AREA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD 
WE R NATIVE 


Established in 1972, the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board (NPAIHB) is a nonprofit 
tribal advisory organization serving the 43 federally recognized tribes of Oregon, Washington, 
and Idaho. Each member tribe appoints a delegate via tribal resolution, and our delegates meet 
quarterly to direct and oversee all activities of NPAIHB. NPAIHB Delegates create and update 
a strategic plan, which contains four main functional areas: health promotion and disease 
prevention, legislative and policy analysis, training and technical assistance, and surveillance 
and research. NPAIHB houses the Northwest Tribal Epidemiology Center (EpiCenter), operates 
numerous health promotion and disease prevention projects, and is active in Indian health 
policy.   


We R Native is a multimedia health resource for Native teens and young adults. The service 
includes an interactive website (weRnative.org), a text messaging service (text NATIVE to 
97779), a Facebook page, a YouTube channel, a Twitter account, and print marketing materials. 
Special features include monthly contests, community service grants ($475), an “Ask Auntie” 
Q&A service, and medically accurate information reviewed by experts in public health, mental 
health, community engagement, and activism. 


Despite their immense cultural resilience and pride, American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/ 
AN) youth are one of the most at-risk populations in the United States, living in communities 
disproportionately affected by high rates of poverty, unemployment, and health disparities. To 
reverse these trends, Native youth are stepping up and getting involved in health promotion 
efforts—harnessing the power of peer education, technology, and social media to promote 
protective factors for physical, mental, spiritual, and sexual health. 


The goals of We R Native are to: 


• address health and social issues important to Native youth, and 
• promote holistic health and positive identity among AI/AN teens and young adults. 


The target audience is AI/AN teens and young adults (13 to 24 years old) throughout the United 
States. 


We R Native collects digital metrics recommended by DigitalGov.gov. Since its launch, the 
website has received over 1 million page views. The average user visits roughly three pages 
per visit. The Facebook page and text message service alert followers to health tips, contests, 
internship opportunities, and current events. Altogether, We R Native reaches over 32,000 
users per week through its various media channels. 


For more information, please visit wernative.org or see the Further Reading and Resources 
section on page 84. 
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F IGURE 30.  WE R NATIVE CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEME NTS 
Clockwise from top left: Ask Auntie, photo contest ad, Youth Ambassador, example 
page from the We R Native Coloring Book, and We R Native Youth 
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EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN: 
SACRAMENTO NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH CENTER 
C IRCLES OF CARE PARTNERSHIP 
Sacramento Native American Health Center (SNAHC) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) Federally 
Qualified Health Center committed to continuing and sharing the legacy of a healthy American 
Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) community based on cultural values delivered through a 
traditional, innovative, and accessible patient-
centered health home. SNAHC offers primary 
care, oral health, behavioral health, specialty, and 
supportive services in midtown Sacramento. For 
more information on SNAHC, visit www.snahc.org. 
We are open to all, and all are welcome. 


Based on the findings of our Community Needs and 
Strengths Report and the Community Readiness 
Assessment, we prioritized two goals: 


• Increase mental health education and 
awareness. 


• Increase help-seeking behaviors. 


Target Audiences: 


• AI/AN youth and young adults in Sacramento 
County 


Secondary Audiences: 


• Parents and caregivers of AI/AN youth 
• Providers and community partners who serve AI/AN youth 


Campaign Key Messages: 


• Many people, including Native youth, experience a mental health challenge in their 
lifetime. 


• Mental health support for Native youth can take many different (but equally valid) 
forms. They should be encouraged to pursue what works for them. 


• Social support from both caring adults and peers is vital to encouraging Native youth to 
seek solutions to their mental health concerns. 


F IGURE 32 .  YOUTH SOCC ER CL IN IC PARTIC IPANTS 


F IGURE 31.  SNAHC BOOTH 
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A big priority for our campaign was leveraging partnerships. We partnered with Sacramento 
Republic FC (SRFC), our local semi-professional soccer team, to help deliver our message. 


NATIVE HERITAGE N IGHT 


The Native Heritage Night game was a sold-out event highlighting Native organizations. We 
were able to create a public service announcement with local Native youth and the soccer players 
about mental health to show to the crowd of 11,500 during the game, as well as distribute our 
marketing materials. In addition, the youth and staff were able to speak to the crowd prior to 
kick-off about mental health. 


F IGURE 33 .  NATIVE HERITAGE N IGHT 


NATIVE FAMILY FUN DAY F IGURE 34 .  NATIVE FAMILY FUN DAY 


In honor of National Children’s Mental 
Health Awareness Day, SRFC sponsored a 
Native Family Fun Day and a Native youth 
soccer clinic. The youth were able to learn 
techniques from players and coaches, and 
the parents were able to connect with 
local Native organizations. All participants 
received mental health resources and 
campaign materials. 


F IGURE 35.  YOUTH SOCC ER CL IN IC 
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EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN: 
NATIVE AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY ACTION, INC .  
C IRCLES OF CARE PROJECT (2015–2018) 


Native Americans for Community Action, 
Inc. (NACA) is the sole urban center in 
Navajo Area, and serves as a health facility 
in Flagstaff, AZ. The mission of NACA is to 
provide preventive wellness strategies and 
empower and advocate for Native peoples 
and others in need to create a healthy 
community based on Harmony, Respect, and 
Indigenous Values. 


The Circles of Care (CoC) project was a 3-year 
planning grant which utilized the Community-
Based Participatory Research Model in 
creating a system of care model for Flagstaff 
Native American youth and families. The 
CoC project worked with community youth, 
adults, elders, tribal leaders, and child-serving agencies. The CoC project was collaboratively 
designed to develop a sustainable system of care model. This model was built on individual and 
family strengths, while addressing the mental and behavioral health needs of Native American 
youth. 


There is a tremendous need for coordinated services and awareness for Native American 
youth in Flagstaff, AZ. According to the Community Readiness Assessment completed by the 
CoC project in August of 2018, the level of community readiness for Native American youth 
mental health and wellness was at a 3. This score was determined by a team of data specialists, 
and interviewees were selected from various sects of public health, including the local police 
department, school district, juvenile detention center, and firefighter department. 


The NACA CoC program developed a social marketing plan to increase the community readiness 
score. The NACA CoC Community Advisory Social Marketing subcommittee identified the 
following social marketing goal and objectives: 


• Decrease stigma and taboo of mental health in the middle-school-aged Native American 
youth in Flagstaff, AZ. 


• Normalize mental health and wellness through community engagement and a 
local campaign. 


• Identify tools for mental health and wellness education. 


The target audiences of the campaign included: 


• Native American youth ages 12 to 16 (primary) 
• Parents of Native American youth ages 12 to 16 (secondary) 
• High school youth ages 16 to 18 (hidden) 


FIGURE 36.  CIRCLES OF CARE SYSTEM OF 
CARE BLUEPRINT 
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The primary and secondary campaign 
messages included: 


• Mental health is the state of your 
well-being. 


• Take care of your 
emotions. 


• It’s okay to talk about it. 
• Mental health carries 


the same importance as 
physical health. 


• Mental illness does not 
FIGURE 37.  NACA CAMPAIGN POSTER discriminate. 


Campaign assets included branded 
materials and other assets in the form 
of: 


• Promotional posters at the local 
mall 


• Digital stories 
• Postcards 
• Business cards 
• Text message campaign 
• T-shirts 
• Sweatshirts 


FIGURE 38.  NACA CAMPAIGN MATERIALS • Bags 
• Hats 
• Other educational documents 


For more information, please visit nacainc.org or see Further Reading and Resources on page 84. 


FIGURE 39.  NACA CAMPAIGN CALENDAR 
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SAMPLE FORMATIVE RESEARCH FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT 
The goal of formative research is to get background information to help guide development 
of your campaign. Below is a sample script to help with facilitating your focus group. Things to 
consider when hosting the group: 


• It is important to have a neutral facilitator. The facilitator should not be biased or ask 
leading questions. 


• The focus group participants should be representative of your community. They should 
have various knowledge levels of the topic. The group should include 5 to 10 people. 


• Out of respect for people’s time, it is important to provide a stipend. 


1.  WELCOME AND EXPLANATION OF STUDY 


Good evening. I am so glad you could join us this evening. On behalf of , I am 
hosting this group discussion with local community members on health issues important to the 
community. We want to know what you think and explore how we should share this information. 


2 .  GROUP DISCUSS ION GROUND RULES 


Moderator introduces themselves and reviews the ground rules with the participants. 


• The group discussion will last approximately 90 minutes. 


• There are no right or wrong answers. I want to know what each of you personally thinks 
about the questions being asked. 


• You will not be forced to answer any questions, but we hope you will feel free to participate 
fully. 


• If you agree or disagree with what others say, let me know. I want to hear what you think— 
especially if there is something said that you disagree with. 


• I’d like to record the interview which is normal for group discussions. I use the recordings to 
write a final report. Your responses are confidential and we will not in any way link what you 
say to your name… you will not be on Facebook later this evening. 


• Please speak one at a time so that the recording is clear and I will be able to follow and 
understand the conversation. 


• I invite you to relax and be comfortable. 


3. SELF - INTRODUCTIONS 


Tell me your first name, the name of the neighborhood/city where you live in  County, and 
your tribal affiliation. Also, please share where you get your news and other important information. 


4.  CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW 


1. What do you think are some of the most pressing health issues facing your community? 
(Spend a minute or 2 on a quick brainstorm.) 


2. (If no one mentioned the health issue you are discussing) You mentioned quite a few health 
issues but I noticed no one mentioned  as a major health issue. Why is that? (Probe 
to explore all the reasons topic was not mentioned.) 
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a. (If it was mentioned) How does compare to the other health issues listed 
in terms of needing to address it? 


3. I’m going to share some statistics about that I want to talk about with you. I want 
you to read each of them and then write down two to three words that describe how the 
statements make you feel. (Pass out sheet and wait for them to write comments.) 


a. #1 fact about topic and the AI/AN community 
b. #2 fact about topic and the AI/AN community 


4. Let’s talk about how you feel when you see statistics and statements like these. 


a. Do these statistics bring up any specific feelings for you? If so, what feelings and 
why? 


b. Were you aware this was an issue? 


c. Why do you think  is happening in your community? 


d. What are some things that need to happen to change these statistics? (Make sure 
that all participants share recommendations.) 


5.  CAMPAIGN MESSAGING 


1. What kind of health-related information would you look for if you were dealing with ? 


2. Where would you look and how would you find that information? Are there people you would 
go to for information like that? Why them? (Probe to explore who, where, why, and how.) 


3. Is there anywhere else you think information about  should be? 


4. Where would you go for support if you were dealing with ? (Probe.) What about 
community centers? Churches? Your school? 


5. Is there anyone else that needs to know more about this issue in order to help community 
members? (Probe to explore role of elders, trusted messengers, etc.) 


6.  ADVERTIS ING OVERVIEW 


(If you have sample advertising) Next, we’d like to gain your opinions and feedback regarding 
advertising. I have some posters and radio ads for you to look at and listen to, and then we’re going 
to talk about how you feel about each. 


6A. POSTER ADS 


We’re going to look at some posters first. I’m going to give each of you the ad. I want you to read it 
and when you’re finished look up. Then, I’m going to show you a larger version of exactly the same 
ad and I’ll read it. Then I want to discuss each. 


1. What do you think of this poster? Write your initial reaction on the notepad. 


2. Would this catch your attention? Why or why not? 


3. Do you feel this poster speaks to you? 


4. How does the messaging come across to you? What do you think about the picture? 
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5. Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this 
campaign? 


6. Are you more likely to go to a website for information or call a phone number? What would 
you expect to see on the website? (Probe for info they would want on the site.) 


6B .  RADIO ADS 


Now we’re going to listen to a radio ad. I’m going to play the ad twice. 


1. What do you think of this ad? Write your initial reaction on the notepad. 


2. Would this ad catch your attention? Why or why not? 


3. Do you feel this ad speaks to you? 


4. How does the messaging come across to you? 


5. If you heard this on the radio, would it make you want to take action? What action would it 
make you want to take? Would this encourage you to get care? 


6. Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this 
campaign? 


6C . D IGITAL ADS 


Now we are going to look at an online campaign. I will give you a minute to look at the ad, then we 
will discuss. 


1. What do you think of this ad? Write your initial reaction on the notepad. 


2. Would this ad catch your attention? Why or why not? 


3. Do you feel this ad speaks to you? 


4. How does the messaging come across to you? What do you think about the picture? 


5. What would you expect to see on the website based on this ad? 


6. Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this 
campaign? 


7. What do you think of the campaigns? How do they compare? Is one more likely than the other 
to get your attention? 


7.  CLOSING AND THANKS 


Your input today has been really helpful. So when you hear the ads on the radio or see the posters 
around town, you be sure and tell your friends and family that you helped make that campaign 
happen. We thank you for your time and your input today. 
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SAMPLE CONCEPT TESTING QUESTIONS 


1.  COMPREHENSION AND MEANING 


Questions: Print Materials 


• What do you think this brochure/poster is telling you to do? 


• What is the main idea it is trying to get across? 


• What will you get if you do that? 


• What does it tell people will happen if you do that? 


• What words/sentences are difficult to read/understand? 


• How can we say that so it is easier to understand? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• What do you think this radio/TV spot is telling you to do? 


• What is the main idea it is trying to get across? 


• What will you get if you do that? 


• What does it tell people will happen if you do that? 


• Is there anything about the ad that is confusing/hard to understand? 


2 .  ATTENTION - GETTING 


Questions: Print Materials 


• What first caught your eye? 


• Once seeing this, did you want to continue reading? 


• Do you recall seeing this poster/brochure? 


3. ATTRACTIVENESS 


Questions: Print Materials 


• What do you think about the pictures? 


• What do you like/dislike about the way the material looks? 


• What could be done to make the material more interesting? 


• What could be done to make the material more attractive? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• What did you find most interesting about the ad? 


• What was the first thing that caught your attention? 


• Is the announcer’s voice pleasing? 


• How can the ad be changed to make it more interesting? 
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4.  RELEVANCE 


Questions: Print Materials 


• Who do you think this brochure/poster is speaking to? 


• What type of people should read this? 


• What makes you think the message is/is not made for them? 


• In what ways are the people in the brochure like/different from you? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• Who do you think this ad is speaking to? 


• What type of people should listen to or see this ad? 


• What makes you think this message is/is not made for them? 


• In what ways are the people in the ad like/different from you? 


5.  BELIEVAB ILITY 


Questions: Print Materials 


• Who do you think wrote this material? 


• How do you feel about who wrote it? 


• How do you feel about the person on the cover? 


• What type of people/organizations would be most suitable to write a material like this one? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• What is the spot saying will happen if you take the recommended action? 


• How do you feel about what is being offered? 


• What about this spot makes you think the offer is not true? 


• Who is the best spokesperson for delivering the message? 


6.  CREDIB IL ITY  


Questions: Print Materials 


• Who wrote this brochure? How do you feel about who wrote it? 


• Who is most suitable for this brochure? 


7.  ACCEPTAB ILITY 


Questions: Print Materials 


• Is there anything about the material you find offensive? 


• Is there anything about the material that you find annoying? 


• What should be changed to make this material more enjoyable to read? 
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Questions: Electronic Media 


• Is there anything about the ad you find offensive? 


• Is there anything about the ad that you find annoying? 


• What should be changed to make this ad more enjoyable to view/hear? 


8.  PERSUASIVENESS 


Questions: Print Materials 


• What does the poster/brochure make you want to do? 


• How likely are you to do that? 


• What makes you want to take the recommended action? 


• What could convince you to take the recommended action? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• What does the ad make you want to do? 


• How likely are you to do that? 


• What makes you want to take the recommended action? 


• What could convince you to take the recommended action? 


9.  USEFULNESS 


Questions: Print Materials 


• What information did you already know? 


• What new information did you learn? 


• Do you think we should spend our money to print this material? 


• Where do you think the material should be distributed? 


Questions: Digital Media 


• What information did you already know? 


• What new information did you learn? 


• Do you think we should spend our money to run this ad in ? 
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GLOSSARY 


Access: the way in which your target audience can perform the desired behavior or reach your 


products or services. See Placement. 


Access Points: places and locations where individuals can access your service, activity, 


resources or program; important in reaching your target audience by eliminating barriers 


they may face. 


Advertisement: a form of marketing communication used to inform, encourage, and influence 


your target audience by carrying your message in your preferred channels. 


Assets: in social marketing, the collective resources that can help you influence behavior 


among your target audience and promote your campaign; can include financial assets, skills, 


partnerships, and more. 


Audience Persona: a description that details your target audience based on demographic 


information such as gender/sex, career, community function, or community size; can be 


seen as a single person with a certain behavior you are targeting for change who represents 


your target audience as a whole. 


Audience Segmentation: a process of dividing people within the target audience into groups 


in order to deliver messages tailored to their specific needs and readiness level. 


Audiences: the particular groups of individuals who may receive your messages, activities, or 


services as you work toward positive behavior change. 


Barriers: any physical, emotional, sociological, financial, or other obstacles that may prevent 


an individual from performing the desired behavior; this can include competing behaviors. 


See Price. 


Behavior Change: the core goal of social marketing—efforts to change individuals’ personal 


habits and actions to create change on a larger, community scale for the benefit of individuals 


and the community. A range of theories aim to explain and define behavior change through 


psychology. 


Behaviors: the actions and habits made by individuals in relation to their environment and 


other individuals; can be conscious or subconscious, voluntary or involuntary. 


Benchmarks: reference points against which to evaluate progress of a campaign. 


Call to Action: a word, phrase, or device designed to prompt an immediate response or 


encourage an immediate action. 


Channels: the ways in which you reach your target audience with your message to promote 


the desired behavior change; this can include people, advertisements, and activities. See 


Promotion. 
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Community Buy-in: the acceptance and support of an activity, program, message, or campaign 


by the community in which it is being performed or delivered; essential for ensuring the 


success of a campaign. 


Community Readiness Model: a model for community change that integrates a community’s 


culture, resources, and level of readiness to more effectively address suicide prevention. 


It allows communities to define issues and strategies in their own contexts and builds 


cooperation among systems and individuals. 


Concept Testing: a method of evaluating the effectiveness of an idea you have developed by 


seeking community feedback from your target audience on topics such as comprehension, 


attractiveness, relevance, persuasiveness, and usefulness. 


Cultural Competence: maintaining a set of attitudes, perspectives, behaviors, and policies 


that promote positive and effective interactions with diverse cultures. 


Engagement: active participation of an audience or individual. 


Fifth P: in social marketing, the final and most important “P” (see Four Ps)—People are at the 


core of social marketing from start to finish, as the client, audience, test market, and support 


network. 


Focus Group: a small, but demographically diverse group of people who are engaged to 


interact and discuss a topic in order to gain insight and data on the effectiveness or other 


qualities of the topic; a form of qualitative research. 


Formative Evaluation: assessment procedures used before and during the implementation of 


a campaign to ensure that it is doable, appropriate, and acceptable to the community. 


Formative Research: process conducted before a campaign is developed to gather data and 


ideas to ensure the program will be culturally appropriate and meaningful. It can be used to 


identify priority populations, segment audiences, pre-test messages, and monitor campaign 


effectiveness. 


Four Ps: key principle of marketing that integrates the four concepts of Product, Price, 


Promotion, and Placement as a cohesive approach to creating a strong marketing campaign. 


Implementation: the action of putting your plan or campaign into effect, turning your strategy 


into real-life actions. 


Outcome Evaluation: assessment that examines the effects of an intervention or campaign; 


often performed by administering surveys to examine exposure, awareness, and changes in 


behaviors or attitudes. 


Placement: where the desired behavior will take place or where your target audience will 


access the product or service; placement can help overcome the barriers to or price of the 


behavior change. See Access. 
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Price: in social marketing, the cost to an individual of engaging in the desired behavior change; 


this includes any challenges that may prevent an individual from performing the desired 


behavior. See Barriers. 


Primary Audience: the core target audience of a campaign; the individuals or groups who will 


receive the message, activity, program, or intervention directly and who are the main target 


of the desired behavior change. 


Priority Populations: in public health, the population most impacted by the priority behavior 


issue you have identified; defined as a demographic group by factors such as age, gender/ 


sex, income level, education attainment level, healthcare coverage status, or geographic 


location. 


Problem Statement: a clear, concise description of the issue to be addressed by your campaign, 


usually one or two sentences. 


Process Evaluation: assessment that measures the effectiveness of a campaign or activity 


during implementation; focuses on how the campaign is being rolled out. 


Product: in social marketing, the objective of your campaign; the desired behavior change that 


will benefit individuals and/or the community. 


Promotion: where, when, and how you will reach your target audience; the advertisements 


you use and the channels you use to share them. See Channels. 


Psychographics: the study and classification of people according to their attitudes, aspirations, 


and other psychological criteria, especially in market research. 


Qualitative: research or responses that rely on unstructured, non-numerical data, often taken 


in the form of written prose describing the reactions, thoughts, beliefs, and experiences of 


the research subjects; frequently captured by holding focus groups. 


Reach: the total spread of a campaign; the total number of different individuals or households 


that are exposed to the message, activity, program, or campaign. 


Readiness: the degree to which a community is prepared to act on an issue. 


Secondary Audience: an audience that may benefit from or help amplify a campaign. 


Although not the main focus of the campaign, they are important to consider for their role 


in influencing the primary audience, as well as the potential to benefit from the message or 


campaign. 


Segment: process of dividing people into subgroups based on specific criteria of shared 


behaviors, demographics, beliefs, and more; used to tailor a message or campaign to 


effectively target a group of people. 


Social Good: something that benefits the community or society as a whole, often by the 


combined effects of the actions of many individuals; a difficult ethical consideration at the 


heart of social marketing. 
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Target Audience: the demographic of people you are trying to reach with your social marketing 


plan. 


Test-Market: to evaluate ideas, activities, and materials by testing them on a group of the 


target audience to guage their effectiveness and viability before implementing larger-scale 


campaign activities. 


Trauma-Informed: realizing the widespread impact of trauma; recognizing the signs and 


symptoms of trauma; and responding with a focus on safety, trustworthiness, peer 


support, mutuality, empowerment, and cultural sensitivity to actively resist and avoid re-


traumatization. 


Trusted Messengers: individuals who others trust and look to for recommendations before 


acting. They have the power to positively influence the target audience’s reception of a 


campaign, as well as the power to inhibit the campaign’s success if not fully engaged and 


supportive of the campaign. 
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FURTHER READING AND RESOURCES 


Social Marketing Case Studies 
The Ad Council Case Studies 


https://www.adcouncil.org/our-impact/case-studies 


Smokey Bear Toolkit 


http://smokeybear.adcouncilkit.org/ 


Social Media Training 
Responding to Concerning Posts on Social Media Training 


https://www.healthynativeyouth.org/curricula/responding-to-concerning-posts-on-


social-media/ 


Act for Youth: Teens and Media Toolkit 


http://actforyouth.net/adolescence/toolkit/teens.cfm 


Community Readiness Model 
Community Readiness: A Handbook for Successful Change 


https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Community_ 


Readiness_Handbook.pdf 


Community Readiness Manual on Suicide Prevention in Native Communities 


https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/tribal_tta_center_2.3.b_ 


commreadinessmanual_final_3.6.14.pdf 


Community Toolbox: Community Readiness 


https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/overview/models-for-community-health-and-


development/community-readiness/main 


Focus Groups 
Conducting Youth-led Focus Groups Webinar 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1w4AjjIkEbU&feature=youtu.be 


Healing and Recovery: Perspectives from Individuals with Histories of Alcohol and 


Other Drug Problems 


https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/recovery_pathways_report.pdf 


Guidelines for Conducting a Focus Group 


https://irep.olemiss.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/98/2016/05/Trinity_Duke_How_to_ 


Conduct_a_Focus_Group.pdf 
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Cultural Competency 
SAMHSA Cultural Competence 


https://www.samhsa.gov/section-223/cultural-competency 


A Treatment Improvement Protocol: Improving Cultural Competence 


https://store.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/d7/priv/sma14-4849.pdf 


U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Population 


Affairs:Cultural Competence 


https://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/resources-and-training/tpp-and-paf-resources/cultural-


competence/index.html 


Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Cultural Competence 


https://npin.cdc.gov/pages/cultural-competence 


Example Campaign Resources 


California Consortium for Urban Indian Health: Medication-Assisted Treatment 
Campaign Webpage 


ccuih.org/medication-assisted-treatment-project 


Native Americans for Community Action, Inc. Website 


nacainc.org 


Sacramento Native American Health Center Website 


snahc.org 


We R Native Website 


wernative.org 


Comprehensive Approaches Using Technology to Address Mental Health 
Technology and Adolescent Mental Health 


https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-69638-6_19 


We R Native: Harnessing Technology to Improve Health Outcomes for American 
Indian and Alaska Native Youth 


https://www.jahonline.org/article/S1054-139X(17)30697-3/abstract 


Using Technology to Promote Health and Wellbeing among American Indian and 
Alaska Native Teens and Young Adults 


https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9781315759364/ 
chapters/10.4324/9781315759364-18 


Tribal recommendations for designing culturally appropriate technology-based 
sexual health interventions targeting Native youth in the Pacific Northwest 


http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/PublicHealth/research/centers/CAIANH/ 
journal/Pages/Volume19.aspx 
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		Red callout boxes will provide evaluation tips to help you incorporate evaluation practices as you develop your social marketing plan, as well as to help connect social marketing and evaluation concepts.
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		These blue callout boxes will highlight important ideas, new concepts and definitions, and useful information that will help spark further understanding of the principles and practices of social marketing.
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		e who work and live in American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) communities know how important culture is. We also know how important health promotion is to the quality of life in our communities. Yet, our health promotion messages often are not inclusive of a cultural worldview. Social marketing is a tool that can help bring culture into your health promotion campaigns. It is an evidence-based planning process that gives your health promotion messages more power, in part by considering the culture of the 
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		This guide will help you develop the skills you need to create a social marketing plan that suits the needs of your community by providing you with a knowledge base and framework of social marketing, which is important to all public health careers. We use real-life examples throughout to illustrate the concepts of social marketing in a way that is relatable and relevant. In addition, you will find several longer examples in the Appendix of social marketing campaigns created by AI/AN behavioral health organi
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		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Develop a basic understanding of what social marketing is and how it can be used to benefit individuals and communities.  



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Learn the core concepts of the social marketing framework, key terms used, and the basics of the theory behind social marketing. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Examine relevant examples as a way of understanding the concepts of social marketing.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Explore the relationship between evaluation and social marketing.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Explore applications of social marketing in tribal communities and develop the confidence to create a social marketing plan that suits the needs of your community through a variety of activities and prompts. 
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		Social marketing is an approach to behavior change that adapts the principles of marketing to systematically influence  that benefit individuals and communities. The difference between marketing and social marketing is that instead of promoting a product or service, it encourages behavior change, broadens awareness of an issue, and/or promotes a service or program. Social marketing: 
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		priority populations







		• 

		• 

		• 



		segments the community into distinct ; 

		audiences

		audiences







		• 

		• 

		• 



		tests messages, materials, and strategies with the audience; and  



		• 

		• 

		• 



		monitors the campaign to assess its effectiveness.  





		Social marketing is experience- and evidence-based. It combines behavioral science with real-world experience. This on-the-ground knowledge is where community culture comes in.  

		This guide will provide a set of concepts and a basic framework for creating a social marketing plan that suits the specific challenges and circumstances of your community.
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		Its aim is not just to inform or influence, but to do so for a greater .
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		It can and should be seen as a method of combining local insight and community knowledge with evidence-based, scientific practice to create the right plan for your community. 
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		European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (2014, November 19). Social marketing guide for public health 

		programme managers and practitioners. Retrieved April 2, 2020, from: https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-

		data/social-marketing-guide-public-health-programme-managers-and-practitioners.
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		To determine the success of your social marketing campaign, you will need a baseline so you can compare behaviors before the campaign with behaviors after to see if behavior change has occurred. What you measure for pre- and post-test data depends on the product or objective of your social marketing campaign.



		Social marketing integrates conventional marketing concepts to promote healthy change. To understand how, we examine conventional  marketing principles and their relationship to our goals. The diagram below is an overview of the first four principles of marketing, commonly known as the “,” and an additional principle added as a “” in social marketing. 
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		 TRADITIONAL MARKETING VS. SOCIAL MARKETING
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		Once you have identified your priority issue(s) and behavior goals, the next step is determining the  or the cost of the change. In the context of social marketing, price includes an array of  or challenges a person will face when trying to partake in the identified behavior. A key question to ask is: “What will it cost someone to partake in the identified behavior change?” Barriers and challenges can be physical, emotional, sociological, and/or financial. Competing behaviors can be an obstacle as well.
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		The goal of social marketing is always to change or maintain social behaviors that improve the overall wellness of a community. When considering your “,” identifying issues or challenges in your community is the first place to start. You might have this information from existing data. Data from community asset mapping,  assessment, or other activities can be used to identify priority issues in your community.  Using this information will help you define what you are trying to accomplish.
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		Next, consider . Placement refers to where the behavior will take place, not where the message is posted. Think about where and when the audience will perform the behavior or  the product or service. For example, you would like more individuals to use clinical services. Clients might not be ready for that step, so to work with their level of readiness, you provide the next best solution. Enroll them in a low-risk talking circle. Many people may express interest in attending the talking circle but need child
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		The third principle is , or the   you will use to reach an individual. This includes identifying your message, , and where your target audience will receive the message. For example, a promotion could be a video clip of a local youth inviting parents to free parenting classes at the local clinic posted on social media channels or playing in the clinic lobby. The promotional video could also advertise free parenting resources that parents can find on the clinic website or in person in the clinic.
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		The final principle is one that is not traditionally identified as a marketing principle. However, in social marketing, it is the foundational principle. When you are identifying the desired behavior change, you will need to understand the audience who will make this behavior change. Before you release your final campaign, involving a small group from your chosen audience is key to ensuring your behavior change and campaign are viable. You will also be working with this small group to  final campaign materi

		The final principle is one that is not traditionally identified as a marketing principle. However, in social marketing, it is the foundational principle. When you are identifying the desired behavior change, you will need to understand the audience who will make this behavior change. Before you release your final campaign, involving a small group from your chosen audience is key to ensuring your behavior change and campaign are viable. You will also be working with this small group to  final campaign materi
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		SOCIAL MARKETING: THE VALUE
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		What separates social marketing from other forms of marketing or behavior change is the word “social.” Social marketing’s priority and focus is people, including the health and wellness of people and the  of people in the planning of community behavior change. 

		What separates social marketing from other forms of marketing or behavior change is the word “social.” Social marketing’s priority and focus is people, including the health and wellness of people and the  of people in the planning of community behavior change. 
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		engagement





		In social marketing, people influence the marketing strategy from the start. They also influence what is done with information or data that is collected from their community. They will decide how information is used to influence behavior change in the community. They identify what the issues are, what the solution should be, and what strategies should be taken to influence behavior change. 

		We involve community members (people) in the whole planning process because they are the experts. The experts of your community might be elders, daycare workers, youth, or the mothers of youth in the system. 

		Including people in the planning process ensures  from the start, , and behavior change that does not cause harm to the community.
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		To help ensure that behavior change does no harm, social marketing should be . Especially when targeting issues such as substance misuse and suicide prevention, it is essential to be sure that messaging is handled in a careful, compassionate, and ethical way. The six principles of trauma-informed practice, shown in Figure 5 on page 15, will help you and your team consider key elements of your desired behavior change and messaging. For example, social marketing campaigns should avoid contributing to prejudic
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		of or relating to human 

		of or relating to human 

		society, the interaction 

		of the individual and the 

		group, or the welfare of 
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		 DEFINITION OF “SOCIAL”
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		Gatekeepers are people that act as a go-between for community members. In many instances, they control access from one person to another. Gatekeepers can refuse, control, or delay access to messages or people. Alternatively, gatekeepers can be conduits in your community. Involving them in the social marketing planning can support community buy-in.
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		 CONCEPT OF GATEKEEPERS
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		 TRAUMA-INFORMED PRINCIPLES







		SAFETY
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		Ensure your organization, staff, and the people they serve feel physically and psychologically safe. 

		Ensure your organization, staff, and the people they serve feel physically and psychologically safe. 

		In practice: Activities are welcoming and privacy is respected.
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		Operations and decisions are conducted with transparency and with the goal of building and maintaining trust.

		Operations and decisions are conducted with transparency and with the goal of building and maintaining trust.

		In practice: Individuals are provided a clear and appropriate message about their role in the activities and the purpose of activities. 
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		Provide a way for people from diverse backgrounds to share experiences in common. Through this they can build relationships to share their strengths and support each other.

		Provide a way for people from diverse backgrounds to share experiences in common. Through this they can build relationships to share their strengths and support each other.

		In practice: Opportunities are provided and encouraged for people to gather, share, and connect.
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		Create space to share the power of decision-making and acknowledge everyone’s role in collaboration and mutuality.

		Create space to share the power of decision-making and acknowledge everyone’s role in collaboration and mutuality.

		In practice: Respectful boundaries are established together and maintained together.
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		EMPOWERMENT AND CHOICE





		Strengthen the voice of everyone involved by recognizing their unique experience. 

		Strengthen the voice of everyone involved by recognizing their unique experience. 

		In practice: An atmosphere is maintained that allows individuals to feel validated and affirmed.



		CULTURAL, HISTORICAL, AND GENDER ISSUES
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		CULTURAL, HISTORICAL, AND GENDER ISSUES





		Ensure your program actively moves past stereotypes and biases, leverages healing values of traditional cultures, honors community connection and identity, and recognizes historical trauma.

		Ensure your program actively moves past stereotypes and biases, leverages healing values of traditional cultures, honors community connection and identity, and recognizes historical trauma.

		In practice: Topics are approached with humility. Staff members ask questions and get insight from professionals and community members.
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		A common question we face when working on social marketing materials/products is “how can we make 

		A common question we face when working on social marketing materials/products is “how can we make 

		A common question we face when working on social marketing materials/products is “how can we make 

		this more Native-looking?” This is an extremely important question and is largely why we emphasize 

		working with your community members. There is not “a look” you should strive to achieve, as every 

		community is unique and has its own tribal makeup. AI/AN cultures in the United States are very diverse 

		(Figure 6), and you should consider this diversity of culture, tradition, and language in your design.



		Our recommendations are to allow your community to guide tribal aesthetics where it is appropriate. 

		Our recommendations are to allow your community to guide tribal aesthetics where it is appropriate. 

		As trends and culture evolve, we are seeing the rise of artistry and tribal representation across multiple 

		platforms. Each tribe has unique patterns, textures, and seasonally appropriate designs. For instance, 

		in the Turtle Mountain Band of Ojibwe you might find a lot of birch bark art. Using paper birch, 

		patterns for decorative art are carved in with objects or one’s teeth. Birch is one of the most sacred 

		trees to the Ojibwe. So, including birch bark in your marketing materials might be a suggested idea, 

		however checking in with trusted messengers, community elders, and others before doing so is highly 

		recommended.



		Another example: in this guide, we thought about using the term “Firekeepers.” However, after 

		Another example: in this guide, we thought about using the term “Firekeepers.” However, after 

		checking in with community members from various areas, they advised against it. One tribal member 

		from a coastal area told us that “Firekeeper” is not a name just anyone can be given. For their respective 

		tribe, it was an honor and a spiritual role. They did, however, praise the analogy of igniting fire, as it is a 

		cultural concept of balance. An unruly fire can bring harm, while a fire that is well prepared and tended 

		can bring warmth to a community. 



		Below are some questions to ask when making cultural considerations:

		Below are some questions to ask when making cultural considerations:
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		How well do you know your community?
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		Does your product reflect your community? 

		Does your product reflect your community? 
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		How do you invite and involve community members in the decision-making process?

		How do you invite and involve community members in the decision-making process?
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		Does your product help develop a positive racial and cultural identity?

		Does your product help develop a positive racial and cultural identity?
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		Do you create space for sometimes difficult conversations about current events and culture?

		Do you create space for sometimes difficult conversations about current events and culture?
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		Do you embrace the community’s Native language(s)?

		Do you embrace the community’s Native language(s)?









		One in four AI/ANs over the age of ﬁve speak a language other than English at homeNumber of federally recognized tribesin the United StatesNumber of AI/AN languages spoken bymore than 2,000 individuals over theage of ﬁve in 201057419via census.govAMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES
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		 AI/AN CULTURAL DIVERSITY
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		 “YES, AND” APPROACH







		Figure
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		“Yes, and” is an improvisational comedy concept that suggests that a participant should accept what another participant has stated (“yes”) and then expand on that line of thinking (“and”). When working with communities, we recommend using this approach. The “Yes, and” approach is different from the “Yes, but” approach in many ways. One key difference is that typically the “yes, but” approach looks to agree, and then disagree, which neutralizes progress. The “Yes, and” approach promotes collaboration and pro
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		How can we think critically?
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		How can we build?
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		3. 



		How can we move forward in an effective way?
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		 CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
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		Use local tribal people in photoshoots

		Use local tribal people in photoshoots

		Use local tribal people in photoshoots



		Use stock photos/graphics

		Use stock photos/graphics





		Use local artists and designers

		Use local artists and designers

		Use local artists and designers



		Use something you pull off of search engines

		Use something you pull off of search engines





		Schedule new and fresh photoshoots often

		Schedule new and fresh photoshoots often

		Schedule new and fresh photoshoots often



		Reuse the same photos for every promotion

		Reuse the same photos for every promotion





		Acknowledge cultural and generational differences
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		Use a blanket message or product for all tribal people

		Use a blanket message or product for all tribal people





		Involve community members in the brainstorming process
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		ven if you do not take social marketing any further, considering these five questions will add value to your programs and policies:

		ven if you do not take social marketing any further, considering these five questions will add value to your programs and policies:
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		Do I really understand my target audience and see things from their perspective?



		• 
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		Am I clear about what I would like my target audience to do?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		For my target audience, do the benefits of doing what I would like them to do outweigh the costs or barriers to doing it?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Am I using a combination of activities to encourage people to achieve the desired action?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are my goals and activities trauma-informed?







		WHAT ARE WE MARKETING?
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		CHANGING BEHAVIOR
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		hange doesn’t happen overnight. Change happens in incremental steps, often supported by many internal and external factors. Change is a process, and not an event. There are several models that help explain behavior change both in individuals and the community. A person’s willingness to change, as well as the community’s knowledge of the issue, will determine what type of campaign you will create. If at all possible, involving a data evaluator in your planning will be very helpful. 
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		C



		There are several behavior change frameworks, some of which your organization might already use or which might suit your community best. Each behavior change model has pros and cons that you should consider. Some notable behavior change frameworks are: 

		2
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		The Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change)
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		Theory of Planned Behavior
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		Diffusion of Innovation Theory
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		The Social Cognitive Theory
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		Social Norms Theory
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		The Health Belief Model
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		Social Practice Theory
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		 LaMorte, MD, PhD, MPH, W. W. (2019, September 9). Behavioral Change Models. Retrieved June 

		11, 2020, from: http://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/MPH-Modules/SB/BehavioralChangeTheories/

		BehavioralChangeTheories_print.html.





		TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL (STAGES OF CHANGE MODEL)
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		In this guide, we will be focusing on the Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change) to explore what role a behavior change framework serves in the planning of your social marketing campaign. The Transtheoretical Model, also known as the Stages of Change Model, is a framework that assesses an individual’s  level and ability to act on a new, healthier behavior. This model, as show in Figure 9 and described in more detail below, provides strategies to guide an individual through the process of behavior change.

		In this guide, we will be focusing on the Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change) to explore what role a behavior change framework serves in the planning of your social marketing campaign. The Transtheoretical Model, also known as the Stages of Change Model, is a framework that assesses an individual’s  level and ability to act on a new, healthier behavior. This model, as show in Figure 9 and described in more detail below, provides strategies to guide an individual through the process of behavior change.
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		Readiness is the degree to which a community or an individual is ready to act on an issue. There are many tools and models to identify the “readiness” of an individual and/or a community. See page 84 of the Appendix for further resources.
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		 CONCEPT OF READINESS







		Precontemplation(Not Ready)Contemplation(Getting Ready)Preparation(Ready)ActionMaintenance
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		 THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL







		The Transtheoretical Model: Building a Fire

		The Transtheoretical Model: Building a Fire

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		In the Precontemplation stage, the person is not ready to engage in a behavior change. They may not be aware that their behavior is problematic. However, they have within them the capacity to change, whether they know it or not.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In the Contemplation stage, the person is thinking about making a behavior change in the future. They are gathering the mental capacity and the resources they need to change.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In the Preparation stage, the person is ready to make change. They have used their abilities to gather the resources they need to make change.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In the Action stage, the person has lit the match to spark healthy behavior change, and is engaging in new behaviors.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In the Maintenance stage, the person has committed to change and continues to tend the fire of positive behavior, accepting support from others and giving encouragement in return.







		Table 3 below contains examples of where a person may be on the Stages of Change Model and what actions they may be taking. In this example, the desired behavior change is healthy eating.

		Table 3 below contains examples of where a person may be on the Stages of Change Model and what actions they may be taking. In this example, the desired behavior change is healthy eating.
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		 THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL IN PRACTICE







		STAGE
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		DESCRIPTION

		DESCRIPTION



		INTERVENTION EXAMPLES

		INTERVENTION EXAMPLES



		APPLICATION MESSAGES

		APPLICATION MESSAGES





		Precontemplation (Not Ready)

		Precontemplation (Not Ready)

		Precontemplation (Not Ready)



		A person in this stage does not plan to take action. They may not think the current behavior is an issue or might not care. 

		A person in this stage does not plan to take action. They may not think the current behavior is an issue or might not care. 



		Educate on risks vs. benefits and positive outcomes

		Educate on risks vs. benefits and positive outcomes



		“Did you know that obesity is one of the leading causes of death in the United States? Making small changes to eating more nutritious foods will literally add years to your life!”

		“Did you know that obesity is one of the leading causes of death in the United States? Making small changes to eating more nutritious foods will literally add years to your life!”





		Contemplation (Getting Ready)

		Contemplation (Getting Ready)

		Contemplation (Getting Ready)



		This person is intending to take action “at some point.” They know they need to change their current behavior, but still might not care enough to make the change. 

		This person is intending to take action “at some point.” They know they need to change their current behavior, but still might not care enough to make the change. 



		Identify barriers and misconceptions,

		Identify barriers and misconceptions,

		address concerns, identify support system



		“Now is the time to change your eating habits and discover a new you! Make a plan—it’s easier than you think! Go to our website for a customizable planning template.” 

		“Now is the time to change your eating habits and discover a new you! Make a plan—it’s easier than you think! Go to our website for a customizable planning template.” 





		Preparation

		Preparation

		Preparation

		(Ready)



		This person is ready to make a change. They prepare for the change and take small steps towards changing. 

		This person is ready to make a change. They prepare for the change and take small steps towards changing. 



		Develop realistic goals and timeline for change, provide positive reinforcement

		Develop realistic goals and timeline for change, provide positive reinforcement



		“Tonight, swap out your dessert for a piece of fruit. Sweet Tooth = Satisfied.”

		“Tonight, swap out your dessert for a piece of fruit. Sweet Tooth = Satisfied.”





		Action

		Action

		Action



		This person has recently changed their behavior and plans to continue the healthy behavior. 

		This person has recently changed their behavior and plans to continue the healthy behavior. 



		Provide positive reinforcement

		Provide positive reinforcement



		“You’ve taken the first step—head to our website to find more nutritious recipes!”

		“You’ve taken the first step—head to our website to find more nutritious recipes!”





		Maintenance

		Maintenance

		Maintenance



		This person has sustained the change for several months and plans to continue with the new behavior. 

		This person has sustained the change for several months and plans to continue with the new behavior. 



		Provide encouragement and support

		Provide encouragement and support



		“You—Your Family—Your Community. The changes you’ve made are an inspiration to all! Share your success on our website!”

		“You—Your Family—Your Community. The changes you’ve made are an inspiration to all! Share your success on our website!”











		PREPARING FOR CHANGE

		PREPARING FOR CHANGE



		hen working with people, there are factors that can discourage you. You may find that your work is criticized or your vision does not align with the vision of others, and there will be moments, or days, or weeks that you feel like you are not making progress. That is okay. Community change is a marathon, not a sprint. At each mile marker you will feel some discomfort. Eventually, you will find a second (or third) wind. You may have supporters cheering you on, you may get a breather with a community member w

		hen working with people, there are factors that can discourage you. You may find that your work is criticized or your vision does not align with the vision of others, and there will be moments, or days, or weeks that you feel like you are not making progress. That is okay. Community change is a marathon, not a sprint. At each mile marker you will feel some discomfort. Eventually, you will find a second (or third) wind. You may have supporters cheering you on, you may get a breather with a community member w

		W





		Remember: You are the spark to ignite community change 

		Remember: You are the spark to ignite community change 

		Remember: You are the spark to ignite community change 

		that can last a lifetime.
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		DEVELOPING A SOCIAL MARKETING PLAN
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		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN

		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN



		Figure

		well-planned and well-coordinated social marketing and public education plan should enrich your program efforts and support activities and program deliverables.

		well-planned and well-coordinated social marketing and public education plan should enrich your program efforts and support activities and program deliverables.
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		IDENTIFY THE ISSUE

		IDENTIFY THE ISSUE
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		COMMUNITY ROLE

		COMMUNITY ROLE

		COMMUNITY ROLE



		IN IDENTIFYING THE ISSUE

		IN IDENTIFYING THE ISSUE



		Involving your community in identifying the priority issue is the key to creating buy-in. It personalizes the data your organization, agency, grant, or program may have collected. It also shows your commitment to taking action and creating change on a community level with their support and voice included. 



		When starting on your social marketing efforts, understanding the issue is the most important aspect of the journey. Social marketing is about sparking small changes to create a larger movement on a community level. There will be many issues your community faces. Your job is to work with the community to identify what issue they feel is the most important right now. You can do this through various activities and methods, or it may be identified through data collection and/or a community advisory board.

		When starting on your social marketing efforts, understanding the issue is the most important aspect of the journey. Social marketing is about sparking small changes to create a larger movement on a community level. There will be many issues your community faces. Your job is to work with the community to identify what issue they feel is the most important right now. You can do this through various activities and methods, or it may be identified through data collection and/or a community advisory board.
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		 COMMUNITY ROLE IN IDENTIFYING THE ISSUE







		GROUP ACTIVITY

		GROUP ACTIVITY

		FINDING GROUP CONSENSUS



		You may have a long list of issues that are important to the community. In Table 4, you will find four simple activities you can do with any size group of people. Each participant should be informed of the data being used or have a sound knowledge of the local community.  

		You may have a long list of issues that are important to the community. In Table 4, you will find four simple activities you can do with any size group of people. Each participant should be informed of the data being used or have a sound knowledge of the local community.  
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		 GROUP CONSENSUS ACTIVITIES







		METHOD

		METHOD

		METHOD

		METHOD

		METHOD

		METHOD



		HOW TO DO IT

		HOW TO DO IT



		PROS

		PROS



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		Item by Item

		Item by Item

		Item by Item



		Read your list of behavior change ideas one at a time. Ask participants to raise hands for the ones they like best. 

		Read your list of behavior change ideas one at a time. Ask participants to raise hands for the ones they like best. 



		This is an easy way to “vote” and needs little explanation. Reduces the awareness of “influential/vocal participant” preferences.

		This is an easy way to “vote” and needs little explanation. Reduces the awareness of “influential/vocal participant” preferences.



		If the list is long, this process can be tedious and drawn out. Participants are not anonymous in the process.

		If the list is long, this process can be tedious and drawn out. Participants are not anonymous in the process.





		Person by Person

		Person by Person

		Person by Person



		Each person takes a turn to state their preference and why it is their choice.

		Each person takes a turn to state their preference and why it is their choice.



		Builds shared understanding of everyone’s reasoning.

		Builds shared understanding of everyone’s reasoning.

		Supports people in the group, regardless of their role.



		Those who go last might revise their preferences based on what others have said. Individuals might not be comfortable speaking in public.

		Those who go last might revise their preferences based on what others have said. Individuals might not be comfortable speaking in public.





		Everyone at the Wall

		Everyone at the Wall

		Everyone at the Wall



		The behavior change is listed on a paper on the wall. Each participant gets up and puts a dot or tally next to their preference.

		The behavior change is listed on a paper on the wall. Each participant gets up and puts a dot or tally next to their preference.



		People get out of their chair and move around. This can be an “energizer activity.”

		People get out of their chair and move around. This can be an “energizer activity.”



		Participants are not anonymous in the process. Results might be inconclusive if the list is short. 

		Participants are not anonymous in the process. Results might be inconclusive if the list is short. 





		Secret Ballot

		Secret Ballot

		Secret Ballot



		All items on the list are numbered on a survey for individuals to choose from privately. Results are counted by two or more people.

		All items on the list are numbered on a survey for individuals to choose from privately. Results are counted by two or more people.



		Useful in highly controversial situations, especially if there is a likelihood that a participant would make a different choice if their vote were public.

		Useful in highly controversial situations, especially if there is a likelihood that a participant would make a different choice if their vote were public.



		Reinforces the perception that it is not safe for people to share their opinions or preferences. 

		Reinforces the perception that it is not safe for people to share their opinions or preferences. 











		FORMATIVE SOCIAL MARKETING RESEARCH

		FORMATIVE SOCIAL MARKETING RESEARCH



		Formative social marketing research is used to gain insight into the health issue or behavior the project intends to address; relevant characteristics of primary and secondary audiences; communication access, habits, and preferences; and the main factors that hinder and drive behavior. In this guide, we will be using the term “” to talk about formative social marketing research. 

		Formative social marketing research is used to gain insight into the health issue or behavior the project intends to address; relevant characteristics of primary and secondary audiences; communication access, habits, and preferences; and the main factors that hinder and drive behavior. In this guide, we will be using the term “” to talk about formative social marketing research. 

		formative research

		formative research





		Essentially, formative research asks the “why, what, and how” questions of the community to provide a baseline of information you can use to develop a plan. You can learn many things from asking important questions. Formative research asks questions like, “What do you think are some of the most pressing health issues facing AI/AN communities?” or “Were you aware this was an issue?” We will cover this topic in more detail on page 55.

		When planning your campaign, formative research is key. During formative research, you will want to talk to a broad group of people about the subject you are considering. The best way to do this is to hold one or more focus groups. The information you gather in these focus groups will help form your problem statement and define your audience. Another key element of formative research is concept testing, which we will talk about later.

		Formative research can be used to:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		identify priority populations;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		segment the community into distinct audiences;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		pre-test messages, materials, and strategies with the audience; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		monitor the campaign to assess its effectiveness.





		Let’s say you decide to do formative focus groups about mental health stigma and discrimination. During a focus group, you notice that youth do not seem to have a problem discussing mental health and are willing to be an ear for their friends who need support. However, when they themselves are struggling, they would not feel comfortable telling people. This information provides insight into “self-stigma” that can be addressed through the campaign. 

		See page 74 of the Appendix for a sample of formative research questions that can be used in a focus group.
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		LEARNING MORE

		LEARNING MORE

		LEARNING MORE



		In addition to formative focus group research, there are other ways to learn more about your topic:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Read up on the issue! Check out books or websites with more information.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are there any groups that are currently working on the same issue? What have they done?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you have access to Community Readiness Assessments, grant applications, asset maps, or other local information that will influence your plan?
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		 LEARNING MORE
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		F

		ORMATIVE RESEARCH VS FORMATIVE EVALUATION



		Although formative evaluation and formative research are similar, they should not be confused.  ensures that a program or program activity is doable, appropriate, and acceptable to the community before it is fully implemented. It can also be used when an existing campaign is being modified or used with a new audience. As we move forward in this guide, formative evaluation concepts will be further explained. These are tools you can use before and during the development of your campaign to make sure you are m

		Formative evaluation

		Formative evaluation
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		 FORMATIVE RESEARCH VS. FORMATIVE EVALUATION







		DEVELOP A PROBLEM STATEMENT

		DEVELOP A PROBLEM STATEMENT



		AI/AN communities often face many issues and challenges. One key strategy for staying on track throughout the development of your social marketing campaign is to write a . A problem statement is a clear, concise description of the issue to be addressed by your campaign. It is serving several purposes. It helps focus efforts at the beginning, keep them on track as the campaign develops, and validate that the effort delivered an outcome that solves the problem outlined in your problem statement.  

		AI/AN communities often face many issues and challenges. One key strategy for staying on track throughout the development of your social marketing campaign is to write a . A problem statement is a clear, concise description of the issue to be addressed by your campaign. It is serving several purposes. It helps focus efforts at the beginning, keep them on track as the campaign develops, and validate that the effort delivered an outcome that solves the problem outlined in your problem statement.  

		problem statement

		problem statement





		A problem statement is usually one or two sentences that explain the problem your campaign will address. In general, a problem statement will outline the negative points of the current situation and explain why they matter. It can also be used as a communication tool in presentations or for generating community buy-in.
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		EVALUATION TIP #2

		EVALUATION TIP #2

		EVALUATION TIP #2



		After developing your problem statement, draft an evaluation plan. This plan does not have to be complicated. It can consist of three questions: 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What will we measure to show we are successful? 



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		What data sources will we use?



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Who will we report our results to? 





		Of course, evaluation can measure more than one outcome if you have multiple audiences and/or multiple social marketing campaigns, but it does not have to. As you form your problem statement, it helps to think about how you will measure success before you begin your campaign instead of after.
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		 EVALUATION TIP #2
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		HOW TO CREATE A PROBLEM STATEMENT



		One of the primary goals of a problem statement is to clearly and precisely define the problem being addressed. Its aim is to bring focus to social marketing activities and steer the scope and intent of the social marketing campaign. We have designed a template and group activity below to help you write your problem statement. 

		One of the primary goals of a problem statement is to clearly and precisely define the problem being addressed. Its aim is to bring focus to social marketing activities and steer the scope and intent of the social marketing campaign. We have designed a template and group activity below to help you write your problem statement. 



		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		DEVELOPING YOUR PROBLEM STATEMENT



		Creating a problem statement works best with a small group of stakeholders (4–6 people). Types of stakeholders might include: staff members of your program, agency, or organization; elder gatekeepers; youth; or parents. Each participant should be informed of any data collected and/or have a sound knowledge of the local community. Once you have identified and gathered your small work group, follow the steps outlined below. 

		Creating a problem statement works best with a small group of stakeholders (4–6 people). Types of stakeholders might include: staff members of your program, agency, or organization; elder gatekeepers; youth; or parents. Each participant should be informed of any data collected and/or have a sound knowledge of the local community. Once you have identified and gathered your small work group, follow the steps outlined below. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Ask each person to write his or her own problem statement. Do not share work until each has completed a problem statement (use Table 5: Developing Your Problem Statement on page 29).



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Compare each of the sentences, looking for common themes and wording. 



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Start to write a combined statement using the common themes. 



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Ensure that the problems include the target audience’s perspective. 



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Ensure that the statement focuses on existing problems. 



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Finally, review your new problem statement against the following criteria:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		It should focus on only one problem.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		It should be one or two sentences long.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		It should not suggest a solution.
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		 DEVELOPING YOUR PRObLEM STATEMENT







		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?

		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?

		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?

		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?

		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?

		WHAT IS THE PRObLEM?





		What is occuring?

		What is occuring?

		What is occuring?





		Who is affected and how are they affected?

		Who is affected and how are they affected?

		Who is affected and how are they affected?

		-







		Where is this occurring?

		Where is this occurring?

		Where is this occurring?





		What are the direct/indirect causes or sources of the problem?

		What are the direct/indirect causes or sources of the problem?

		What are the direct/indirect causes or sources of the problem?





		What could happen if this problem is not addressed?

		What could happen if this problem is not addressed?

		What could happen if this problem is not addressed?





		What should be occurring (desired behavior) as opposed to what is occurring?

		What should be occurring (desired behavior) as opposed to what is occurring?

		What should be occurring (desired behavior) as opposed to what is occurring?











		IDENTIFY AND SEGMENT THE TARGET AUDIENCE

		IDENTIFY AND SEGMENT THE TARGET AUDIENCE



		This principle is about your . Who are you trying to reach with your message? Are there multiple groups you need to speak to? Over time, your audience may change, but it is important to define your audience as narrowly as possible prior to creating your messaging. The process of defining your audience is called .

		This principle is about your . Who are you trying to reach with your message? Are there multiple groups you need to speak to? Over time, your audience may change, but it is important to define your audience as narrowly as possible prior to creating your messaging. The process of defining your audience is called .

		target audience

		target audience



		audience segmentation

		audience segmentation





		When determining your audience, research is essential. Assess what you already know about them from previous research you or others may have conducted. Documents that can help you start your research include: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community Readiness Assessments;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community Needs and Strengths Report; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		previous grant applications or grant reports.
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		REACHING YOUR 

		REACHING YOUR 



		AUDIENCE

		AUDIENCE



		If you need additional information, there are several ways to reach your target audience: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Online surveys



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Event surveys



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Focus groups



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Advisory committees



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social media questions







		AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION

		AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION



		Audience segmentation is a way of defining your audience based on certain criteria. These can include:  

		Audience segmentation is a way of defining your audience based on certain criteria. These can include:  

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		demographics;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		geography;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		risk characteristics;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		;

		p

		sychographics

		sychographics







		• 

		• 

		• 



		attitudes/beliefs; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		behaviors.





		Let’s say you have decided to create a social marketing campaign for suicide prevention, and you want to reach Native youth in your area. There are many questions you can ask about this audience that may have an impact on your message. How old are they? Are they from a culturally traditional household? Do they live in a rural or urban area? Do they have first-hand experience dealing with suicidal ideation or attempts? Your campaign will look very different if it is for rural 13-year-olds from traditional ho

		There are four categories typically used to segment an audience: demographic, geographic, behavioral, and psychographic. The following page provides a group activity to practice segmenting your audience using these categories.
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		 REACHING YOUR AUDIENCE
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		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION



		Reference the example in Table 6 and use Table 7 below to complete the audience segmentation activity.

		Reference the example in Table 6 and use Table 7 below to complete the audience segmentation activity.
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		 EXAMPLE OF AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION







		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE



		POSSIbLE SEGMENT bY:

		POSSIbLE SEGMENT bY:





		Demographic Differences

		Demographic Differences

		Demographic Differences



		Geographic Differences

		Geographic Differences



		behavioral Differences

		behavioral Differences



		Psychographic Differences

		Psychographic Differences





		Male Youth

		Male Youth

		Male Youth



		6–8 grade youth

		6–8 grade youth

		th

		th





		Rural

		Rural



		In the preparation stage of behavior change

		In the preparation stage of behavior change



		Desire to be a role model

		Desire to be a role model





		Traditional Practitioners

		Traditional Practitioners

		Traditional Practitioners



		Urban

		Urban



		Has regular chores and a set curfew

		Has regular chores and a set curfew



		Seeking mentors

		Seeking mentors





		High school youth

		High school youth

		High school youth



		Comes from the “Sunnyside” neighborhood

		Comes from the “Sunnyside” neighborhood



		Currently in the “system”

		Currently in the “system”



		Curious about tribal identity

		Curious about tribal identity
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		 AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION ACTIVITY







		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE

		POTENTIAL AUDIENCE



		POSSIbLE SEGMENT bY:

		POSSIbLE SEGMENT bY:





		Demographic Differences

		Demographic Differences

		Demographic Differences



		Geographic Differences

		Geographic Differences



		behavioral Differences

		behavioral Differences



		Psychographic Differences

		Psychographic Differences
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		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		BUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA



		As you work to define your audience , consider creating an “.” This is a description that details your target audience. You use it to better understand general demographic information such as gender/sex, career, community function, or community size. If your audience persona is a person with a certain behavior you are targeting for change, define the needs, challenges, and barriers this person might face. 

		As you work to define your audience , consider creating an “.” This is a description that details your target audience. You use it to better understand general demographic information such as gender/sex, career, community function, or community size. If your audience persona is a person with a certain behavior you are targeting for change, define the needs, challenges, and barriers this person might face. 

		segment

		segment



		audience persona

		audience persona





		In this activity, the goal is to narrow your audience as much as possible, describing one person. Segment your audience by answering the questions in Table 8 below. This will serve as a first step to creating your audience persona:
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		 AUDIENCE PERSONA TEMPLATE







		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA

		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA

		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA

		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA

		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA

		QUESTIONS TO bUILD YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONA





		What are the demographics of your target audience (including age, gender, sexual orientation, finances, marital status)?

		What are the demographics of your target audience (including age, gender, sexual orientation, finances, marital status)?

		What are the demographics of your target audience (including age, gender, sexual orientation, finances, marital status)?





		What is their geography and housing situation (rural/urban, alone/with friends/with family)?

		What is their geography and housing situation (rural/urban, alone/with friends/with family)?

		What is their geography and housing situation (rural/urban, alone/with friends/with family)?





		How much do they already know about the problem?

		How much do they already know about the problem?

		How much do they already know about the problem?





		Do they have first-hand experience with the problem?

		Do they have first-hand experience with the problem?

		Do they have first-hand experience with the problem?





		Do they believe the problem is actually a problem?

		Do they believe the problem is actually a problem?

		Do they believe the problem is actually a problem?





		What do they care about? What are their core values?

		What do they care about? What are their core values?

		What do they care about? What are their core values?





		Who do they trust? What channels do they use to consume media?

		Who do they trust? What channels do they use to consume media?

		Who do they trust? What channels do they use to consume media?





		What will motivate them to change?

		What will motivate them to change?

		What will motivate them to change?











		When you are working on your campaign, your audience may not be as narrow as the one described in the previous activity. That is okay! It is important that you at least consider these questions while developing your campaign. 

		When you are working on your campaign, your audience may not be as narrow as the one described in the previous activity. That is okay! It is important that you at least consider these questions while developing your campaign. 

		As you segment your audience, you may realize there are different audiences you want to reach. You may need to identify one target audience that is the key to your campaign: we call this your . A  is another audience who may benefit from or help amplify your campaign.

		primary audience

		primary audience



		secondary audience

		secondary audience





		You might think, “Wait, aren’t primary audiences the individuals we are after? If that is the case, why would we think of others?” Secondary audiences are just as important to consider. For example, if you are trying to reach Native youth, a secondary audience may be parents or people who work with youth. Native youth might not have transportation to attend a fitness program you are marketing if you reach out solely to them. However, if you keep their parents as a secondary audience, a parent might be more 

		You may not always have a secondary audience, but it is something to consider. To clarify this concept, a simple guiding question is, “Who exerts an influence on our primary audience?”



		PrimaryAudienceSecondary Audience 

		AND SECONDARY AUDIENCE

		AND SECONDARY AUDIENCE

		AND SECONDARY AUDIENCE





		TARGET AUDIENCE RECAP

		TARGET AUDIENCE RECAP



		Figure

		TRUSTED

		TRUSTED

		TRUSTED



		MESSENGERS

		MESSENGERS



		Individuals in a secondary audience can be trusted messengers and give trusted messages. Trusted messengers are the individuals in the community that your target audience would listen to and trust. This could include family members, friends, elders, or even celebrities. It is important to learn who your audience would turn to for advice.



		Primary

		Primary

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		The one who will carry out the behavior change



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Often easy to identify





		Secondary

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Influential to the primary audience



		• 

		• 

		• 



		May be a “gatekeeper” for other audiences



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Influential with other secondary target audiences



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Someone you also have access to and credibility with
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		 TRUSTED MESSENGERS







		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		FOCUSING ON PRODUCT
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		DECIDING ON YOUR BEHAVIOR CHANGE

		DECIDING ON YOUR BEHAVIOR CHANGE



		ow that you have identified your primary target audience, this is a good time to define your behavior change (Product). You may have decided on one already in your problem statement activity on page 28. You also may have defined multiple behavior changes. Use this time to focus and refine desired behaviors for each audience segment you have identified. When defining your behavior change, consider what kind of change this might be for your audience. Below are behavior types to consider:

		ow that you have identified your primary target audience, this is a good time to define your behavior change (Product). You may have decided on one already in your problem statement activity on page 28. You also may have defined multiple behavior changes. Use this time to focus and refine desired behaviors for each audience segment you have identified. When defining your behavior change, consider what kind of change this might be for your audience. Below are behavior types to consider:

		N



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		New behavior: Audience has never done the behavior.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Familiar behavior: Audience might have seen someone else perform the behavior or has done so themselves. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Increase behavior: Audience might already do this behavior and you are working to increase its frequency. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Decrease behavior: Audience has a behavior that you want to decrease.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Stop behavior: Audience engages in a behavior you want to eliminate. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Replace behavior: Audience has a specific behavior, however, you want to introduce a different behavior to replace the old behavior.







		Figure

		SMART GOALS

		SMART GOALS

		SMART GOALS



		When writing your behavior change, it would be a good practice to incorporate “SMART Goal” principles. The “SMART” acronym stands for:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Specific



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Measurable



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Attainable



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Relevant



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Time-bound
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		 SMART GOALS







		The work you have done to identify your target audience will help inform this portion of your social marketing campaign. When deciding on your behavior change, it is valuable to consider what change will make the most impact and be championed by your target audience. See Table 9 below for some practical examples of how you can tailor your behavior change to your target audience.

		The work you have done to identify your target audience will help inform this portion of your social marketing campaign. When deciding on your behavior change, it is valuable to consider what change will make the most impact and be championed by your target audience. See Table 9 below for some practical examples of how you can tailor your behavior change to your target audience.
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		 PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF bEHAVIOR CHANGE







		DESIRED OUTCOME

		DESIRED OUTCOME

		DESIRED OUTCOME

		DESIRED OUTCOME

		DESIRED OUTCOME

		DESIRED OUTCOME



		We would like mothers of Native youth, who live in the community of Susanville, CA, to learn the importance of preparing nutritious food for their children.

		We would like mothers of Native youth, who live in the community of Susanville, CA, to learn the importance of preparing nutritious food for their children.





		NEW bEHAVIOR

		NEW bEHAVIOR

		NEW bEHAVIOR



		Make 2 vegetarian meals a week.

		Make 2 vegetarian meals a week.





		FAMILIAR bEHAVIOR

		FAMILIAR bEHAVIOR

		FAMILIAR bEHAVIOR



		Cook familiar dishes using healthy substitutions.

		Cook familiar dishes using healthy substitutions.





		INCREASE bEHAVIOR

		INCREASE bEHAVIOR

		INCREASE bEHAVIOR



		Add vegetables to each meal.

		Add vegetables to each meal.





		DECREASE bEHAVIOR

		DECREASE bEHAVIOR

		DECREASE bEHAVIOR



		Consume less fried and fatty foods.

		Consume less fried and fatty foods.





		STOP bEHAVIOR

		STOP bEHAVIOR

		STOP bEHAVIOR



		Stop consuming beverages with added sugar.

		Stop consuming beverages with added sugar.





		REPLACE bEHAVIOR

		REPLACE bEHAVIOR

		REPLACE bEHAVIOR



		Replace soda with water and fruit-infused water.

		Replace soda with water and fruit-infused water.











		Understanding the readiness of an individual will help you support these behavior changes as well. As you narrow down your list of possible behavior changes, involving others in the decision-making process is important. Gather input by hosting a focus group, asking others for their input during a community advisory meeting, or collecting surveys.

		Understanding the readiness of an individual will help you support these behavior changes as well. As you narrow down your list of possible behavior changes, involving others in the decision-making process is important. Gather input by hosting a focus group, asking others for their input during a community advisory meeting, or collecting surveys.
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		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		FOCUSING ON PRICE



		Figure

		hange is hard. Whether mental, emotional, spiritual, or physical, there are always barriers to change. Often, your audience may know what they should do, but do not have the tools, motivation, or encouragement to change. As we move into the next portion of developing your campaign, we will examine factors that will influence and support your development of a strong message. Recall the guiding question of the second principle of the “Five P’s” (Price): “What will it cost this person to partake in the identif

		hange is hard. Whether mental, emotional, spiritual, or physical, there are always barriers to change. Often, your audience may know what they should do, but do not have the tools, motivation, or encouragement to change. As we move into the next portion of developing your campaign, we will examine factors that will influence and support your development of a strong message. Recall the guiding question of the second principle of the “Five P’s” (Price): “What will it cost this person to partake in the identif
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		 bARRIERS TO CHANGE







		Barriers to behavior change can be grouped into external and internal factors. Both kinds of barriers will be important to consider as you develop your message. Table 10 below shows some examples of external and internal factors that could be barriers to change.

		Barriers to behavior change can be grouped into external and internal factors. Both kinds of barriers will be important to consider as you develop your message. Table 10 below shows some examples of external and internal factors that could be barriers to change.



		INTERNAL FACTORS

		INTERNAL FACTORS

		INTERNAL FACTORS





		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS





		There are also internal factors that can be barriers to change. These are not so easy to identify. For example, the person who wants to eat healthier may not have the confidence to change because they have never done it before. Defining internal factors requires dialogue and participation from test audiences of those whose behavior you want to change.  

		There are also internal factors that can be barriers to change. These are not so easy to identify. For example, the person who wants to eat healthier may not have the confidence to change because they have never done it before. Defining internal factors requires dialogue and participation from test audiences of those whose behavior you want to change.  



		There are external factors that can be barriers to change. For example, a person may want to eat healthier, but they do not have access to fresh produce. This makes that change harder to make. Or, a person may desire to stop substance misuse, but if their peer group misuses, committing to change will be difficult. 

		There are external factors that can be barriers to change. For example, a person may want to eat healthier, but they do not have access to fresh produce. This makes that change harder to make. Or, a person may desire to stop substance misuse, but if their peer group misuses, committing to change will be difficult. 



		TAbLE 10.

		TAbLE 10.

		TAbLE 10.

		TAbLE 10.

		TAbLE 10.



		 EXTERNAL/INTERNAL FACTOR MATRIX







		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS

		EXTERNAL FACTORS



		INTERNAL FACTORS

		INTERNAL FACTORS





		Cost

		Cost

		Cost

		Can I afford it?



		Identification

		Identification

		Can I see myself doing it?





		Environment

		Environment

		Environment

		Does my physical environment make it possible?



		Knowledge

		Knowledge

		What should I do?





		Access

		Access

		Access

		Where can I access it?



		Skill

		Skill

		How do I do it?





		Safety

		Safety

		Safety

		Is it safe for me to do it?



		Relevance

		Relevance

		Why should someone like me do it?





		Ability

		Ability

		Ability

		Can I physically do it?



		Confidence

		Confidence

		Can someone like me do it?





		Social Context

		Social Context

		Social Context

		Will my group accept it?



		Norms

		Norms

		Do people like me do it?











		Figure

		DEVELOPING YOUR MESSAGE

		DEVELOPING YOUR MESSAGE



		Developing your message may be the hardest step. You know the problem, who you are talking to, and what barriers your audience faces. Now you need to put into words what you want to tell them. Do not worry about getting the message right the first time—there should be several drafts. 

		Developing your message may be the hardest step. You know the problem, who you are talking to, and what barriers your audience faces. Now you need to put into words what you want to tell them. Do not worry about getting the message right the first time—there should be several drafts. 

		You have already done some of the work to create your draft messages. The conversations you have had in the community, the information gathered during formative research, and what your team already knows about the issue will lay the foundation for your message.  Below are two group activities you can do with your team to help refine your messaging ideas.



		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		THINK, PAIR, SHARE



		Prior to meeting with your team or community groups, write your problem statement on a white board or large sheet of paper. Next to the problem statement, write a list of factors your community faces when dealing with the problem (see Table 10 for different factors to consider).

		Prior to meeting with your team or community groups, write your problem statement on a white board or large sheet of paper. Next to the problem statement, write a list of factors your community faces when dealing with the problem (see Table 10 for different factors to consider).

		Give each person in the meeting a sheet of paper and assign them a factor. Give everyone 5 minutes of quiet time to write all the reasons that the factor should not stop the person from making a change.

		After 5 minutes, have the team break into pairs to share what they wrote and discuss other options with their partners. After 10 minutes in pairs, have each team report to the whole group what they discussed. What stands out to your team? What are the most urgent areas that need to be addressed?



		FIGURE 19.

		FIGURE 19.

		FIGURE 19.

		FIGURE 19.

		FIGURE 19.



		 THINK, FEEL, DO







		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		THINK, FEEL, DO



		THINKFEELDO

		Give each team member the Key Message Template worksheet on page 39. Remind the team of your problem statement, the behavior change you hope to influence, and the target audience. Ask the team the following questions:

		Give each team member the Key Message Template worksheet on page 39. Remind the team of your problem statement, the behavior change you hope to influence, and the target audience. Ask the team the following questions:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you want your audience to think? Are there data points or statistics you would like them to know?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How do you want your audience to feel? What do you want them to believe about this behavior change?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you want your audience to do? What is the call to action?







		Figure

		With the information you have collected, you are now ready to create messages. Table 11 provides some message examples, and you can use the template in Table 12 below to help organize your own thoughts:

		With the information you have collected, you are now ready to create messages. Table 11 provides some message examples, and you can use the template in Table 12 below to help organize your own thoughts:



		TAbLE 11.

		TAbLE 11.

		TAbLE 11.

		TAbLE 11.

		TAbLE 11.



		 KEY MESSAGE EXAMPLE







		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1



		Eating fruits and vegetables is easy and fun!

		Eating fruits and vegetables is easy and fun!





		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1



		It is easy to add more fruits and vegetables to your diet if you have the right recipes. Go to our website to learn more!

		It is easy to add more fruits and vegetables to your diet if you have the right recipes. Go to our website to learn more!





		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2



		Use mushroom caps to make mini pizzas or zucchini to make noodles! There are creative ways to make a difference.

		Use mushroom caps to make mini pizzas or zucchini to make noodles! There are creative ways to make a difference.





		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3



		Fresh fruits and vegetables might not be available, but frozen and canned are just as good!

		Fresh fruits and vegetables might not be available, but frozen and canned are just as good!











		TAbLE 12.

		TAbLE 12.

		TAbLE 12.

		TAbLE 12.

		TAbLE 12.



		 KEY MESSAGE TEMPLATE







		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1

		KEY MESSAGE #1





		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1





		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2





		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3





		KEY MESSAGE #2

		KEY MESSAGE #2

		KEY MESSAGE #2





		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1





		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2





		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3





		KEY MESSAGE #3

		KEY MESSAGE #3

		KEY MESSAGE #3





		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1

		Supporting Message #1





		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2

		Supporting Message #2





		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3

		Supporting Message #3











		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		FOCUSING ON PROMOTION



		Figure

		he principle of Promotion refers to where the activities that promote the desired behavior change are initiated or will occur. This is about the ways in which you will reach your target audience with your message. This could mean the community center used for weeknight youth programs, the website containing helpful information about local services, or even text message appointment reminders. A guiding question for this could be: “How will your audience access the activities or behavior change you are promot

		he principle of Promotion refers to where the activities that promote the desired behavior change are initiated or will occur. This is about the ways in which you will reach your target audience with your message. This could mean the community center used for weeknight youth programs, the website containing helpful information about local services, or even text message appointment reminders. A guiding question for this could be: “How will your audience access the activities or behavior change you are promot

		T



		When planning your , it is important to consider  to these channels. Promotion should consider where people are likely to perform the behavior that you want to change. In some cases, such as substance use in schools, it may be beneficial to concentrate the of your campaign messages via posters where the undesired behavior is occurring. In other cases, it may be important to have a safe, comfortable space that is not associated with a negative or dangerous behavior. Promotion and placement go hand in hand.

		channels

		channels



		access

		access



		placement 

		placement 





		Some examples of channels include:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social media



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Traditional media such as television and radio



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Print media such as flyers and brochures



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Online



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Events and outreach



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Wearables and swag



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Public and media relations





		Although cost considerations may limit your options, it can be effective to use a combination of channels to promote your message (Figure 20). Overall, the best channels to use will be determined by the demographics of your community. 

		As you finalize the channels that you are using for your campaign, it is important to consider if a channel will work for your community. Every community is unique. They have their own set of strengths and challenges. When planning your channels and activities, thinking about your community is key to creating access. You might live in a rural area with limited access to the internet, or you might live in an urban area and your organization has a policy that restricts using social media. Some key questions t

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does our target audience use this channel?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is this a reasonable use of resources? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is this channel approved for use by our tribal chair/CEO/leadership?





		Table 13 on the following pages gives examples, pros, and considerations for the different types of channels. The activity on pages 44–45 will help you decide which channels to use for your campaign.



		SOCIAL MEDIA TRADITIONALPRINT ONLINEEVENTS/OUTREACHWEARAbLES/SWAGPUbLIC/MEDIA RELATIONS

		FIGURE 20.

		FIGURE 20.

		FIGURE 20.

		FIGURE 20.

		FIGURE 20.



		 TYPES OF CHANNELS 







		CHANNELS: PROS AND CONSIDERATIONS

		CHANNELS: PROS AND CONSIDERATIONS



		TAbLE 13.

		TAbLE 13.

		TAbLE 13.

		TAbLE 13.

		TAbLE 13.



		 CHANNELS PROS AND CONSIDERATIONS LIST







		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE



		EXAMPLES

		EXAMPLES



		PROS

		PROS



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		Social Media

		Social Media

		Social Media



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Facebook 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Instagram



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Twitter 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		LinkedIn 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		YouTube 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Snapchat 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Tik Tok 







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Free! (mostly) 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Great analytics to help track who/how you are reaching people



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Connect directly with the community in real time! 







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social media moves quickly, so it is important to have a plan to keep your message relevant and timely. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Certain social media channels reach different demographics, so messages may need to be tailored depending on the channel used. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social media is open, and anyone can say anything at any time in response to your post. It is important to have a response plan. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your organization allow the use of social media? Are there policies and procedures to consider?









		Traditional

		Traditional

		Traditional



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Radio



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Television



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Newspaper



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Out of home (Billboards, Transit)







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Reach large numbers of people in a targeted area 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Able to reach people in their home or neighborhood



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Adds legitimacy to your message







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Depending on your location, there may not be a large Native population in a concentrated area. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		These channels may be expensive, depending on how long the campaign runs.









		Print

		Print

		Print



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Posters



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Flyers



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Brochures







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Able to highlight your entire message graphically



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Able to share secondary messages







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		There will need to be a plan regarding where you post or disseminate these materials.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Prices can range considerably.









		Online

		Online

		Online



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Website



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Digital ads



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Digital radio



		• 

		• 

		• 



		E-blasts







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Relatively inexpensive



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Target specific demographics



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Great analytics to measure who you are reaching







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		It may be hard for your message to break through the clutter of internet marketing.









		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE



		EXAMPLES

		EXAMPLES



		PROS

		PROS



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		Events and Outreach

		Events and Outreach

		Events and Outreach



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Tabling events



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Health fairs



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Sporting events



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Powwows



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Guerrilla marketing







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Able to meet directly with your target audience



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Have conversations and learn from your audience in real time







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Outreach and events utilize a lot of staff time, so it is important to consider how much outreach your team can do.









		Wearables and Swag

		Wearables and Swag

		Wearables and Swag



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		T-shirts



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Hats



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Tote bags



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Pens



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Calendars



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Stress balls







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Builds ongoing awareness of your brand beyond your team







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Items will need to be carefully chosen to ensure usage.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		There is usually only a small print area so your message will need to have a catchy logo or phrase.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		There will need to be a plan regarding dissemination of materials.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Prices can range considerably.









		Public Relations and Media Relations

		Public Relations and Media Relations

		Public Relations and Media Relations



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Op-eds



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Press conferences







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Free!



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Reach people you may not usually reach



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Trusted messenger







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Your message will need to be clear and compelling to receive media attention. This strategy is not guaranteed.















		(Continued on page 43)

		(Continued on page 43)



		Figure

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		DEFINING YOUR COMMUNITY CHANNELS



		Look through the list of channels on pages 42–43 and identify any channels you might have in your community. You might also have more channels than are listed. As you come up with your list, fill in the template below (continued on page 45).

		Look through the list of channels on pages 42–43 and identify any channels you might have in your community. You might also have more channels than are listed. As you come up with your list, fill in the template below (continued on page 45).



		TAbLE 14.

		TAbLE 14.

		TAbLE 14.

		TAbLE 14.

		TAbLE 14.



		 CHANNELS TEMPLATE







		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE



		EXAMPLES

		EXAMPLES



		PROS

		PROS



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		Social Media

		Social Media

		Social Media





		Traditional

		Traditional

		Traditional





		Print

		Print

		Print





		TYPE

		TYPE

		TYPE



		EXAMPLES

		EXAMPLES



		PROS

		PROS



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		Online

		Online

		Online





		Events and Outreach

		Events and Outreach

		Events and Outreach





		Wearables and Swag

		Wearables and Swag

		Wearables and Swag





		Public Relations and Media Relations

		Public Relations and Media Relations

		Public Relations and Media Relations











		Figure

		ASSET MAPPING

		ASSET MAPPING



		Often, we may think of channels as a one-time effort to reach our audience, or we only use channels that are easily distinguished as “marketing channels,” like radio, flyers, or even social media. However, social marketing allows you to think outside of the normal framework of marketing and utilize a wider variety of community resources. When considering promotion, assessing your network and the partnerships you have is helpful. Your network can be used to promote your campaign. Asset mapping is a process o

		Often, we may think of channels as a one-time effort to reach our audience, or we only use channels that are easily distinguished as “marketing channels,” like radio, flyers, or even social media. However, social marketing allows you to think outside of the normal framework of marketing and utilize a wider variety of community resources. When considering promotion, assessing your network and the partnerships you have is helpful. Your network can be used to promote your campaign. Asset mapping is a process o

		assets

		assets





		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community groups



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Partner organizations



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community leadership or local government



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Commercial sector partners 





		Taking advantage of these assets and strengthening partnerships means both increasing the  of your campaign and reducing the costs to your program. It is also an essential step to gaining community buy-in. Recruiting support from a range of community groups, leaders, and other people with influence will strengthen your campaign.

		reach

		reach







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social networks



		• 

		• 

		• 



		National organizations



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Local schools







		FIGURE 21.

		FIGURE 21.

		FIGURE 21.

		FIGURE 21.

		FIGURE 21.



		 TYPES OF ASSETS







		YourOrganiationLocal SchoolsPartnerOrganitionsNationalOrganitionsCommunityLeadership or Local GovernmentCommunityGroupsSocialNetworksCommercialSector Partners

		Figure

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		CREATE AN ASSET INVENTORY



		Using the table below, make a comprehensive list of all potential assets, separated by the type of asset, and estimate what contribution they could have. This contribution could be financial but does not have to be—other kinds of support are often even more important. This activity will help with cost-benefit analysis and promotion planning. 

		Using the table below, make a comprehensive list of all potential assets, separated by the type of asset, and estimate what contribution they could have. This contribution could be financial but does not have to be—other kinds of support are often even more important. This activity will help with cost-benefit analysis and promotion planning. 



		TAbLE 15.

		TAbLE 15.

		TAbLE 15.

		TAbLE 15.

		TAbLE 15.



		 ASSET INVENTORY TEMPLATE







		ASSET

		ASSET

		ASSET

		ASSET

		ASSET

		ASSET



		CONTRIbUTION

		CONTRIbUTION





		Community assets

		Community assets

		Community assets





		Public sector assets

		Public sector assets

		Public sector assets





		Commercial sector assets

		Commercial sector assets

		Commercial sector assets





		Non-profit sector assets

		Non-profit sector assets

		Non-profit sector assets





		Staff skills assets

		Staff skills assets

		Staff skills assets





		Financial assets

		Financial assets

		Financial assets





		Communication assets

		Communication assets

		Communication assets





		Leadership and government support assets

		Leadership and government support assets

		Leadership and government support assets











		ADVERTISEMENT: MOBILIZING YOUR MESSAGE

		ADVERTISEMENT: MOBILIZING YOUR MESSAGE



		Once you have identified your message and preferred channels, it is time to create your . There are many methods to creating an advertisement to promote your message. You could conduct a brainstorming session with staff and stakeholders and develop the advertisement as a team or as a community. If you are under a time crunch, hiring a graphic designer or local artist to create an advertisement might be beneficial. You also might have an in-house graphic designer or marketing team to utilize.

		Once you have identified your message and preferred channels, it is time to create your . There are many methods to creating an advertisement to promote your message. You could conduct a brainstorming session with staff and stakeholders and develop the advertisement as a team or as a community. If you are under a time crunch, hiring a graphic designer or local artist to create an advertisement might be beneficial. You also might have an in-house graphic designer or marketing team to utilize.

		advertisement

		advertisement





		Your advertisement can take many forms based on your preferred channels—poster, radio ad, video, billboard, social media graphic, and more. No matter what the form, there are several variables to consider:



		VISUAL

		VISUAL

		VISUAL



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		CONTENT 

		CONTENT 

		CONTENT 



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are your visuals compelling and easy to decipher? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do the visuals represent your target audience, either through design or photos? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you have the rights to use the visuals?







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What does the ad say? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are your messages conveyed in clear, easy-to-read language? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there a defined call to action?







		AUDIO 

		AUDIO 

		AUDIO 



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		CULTURAL

		CULTURAL

		CULTURAL



		CONSIDERATIONS

		CONSIDERATIONS





		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is your advertisement respectful to the community’s culture? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything that could be offensive or misconstrued?







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is the voice talent easy to understand? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does the person sound like your target audience or like a trusted messenger? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you have the rights to use the audio or music?







		Figure

		Figure

		CONCEPT TESTING

		CONCEPT TESTING



		Concept testing is a quality check between the description of an idea you developed with the community and the actual product. Concept testing can be used to improve your  or advertisement discussed in the last section. A variety of approaches are available for concept testing. Concept testing is a marketing approach, however in this guide we have translated practical concept testing from Peng and Finn (2008) for application to social marketing. Use concept testing to: 

		Concept testing is a quality check between the description of an idea you developed with the community and the actual product. Concept testing can be used to improve your  or advertisement discussed in the last section. A variety of approaches are available for concept testing. Concept testing is a marketing approach, however in this guide we have translated practical concept testing from Peng and Finn (2008) for application to social marketing. Use concept testing to: 

		call to action

		call to action



		3



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		improve your call to action or advertisement;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		get input on messaging, visuals, and concepts;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		develop the original idea further;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		estimate the concept’s potential reach of audience; and/or 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		eliminate poor concept(s).





		You may be developing your first social marketing campaign. With community feedback from your target audience, you will be able to formulate an idea of the possible results of your campaign.  Concept testing is a low-risk activity that engages your community and ensures your materials are on the right track. You will not be able to appeal to everyone in your audience, but some testing of your message on a small group could be well worth the effort. As mentioned, a good way of concept testing that will also 

		Concept testing will: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		ensure the audience understands the message;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		detect if there are other interpretations of your message(s);



		• 

		• 

		• 



		ensure that the message is not detracted from by some element of the campaign, like music that is too loud or a logo that is hard to understand;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		make materials more appealing; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		catch expensive mistakes.







		Test For:Comprehension and MeaningAttractivenessCredibilityPersuasivenessUsefulnessRelevanceAcceptabilitybelievabilityAttention-Getting

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		GROUP ACTIVITY: 

		CONCEPT TESTING



		FIGURE 22.

		FIGURE 22.

		FIGURE 22.

		FIGURE 22.

		FIGURE 22.



		 CONCEPT TESTING FACTORS







		Organize a group of stakeholders, members from the target audience, and gatekeepers. Supply each with your concept art/advertisement materials or share an example. Use the concept testing question examples on page 77 in the Appendix. This activity can be done multiple times.

		Organize a group of stakeholders, members from the target audience, and gatekeepers. Supply each with your concept art/advertisement materials or share an example. Use the concept testing question examples on page 77 in the Appendix. This activity can be done multiple times.



		3

		3

		3
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		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		DEVELOPING YOUR PLAN:

		FOCUSING ON PLACEMENT



		Figure

		lacement is the solution for the price or cost your audience has to pay to carry out your desired behavior change. Placement is how you reduce these barriers. As social marketers, it is important we stop telling people what to do and make it easier for them to actually do it. In this guide, we will talk about placement as two concepts: external placement and internal placement. Both concepts are anchored by the idea that placement is used to create access for individuals to receive your messages and/or part

		lacement is the solution for the price or cost your audience has to pay to carry out your desired behavior change. Placement is how you reduce these barriers. As social marketers, it is important we stop telling people what to do and make it easier for them to actually do it. In this guide, we will talk about placement as two concepts: external placement and internal placement. Both concepts are anchored by the idea that placement is used to create access for individuals to receive your messages and/or part
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		FIGURE 23.

		FIGURE 23.

		FIGURE 23.
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		FIGURE 23.



		 OVERCOMING bARRIERS THROUGH PLACEMENT







		EXTERNAL PLACEMENT

		EXTERNAL PLACEMENT



		The first concept of placement focuses on creating external “” for individuals to receive messages. Creating external access points is important in reaching your target audience and countering any barriers they may face. For example, rather than causing embarrassment by requiring a student to visit the office of the guidance counselor for information about mental health, provide this information in a different way. Options could include posting information on their school webpage, as flyers in student mailb

		The first concept of placement focuses on creating external “” for individuals to receive messages. Creating external access points is important in reaching your target audience and countering any barriers they may face. For example, rather than causing embarrassment by requiring a student to visit the office of the guidance counselor for information about mental health, provide this information in a different way. Options could include posting information on their school webpage, as flyers in student mailb

		access points

		access points





		You can also place messages to promote your behavior change at existing access points. If youth visit the local convenience store located near their school for instance, place flyers about your upcoming event at the counter. Featuring a message on a local billboard for all to see is another way to utilize existing external access points. 

		Providing access to your audience is very important. If your desired behavior change is that you want your target audience to make informed and healthy eating choices, your promotion might include a cooking class. Your placement is making sure the audience can carry out the desired behavior. Placement considers where you host the cooking class, when you host it, and who leads the class. For example, hosting your cooking class at 5:00 p.m. in a small cafeteria at your local tribal meeting house where parking

		Guiding questions include: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is this physically accessible to your target audience?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is this physically comfortable?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is this helpful and supportive to your target audience’s lifestyle?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Can your target audience access this promotion as a part of their regular routine, or is it an easy change for them to make?
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		WE R NATIVE: ASK AUNTIE

		WE R NATIVE: ASK AUNTIE



		A great example of trusted messengers and creating access is “Ask Auntie” by We R Native. The team at We R Native developed a persona on data they collected. Youth identified a trusted messenger in their inner circle as “Auntie.” Hundreds of questions are received every month from Native youth across the country covering many topics and themes. They keep all submissions anonymous, and “Auntie” answers them in recorded videos posted on social media and on their website. “Auntie” gives reliable advice, credib



		INTERNAL PLACEMENT

		INTERNAL PLACEMENT



		The second concept of placement focuses on creating internal access points for individuals to receive messages. Think back to the trusted messengers information in Figure 16 on page 33. It is important to consider not just where the behavior will be performed, but also whether your message or behavior change will reach the audience. For example, you may want to use a photo of people from your community, rather than a stock photo, to make your advertisements more relevant to your audience. Or, if you’re host

		The second concept of placement focuses on creating internal access points for individuals to receive messages. Think back to the trusted messengers information in Figure 16 on page 33. It is important to consider not just where the behavior will be performed, but also whether your message or behavior change will reach the audience. For example, you may want to use a photo of people from your community, rather than a stock photo, to make your advertisements more relevant to your audience. Or, if you’re host

		A great example of this is the We R Native “Ask Auntie” example on the previous page. Using psychological and cultural considerations from their target audience, they identified a person that they would take advice from. The connection to the role of the Auntie/Uncle in Native communities is very important. On a practical and emotional level, using this persona to connect to youth and provide information on sensitive topics is an excellent use of internal access points. This is combined with external access

		Guiding questions include:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your target audience connect psychologically to this channel or activity?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your target audience feel psychologically comfortable and safe?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Will your target audience feel glad they came or glad they accessed the promotion?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is your channel or activity culturally relevant, trauma-informed, and respectful?
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		Depending on the needs and goals of your campaign, promotion might not involve in-person communication. Social marketing can have an enormous impact through social media and the internet. Utilizing digital marketing in combination with other approaches is an effective way to reach your audience. 

		Depending on the needs and goals of your campaign, promotion might not involve in-person communication. Social marketing can have an enormous impact through social media and the internet. Utilizing digital marketing in combination with other approaches is an effective way to reach your audience. 

		As you think about adding social media, there are many positive aspects to consider when developing your campaign. According to the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, the potential benefits of social media include:

		4



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		staying connected to friends;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		meeting others with shared interests;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		finding community and support for specific activities;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		sharing artwork or music; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exploring and expressing one’s identity.





		However, there are also potential risks of social media, including:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to harmful or inappropriate content (e.g. sex, drugs, violence, etc.);



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to dangerous people;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to cyber bullying, a risk factor for depression and suicide;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		oversharing personal information;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to excessive advertisements;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to privacy violations, including the collection of data about teen users;



		• 

		• 

		• 



		exposure to identity theft or being hacked; and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		interference with sleep, exercise, homework, or family activities.





		If you decide to pursue digital marketing, consider getting trained in social media and online media to enhance the quality and safety of your campaigns. Developing the skills to best utilize online tools will support both your current and future efforts, as well as ensure the whole health of the Native youth you serve. 

		Guiding questions include:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your target audience have access to the internet and/or a smart phone?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your organization or agency have social media and internet policies in place?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Does your staff possess the skill-set and time to keep up with social media and internet posting?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you know all the benefits and drawbacks of using social media?
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		“Social Media and Teens.” (2018, March). 

		American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry.

		 Retrieved 

		June 15, 2020, from: https://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF-

		Guide/Social-Media-and-Teens-100.aspx.
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		The virtual world provides a whole range of new benefits as well as risks. Specialized training can help you learn how to use online tools and respond to youth online. For further resources on social media, youth, and mental health, see page 84 in the Appendix.
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		 PREPARING FOR THE TECHNO WORLD







		REFINING YOUR PLAN:
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		EVALUATION



		Figure

		hree types of evaluation that apply to social marketing and which you may be able to do are , , and . A fourth type of evaluation, impact evaluation, is not covered in this guide. Impact evaluation involves a lot of time, resources, and expertise. Check with your evaluator or project lead to see if it is appropriate for your project. 

		hree types of evaluation that apply to social marketing and which you may be able to do are , , and . A fourth type of evaluation, impact evaluation, is not covered in this guide. Impact evaluation involves a lot of time, resources, and expertise. Check with your evaluator or project lead to see if it is appropriate for your project. 
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		formative evaluation

		formative evaluation



		process evaluation

		process evaluation



		outcome evaluation

		outcome evaluation





		Formative evaluation is the story of what you plan to do. Process evaluation is the story of what happens as you implement your campaign. Outcome evaluation (also called summative evaluation) measures what changed because of what you did. To gather useful evaluation data, it is best to think about what research and data you will use during each phase of campaign development and implementation. 

		Across all types of evaluation, it is also important to incorporate the principles of indigenous evaluation. Indigenous evaluation is centered in core cultural values with an emphasis on being strength-based and guided by the community. If you follow the suggestions in this guide of gathering community and audience input before mounting a campaign, you meet the criteria of community involvement set by indigenous evaluation standards. Reporting the results of your campaign with an emphasis on community growt

		Putting together a simple evaluation plan at the beginning of the campaign is a good idea. A plan will help you determine what resources you will need for the evaluation, what data it would make sense to collect, and if there are stakeholders that have or could collect helpful data. It will also set so you will know if you achieved the results you hoped to, and what data you will need to know if your campaign is successful. For instance, if you plan to do a survey after a campaign to measure its success, yo
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		 TYPES OF EVALUATION







		OutcomeEvaluationFormativeEvaluationProcessEvaluation

		4. IMPACT EVALUATION3. OUTCOME EVALUATION2. PROCESS EVALUATION1. FORMATIVE EVALUATIONWhat were the long-termeﬀects of the project?A�er the project: What changedbecause of the project?During the project: Is what we’redoing working like we predicted?Before the project ac�vi�es begin:What are we planning to do?
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		 STAGES OF EVALUATION
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		Earlier in this guide you read about formative research and concept testing. Both are forms of formative evaluation. Formative evaluation could help you find out what people are already doing and why, how they see the desired behavior, and whether they have any desire to change. Formative evaluation also helps answer the question, “What’s the best way to do this?” Two methods of formative evaluation useful in social marketing are surveys and focus groups.

		Earlier in this guide you read about formative research and concept testing. Both are forms of formative evaluation. Formative evaluation could help you find out what people are already doing and why, how they see the desired behavior, and whether they have any desire to change. Formative evaluation also helps answer the question, “What’s the best way to do this?” Two methods of formative evaluation useful in social marketing are surveys and focus groups.

		Surveys usually ask questions that call for a yes or no response or a short answer, or they use a Likert scale (usually a scale from 1 to 5 that ranges from strongly disagree to strongly agree, for example). Surveys assume that people know what they think or how they feel and can express that in brief answers. Focus groups ask for open-ended, broad, and  responses. They tend to be better at capturing the emotional aspects of an issue and the nuances of thoughts on the issue. Focus groups also elicit respons

		qualitative

		qualitative





		A good focus group has a clear objective. To decide what information you are seeking, first  determine what data and information you already have. This could include data you or other agencies have collected, such as behavior statistics or opinion polls. Next, determine what you hope to obtain from the focus group. What are the gaps in your existing information that you want to fill in? Once you have defined your goal, determine a small number of questions you want to ask, keeping the topic fairly narrow so

		For more resources on conducting focus groups, see page 74 in the Appendix.
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		Process evaluation tells the story of what happens during implementation of your social marketing campaign. Another way to think of process evaluation is that this is where we learn what is working and what needs improvement. If you ask these questions as the campaign is unfolding, you can fine-tune things as you go rather than trying to investigate after the fact what could have worked better, which ultimately saves you time and expense. For example, if you are holding a parenting class, process evaluation

		Process evaluation tells the story of what happens during implementation of your social marketing campaign. Another way to think of process evaluation is that this is where we learn what is working and what needs improvement. If you ask these questions as the campaign is unfolding, you can fine-tune things as you go rather than trying to investigate after the fact what could have worked better, which ultimately saves you time and expense. For example, if you are holding a parenting class, process evaluation

		Process evaluation can also ask, “Is our campaign rolling out as planned?” For instance:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are the ads running at the right times? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Are the posters still in place?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How many brochures did we deliver to this location and do we need more at that location? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is our message reaching the target audience?





		Planning each stage of your evaluation before  will help you collect the data that you need. For example, if you are running radio advertisements, determine in advance how many you want to run in which timeframes. Then you can plan to monitor the ads when they run to make sure the campaign is being implemented as planned.

		implementation

		implementation
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		Outcome evaluation asks, “How effective was our intervention?” Outcome evaluations might examine people’s exposure to the message; awareness of the message; or a change in knowledge, attitude, or behavior. The easiest way for most communities to do outcome evaluation is through a survey. A survey can be self-administered or can take the form of an interview. There are several online survey applications (apps) that are free if you limit the number of questions you ask and the number of respondents. These app

		Outcome evaluation asks, “How effective was our intervention?” Outcome evaluations might examine people’s exposure to the message; awareness of the message; or a change in knowledge, attitude, or behavior. The easiest way for most communities to do outcome evaluation is through a survey. A survey can be self-administered or can take the form of an interview. There are several online survey applications (apps) that are free if you limit the number of questions you ask and the number of respondents. These app
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		“Social Marketing: Testing, Dissemination, and Evaluation.” 

		Frog Dog Magazine

		. Retrieved June 9, 2020, 

		from: https://www.frog-dog.com/magazine/social-marketing-testing-dissemination-and-evaluation.
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		Once you have read through the sections on formative evaluation, process evaluation, and outcome evaluation on pages 55 and 56, decide what evaluation questions you want to explore and use the template below to create a plan for how to measure those questions. This can be done multiple times for multiple different evaluation questions. For example, if your campaign is focused on improving healthy eating habits among youth, here are three evaluation questions you might want to examine:

		Once you have read through the sections on formative evaluation, process evaluation, and outcome evaluation on pages 55 and 56, decide what evaluation questions you want to explore and use the template below to create a plan for how to measure those questions. This can be done multiple times for multiple different evaluation questions. For example, if your campaign is focused on improving healthy eating habits among youth, here are three evaluation questions you might want to examine:

		•

		•

		•

		•



		Formative: With what age group would we have the easiest access and the most impact for ourhealthy eating campaign?



		•

		•

		•



		Process: Are we on track to meet our goal number of youth with our current activities?



		•

		•

		•



		Outcome: By what percentage did targeted youth show changes in eating behaviors, accordingto our survey?





		Each of these questions might need different kinds of information in order to be answered properly.
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		EVALUATION QUESTION

		EVALUATION QUESTION
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		What will we use to judge program performance?

		What will we use to judge program performance?

		What will we use to judge program performance?





		What data will we use to answer our questions?

		What data will we use to answer our questions?

		What data will we use to answer our questions?





		How will we gather it?

		How will we gather it?

		How will we gather it?





		Who is responsible?

		Who is responsible?

		Who is responsible?





		Timeline

		Timeline

		Timeline





		Budget (if appropriate)

		Budget (if appropriate)

		Budget (if appropriate)
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		IMPLEMENTATION
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		Figure

		ow that you have learned about social marketing and the steps for developing your social marketing plan, you are ready to finalize your own campaign. The following pages provide a roadmap and checklist to help summarize the information in this guide. The roadmap, which is best viewed with pages 60 and 61 side by side, will help you organize the steps of your social marketing campaign from start to finish. The checklist on page 62 will help you organize key information in one place so you can be sure you hav

		ow that you have learned about social marketing and the steps for developing your social marketing plan, you are ready to finalize your own campaign. The following pages provide a roadmap and checklist to help summarize the information in this guide. The roadmap, which is best viewed with pages 60 and 61 side by side, will help you organize the steps of your social marketing campaign from start to finish. The checklist on page 62 will help you organize key information in one place so you can be sure you hav
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		IGNITE ROADMAPCHANGING BEHAVIOR Deciding on a behavior change model is a good start on your social markeŁng journey.  1PRIORITYISSUEWork with the com-munity to idenŁfy what issue they feel... TARGET AUDIENCEDetermine who you are trying to reach with your message. Are there mulŁple groups you need to speak to? BEHAVIOR CHANGEUse this Łme to focus and reﬁne desired behaviors for your target audience.COST/BARRIERSThis is where you answer the quesŁon “What will it cost this person to partake in the behavior... 
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		Ready to launch your campaign? After reading the roadmap on pages 60–61, use this worksheet to ensure you have all pertinent information easily accessible. 

		Ready to launch your campaign? After reading the roadmap on pages 60–61, use this worksheet to ensure you have all pertinent information easily accessible. 
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		Campaign Start and End Dates:

		Campaign Start and End Dates:



		Budget:

		Budget:



		Check-in Meeting Dates:
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		Team Members and Roles:
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		Evaluation for Each Channel:
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		Advertisements or Campaign Elements:
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		Stakeholders:
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		Media Partners:

		Media Partners:
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		The work you do is not easy. Striving for community change takes courage, hard work, compassion, and hope. We thank you for your dedication to improving the lives of the individuals in your community, and in doing so, making your community a safer, stronger, happier place. We hope you have found this guide useful. For any questions, please contact the SAMHSA Tribal TTA Center using the information on page 3.

		The work you do is not easy. Striving for community change takes courage, hard work, compassion, and hope. We thank you for your dedication to improving the lives of the individuals in your community, and in doing so, making your community a safer, stronger, happier place. We hope you have found this guide useful. For any questions, please contact the SAMHSA Tribal TTA Center using the information on page 3.



		You are the spark to ignite community change that can last a lifetime.

		You are the spark to ignite community change that can last a lifetime.

		You are the spark to ignite community change that can last a lifetime.
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		SOCIAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN EXAMPLES
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		Figure

		ometimes, learning from others is the best way to find inspiration for your own work. In the following pages, we have gathered example campaigns from four Native organizations working in their communities to prevent susbtance use and suicide, and/or to promote mental health. Their campaigns work because they are specific to the cultures and needs of their individual communities: what works for them may not work for you. These examples should be taken as inspiration for your campaign, not borrowed directly. 

		ometimes, learning from others is the best way to find inspiration for your own work. In the following pages, we have gathered example campaigns from four Native organizations working in their communities to prevent susbtance use and suicide, and/or to promote mental health. Their campaigns work because they are specific to the cultures and needs of their individual communities: what works for them may not work for you. These examples should be taken as inspiration for your campaign, not borrowed directly. 
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		The “Fifth P” of social marketing is the most important concept: work with the people of your own community to determine the right course of action for your social marketing campaign. We hope these examples will show you that great success is possible, no matter the size of your campaign, and that changing behaviors for the good of your community can be done. 



		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		CALIFORNIA CONSORTIUM FOR URBAN INDIAN HEALTH

		MEDICATION-ASSISTED TREATMENT CAMPAIGN



		Established in 2006, the California Consortium for Urban Indian Health (CCUIH) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) statewide alliance of urban indian health programs and substance misuse treatment facilities. Our mission is to facilitate shared development resources for our members and to raise public awareness in order to support a health and wellness network that meets the needs of American Indians living in urban communities. The Tribal Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) Project, which is a joint initiative betwee

		Established in 2006, the California Consortium for Urban Indian Health (CCUIH) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) statewide alliance of urban indian health programs and substance misuse treatment facilities. Our mission is to facilitate shared development resources for our members and to raise public awareness in order to support a health and wellness network that meets the needs of American Indians living in urban communities. The Tribal Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) Project, which is a joint initiative betwee

		The CCUIH MAT campaign aims to address the following:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Provider stigma surrounding the issue of providing MAT services



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Provider/organizational knowledge on how to begin offering MAT services at their clinic/program



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community stigma regarding treatment of individuals with OUD



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community stigma generally regarding attitudes towards individuals with OUD



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Community/provider knowledge and skills regarding opioid overdose prevention, identification, and reversal





		The target audiences include: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) community broadly



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Those who may have a family member or close friend struggling with OUD



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Providers who serve AI/AN individuals



		• 

		• 

		• 



		AI/AN individuals currently taking opioids or who would consider taking opioids if prescribed to them



		• 

		• 

		• 



		AI/AN individuals with OUD





		The goal of the campaign is to foster wide acceptance and utilization of MAT as an intervention for OUD in AI/AN communities. Primary messaging across the campaign is that MAT services are a safe, effective, evidenced-based option for treating those suffering from OUD, and MAT is indeed compatible, and thus often paired with, cultural practices/forms of treatment, allowing MAT to be highly successful with AI/AN individuals and communities. 

		Campaign assets included branded collateral and other assets in the form of:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Posters



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Brochures



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Booklet



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Virtual/in-person opioid overdose reversal trainings





		A key part of the MAT project is the California Indian Opioid Safety Coalition (CIOSC), which is the primary sustainability component. CIOSC is a coalition of urban and tribal health programs and other organizations that serve these communities in order to establish sustainable, local efforts to create and implement MAT services throughout California and ensure the longevity of said efforts once state and federal funding has reached its limit. CIOSC members meet quarterly to stay informed on each other’s ac

		.

		ccuih.org/medication-assisted-treatment-project
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		 CCUIH CAMPAIGN POSTERS
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		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		T-shirts



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Canvas bags



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Stickers







		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Pens



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Webpage



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Other educational documents







		IntroductionCaring For YourNaloxoneAccording to the CDC, drug overdose is now the leading cause of accidental death in the US, far surpassing deaths caused by motor vehicle accidents (CDC 2014). Unlike car accidents, however, people who use drugs are often stigmatized because drug use is not as socially acceptable as driving. All people, including those with substance use disorder, have the right to lead healthy, productive lives. This training guide includes information about recognizing and reversing opio
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		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		NORTHWEST PORTLAND AREA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD

		WE R NATIVE



		Established in 1972, the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board (NPAIHB) is a nonprofit tribal advisory organization serving the 43 federally recognized tribes of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. Each member tribe appoints a delegate via tribal resolution, and our delegates meet quarterly to direct and oversee all activities of NPAIHB. NPAIHB Delegates create and update a strategic plan, which contains four main functional areas: health promotion and disease prevention, legislative and policy analysis, t

		Established in 1972, the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board (NPAIHB) is a nonprofit tribal advisory organization serving the 43 federally recognized tribes of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. Each member tribe appoints a delegate via tribal resolution, and our delegates meet quarterly to direct and oversee all activities of NPAIHB. NPAIHB Delegates create and update a strategic plan, which contains four main functional areas: health promotion and disease prevention, legislative and policy analysis, t

		We R Native is a multimedia health resource for Native teens and young adults. The service includes an interactive website (weRnative.org), a text messaging service (text NATIVE to 97779), a Facebook page, a YouTube channel, a Twitter account, and print marketing materials. Special features include monthly contests, community service grants ($475), an “Ask Auntie” Q&A service, and medically accurate information reviewed by experts in public health, mental health, community engagement, and activism.

		Despite their immense cultural resilience and pride, American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) youth are one of the most at-risk populations in the United States, living in communities disproportionately affected by high rates of poverty, unemployment, and health disparities. To reverse these trends, Native youth are stepping up and getting involved in health promotion efforts—harnessing the power of peer education, technology, and social media to promote protective factors for physical, mental, spiritual, 

		The goals of We R Native are to:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		address health and social issues important to Native youth, and



		• 

		• 

		• 



		promote holistic health and positive identity among AI/AN teens and young adults.





		The target audience is AI/AN teens and young adults (13 to 24 years old) throughout the United States. 

		We R Native collects digital metrics recommended by DigitalGov.gov. Since its launch, the website has received over 1 million page views. The average user visits roughly three pages per visit. The Facebook page and text message service alert followers to health tips, contests, internship opportunities, and current events. Altogether, We R Native reaches over 32,000 users per week through its various media channels.

		For more information, please visit  or see the Further Reading and Resources section on page 84.

		wernative.org

		wernative.org
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		 WE R NATIVE CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEMENTS





		Clockwise from top left: Ask Auntie, photo contest ad, Youth Ambassador, example 

		Clockwise from top left: Ask Auntie, photo contest ad, Youth Ambassador, example 

		page from the We R Native Coloring Book, and We R Native Youth
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		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		SACRAMENTO NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH CENTER

		CIRCLES OF CARE PARTNERSHIP



		Sacramento Native American Health Center (SNAHC) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) Federally Qualified Health Center committed to continuing and sharing the legacy of a healthy American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) community based on cultural values delivered through a traditional, innovative, and accessible patient-centered health home. SNAHC offers primary care, oral health, behavioral health, specialty, and supportive services in midtown Sacramento. For more information on SNAHC, visit . We are open to all, 

		Sacramento Native American Health Center (SNAHC) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) Federally Qualified Health Center committed to continuing and sharing the legacy of a healthy American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) community based on cultural values delivered through a traditional, innovative, and accessible patient-centered health home. SNAHC offers primary care, oral health, behavioral health, specialty, and supportive services in midtown Sacramento. For more information on SNAHC, visit . We are open to all, 
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		Based on the findings of our Community Needs and Strengths Report and the Community Readiness Assessment, we prioritized two goals:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Increase mental health education and awareness.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Increase help-seeking behaviors.





		Target Audiences: 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		AI/AN youth and young adults in Sacramento County





		Secondary Audiences:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Parents and caregivers of AI/AN youth



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Providers and community partners who serve AI/AN youth 





		Campaign Key Messages:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Many people, including Native youth, experience a mental health challenge in their lifetime.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Mental health support for Native youth can take many different (but equally valid) forms. They should be encouraged to pursue what works for them.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Social support from both caring adults and peers is vital to encouraging Native youth to seek solutions to their mental health concerns.
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		 YOUTH SOCCER CLINIC PARTICIPANTS
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		A big priority for our campaign was leveraging partnerships. We partnered with Sacramento Republic FC (SRFC), our local semi-professional soccer team, to help deliver our message.

		A big priority for our campaign was leveraging partnerships. We partnered with Sacramento Republic FC (SRFC), our local semi-professional soccer team, to help deliver our message.

		NATIVE HERITAGE NIGHT 

		The Native Heritage Night game was a sold-out event highlighting Native organizations. We were able to create a public service announcement with local Native youth and the soccer players about mental health to show to the crowd of 11,500 during the game, as well as distribute our marketing materials. In addition, the youth and staff were able to speak to the crowd prior to kick-off about mental health.
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		 NATIVE HERITAGE NIGHT
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		NATIVE FAMILY FUN DAY

		NATIVE FAMILY FUN DAY

		In honor of National Children’s Mental Health Awareness Day, SRFC sponsored a Native Family Fun Day and a Native youth soccer clinic. The youth were able to learn techniques from players and coaches, and the parents were able to connect with local Native organizations. All participants received mental health resources and campaign materials. 
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		 NATIVE FAMILY FUN DAY
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		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN:

		NATIVE AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY ACTION, INC.

		CIRCLES OF CARE PROJECT (2015–2018)



		Native Americans for Community Action, Inc. (NACA) is the sole urban center in Navajo Area, and serves as a health facility in Flagstaff, AZ. The mission of NACA is to provide preventive wellness strategies and empower and advocate for Native peoples and others in need to create a healthy community based on Harmony, Respect, and Indigenous Values. 

		Native Americans for Community Action, Inc. (NACA) is the sole urban center in Navajo Area, and serves as a health facility in Flagstaff, AZ. The mission of NACA is to provide preventive wellness strategies and empower and advocate for Native peoples and others in need to create a healthy community based on Harmony, Respect, and Indigenous Values. 

		The Circles of Care (CoC) project was a 3-year planning grant which utilized the Community-Based Participatory Research Model in creating a system of care model for Flagstaff Native American youth and families. The CoC project worked with community youth, adults, elders, tribal leaders, and child-serving agencies. The CoC project was collaboratively designed to develop a sustainable system of care model. This model was built on individual and family strengths, while addressing the mental and behavioral heal

		There is a tremendous need for coordinated services and awareness for Native American youth in Flagstaff, AZ. According to the Community Readiness Assessment completed by the CoC project in August of 2018, the level of community readiness for Native American youth mental health and wellness was at a 3. This score was determined by a team of data specialists, and interviewees were selected from various sects of public health, including the local police department, school district, juvenile detention center, 

		The NACA CoC program developed a social marketing plan to increase the community readiness score. The NACA CoC Community Advisory Social Marketing subcommittee identified the following social marketing goal and objectives:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Decrease stigma and taboo of mental health in the middle-school-aged Native American youth in Flagstaff, AZ. 

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Normalize mental health and wellness through community engagement and a local campaign.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Identify tools for mental health and wellness education.









		The target audiences of the campaign included:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Native American youth ages 12 to 16 (primary)



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Parents of Native American youth ages 12 to 16 (secondary)



		• 

		• 

		• 



		High school youth ages 16 to 18 (hidden)





		The primary and secondary campaign messages included:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Mental health is the state of your well-being.

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Take care of your emotions. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		It’s okay to talk about it. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Mental health carries the same importance as physical health.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Mental illness does not discriminate.









		Campaign assets included branded materials and other assets in the form of:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Promotional posters at the local mall 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Digital stories



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Postcards



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Business cards



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Text message campaign



		• 

		• 

		• 



		T-shirts



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Sweatshirts



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Bags



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Hats



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Other educational documents





		For more information, please visit  or see Further Reading and Resources on page 84. 
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		 NACA CAMPAIGN POSTER
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		 NACA CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
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		 NACA CAMPAIGN CALENDAR
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		SAMPLE FORMATIVE RESEARCH FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT

		SAMPLE FORMATIVE RESEARCH FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT



		The goal of formative research is to get background information to help guide development of your campaign. Below is a sample script to help with facilitating your focus group. Things to consider when hosting the group:

		The goal of formative research is to get background information to help guide development of your campaign. Below is a sample script to help with facilitating your focus group. Things to consider when hosting the group:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		It is important to have a neutral facilitator. The facilitator should not be biased or ask leading questions.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		The focus group participants should be representative of your community. They should have various knowledge levels of the topic. The group should include 5 to 10 people.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Out of respect for people’s time, it is important to provide a stipend.





		1. WELCOME AND EXPLANATION OF STUDY

		Good evening. I am so glad you could join us this evening. On behalf of , I am hosting this group discussion with local community members on health issues important to the  community. We want to know what you think and explore how we should share this information.

		                                          

		                                       



		2. GROUP DISCUSSION GROUND RULES

		Moderator introduces themselves and reviews the ground rules with the participants.

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		The group discussion will last approximately 90 minutes.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		There are no right or wrong answers. I want to know what each of you personally thinks about the questions being asked.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		You will not be forced to answer any questions, but we hope you will feel free to participate fully.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		If you agree or disagree with what others say, let me know. I want to hear what you think— especially if there is something said that you disagree with.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		I’d like to record the interview which is normal for group discussions. I use the recordings to write a final report. Your responses are confidential and we will not in any way link what you say to your name… you will not be on Facebook later this evening.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Please speak one at a time so that the recording is clear and I will be able to follow and understand the conversation.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		I invite you to relax and be comfortable.





		3. SELF-INTRODUCTIONS

		Tell me your first name, the name of the neighborhood/city where you live in  County, and your tribal affiliation. Also, please share where you get your news and other important information.

		                 



		4. CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What do you think are some of the most pressing health issues facing your community? (Spend a minute or 2 on a quick brainstorm.)



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		(If no one mentioned the health issue you are discussing) You mentioned quite a few health issues but I noticed no one mentioned  as a major health issue. Why is that? (Probe to explore all the reasons topic was not mentioned.)

		                   







		a. (If it was mentioned) How does  compare to the other health issues listed in terms of needing to address it?

		                   



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		I’m going to share some statistics about  that I want to talk about with you. I want you to read each of them and then write down two to three words that describe how the statements make you feel. (Pass out sheet and wait for them to write comments.)

		                    







		a. #1 fact about topic and the AI/AN community

		b. #2 fact about topic and the AI/AN community

		4. 

		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Let’s talk about how you feel when you see statistics and statements like these.





		a. Do these statistics bring up any specific feelings for you? If so, what feelings and why?

		b. Were you aware this was an issue?

		c. Why do you think  is happening in your community?

		                       



		d. What are some things that need to happen to change these statistics? (Make sure that all participants share recommendations.)

		5. CAMPAIGN MESSAGING

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What kind of health-related information would you look for if you were dealing with ?

		                   





		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Where would you look and how would you find that information? Are there people you would go to for information like that? Why them? (Probe to explore who, where, why, and how.) 



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Is there anywhere else you think information about  should be?

		                   





		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Where would you go for support if you were dealing with ? (Probe.) What about community centers? Churches? Your school?

		                   





		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Is there anyone else that needs to know more about this issue in order to help community members? (Probe to explore role of elders, trusted messengers, etc.)





		6. ADVERTISING OVERVIEW 

		(If you have sample advertising) Next, we’d like to gain your opinions and feedback regarding advertising. I have some posters and radio ads for you to look at and listen to, and then we’re going to talk about how you feel about each.

		6A. POSTER ADS

		We’re going to look at some posters first. I’m going to give each of you the ad. I want you to read it and when you’re finished look up. Then, I’m going to show you a larger version of exactly the same ad and I’ll read it. Then I want to discuss each.

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What do you think of this poster? Write your initial reaction on the notepad.



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Would this catch your attention? Why or why not?



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Do you feel this poster speaks to you?



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		How does the messaging come across to you? What do you think about the picture?



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this campaign?



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Are you more likely to go to a website for information or call a phone number? What would you expect to see on the website? (Probe for info they would want on the site.)





		6b. RADIO ADS

		Now we’re going to listen to a radio ad. I’m going to play the ad twice.

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What do you think of this ad? Write your initial reaction on the notepad.



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Would this ad catch your attention? Why or why not?



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Do you feel this ad speaks to you?



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		How does the messaging come across to you?



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		If you heard this on the radio, would it make you want to take action? What action would it make you want to take? Would this encourage you to get care?



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this campaign?





		6C. DIGITAL ADS

		Now we are going to look at an online campaign. I will give you a minute to look at the ad, then we will discuss.

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		What do you think of this ad? Write your initial reaction on the notepad.



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Would this ad catch your attention? Why or why not?



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Do you feel this ad speaks to you?



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		How does the messaging come across to you? What do you think about the picture?



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		What would you expect to see on the website based on this ad?



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Is there a different approach you would take? What changes would you like to see in this campaign?



		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		What do you think of the campaigns? How do they compare? Is one more likely than the other to get your attention?





		7. CLOSING AND THANKS

		Your input today has been really helpful. So when you hear the ads on the radio or see the posters around town, you be sure and tell your friends and family that you helped make that campaign happen. We thank you for your time and your input today.



		SAMPLE CONCEPT TESTING QUESTIONS

		SAMPLE CONCEPT TESTING QUESTIONS



		1. COMPREHENSION AND MEANING

		1. COMPREHENSION AND MEANING

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you think this brochure/poster is telling you to do?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What is the main idea it is trying to get across?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What will you get if you do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What does it tell people will happen if you do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What words/sentences are difficult to read/understand? 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How can we say that so it is easier to understand?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you think this radio/TV spot is telling you to do?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What is the main idea it is trying to get across?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What will you get if you do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What does it tell people will happen if you do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything about the ad that is confusing/hard to understand?





		2. ATTENTION-GETTING

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What first caught your eye?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Once seeing this, did you want to continue reading?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you recall seeing this poster/brochure?





		3. ATTRACTIVENESS

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you think about the pictures?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What do you like/dislike about the way the material looks?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What could be done to make the material more interesting?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What could be done to make the material more attractive?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What did you find most interesting about the ad?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What was the first thing that caught your attention?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is the announcer’s voice pleasing?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How can the ad be changed to make it more interesting?





		4. RELEVANCE

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who do you think this brochure/poster is speaking to?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What type of people should read this?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What makes you think the message is/is not made for them?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In what ways are the people in the brochure like/different from you?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who do you think this ad is speaking to?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What type of people should listen to or see this ad?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What makes you think this message is/is not made for them?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		In what ways are the people in the ad like/different from you?





		5. bELIEVAbILITY

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who do you think wrote this material?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How do you feel about who wrote it?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How do you feel about the person on the cover?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What type of people/organizations would be most suitable to write a material like this one?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What is the spot saying will happen if you take the recommended action?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How do you feel about what is being offered?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What about this spot makes you think the offer is not true?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who is the best spokesperson for delivering the message?





		6. CREDIbILITY

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who wrote this brochure? How do you feel about who wrote it?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Who is most suitable for this brochure?





		7. ACCEPTAbILITY

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything about the material you find offensive?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything about the material that you find annoying?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What should be changed to make this material more enjoyable to read?





		Questions: Electronic Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything about the ad you find offensive?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Is there anything about the ad that you find annoying?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What should be changed to make this ad more enjoyable to view/hear?





		8. PERSUASIVENESS

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What does the poster/brochure make you want to do?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How likely are you to do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What makes you want to take the recommended action?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What could convince you to take the recommended action?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What does the ad make you want to do?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		How likely are you to do that?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What makes you want to take the recommended action?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What could convince you to take the recommended action?





		9. USEFULNESS

		Questions: Print Materials

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What information did you already know?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What new information did you learn?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you think we should spend our money to print this material?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Where do you think the material should be distributed?





		Questions: Digital Media

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		What information did you already know?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		What new information did you learn?



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Do you think we should spend our money to run this ad in ?

		                          









		GLOSSARY

		GLOSSARY



		Access: the way in which your target audience can perform the desired behavior or reach your products or services. See Placement.

		Access: the way in which your target audience can perform the desired behavior or reach your products or services. See Placement.

		Access Points: places and locations where individuals can access your service, activity, resources or program; important in reaching your target audience by eliminating barriers they may face.

		Advertisement: a form of marketing communication used to inform, encourage, and influence your target audience by carrying your message in your preferred channels.

		Assets: in social marketing, the collective resources that can help you influence behavior among your target audience and promote your campaign; can include financial assets, skills, partnerships, and more.

		Audience Persona: a description that details your target audience based on demographic information such as gender/sex, career, community function, or community size; can be seen as a single person with a certain behavior you are targeting for change who represents your target audience as a whole.

		Audience Segmentation: a process of dividing people within the target audience into groups in order to deliver messages tailored to their specific needs and readiness level.

		Audiences: the particular groups of individuals who may receive your messages, activities, or services as you work toward positive behavior change.

		Barriers: any physical, emotional, sociological, financial, or other obstacles that may prevent an individual from performing the desired behavior; this can include competing behaviors. See Price.

		Behavior Change: the core goal of social marketing—efforts to change individuals’ personal habits and actions to create change on a larger, community scale for the benefit of individuals and the community. A range of theories aim to explain and define behavior change through psychology.

		Behaviors: the actions and habits made by individuals in relation to their environment and other individuals; can be conscious or subconscious, voluntary or involuntary.

		Benchmarks: reference points against which to evaluate progress of a campaign.

		Call to Action: a word, phrase, or device designed to prompt an immediate response or encourage an immediate action.

		Channels: the ways in which you reach your target audience with your message to promote the desired behavior change; this can include people, advertisements, and activities. See Promotion.

		Community Buy-in: the acceptance and support of an activity, program, message, or campaign by the community in which it is being performed or delivered; essential for ensuring the success of a campaign.

		Community Readiness Model: a model for community change that integrates a community’s culture, resources, and level of readiness to more effectively address suicide prevention. It allows communities to define issues and strategies in their own contexts and builds cooperation among systems and individuals.

		Concept Testing: a method of evaluating the effectiveness of an idea you have developed by seeking community feedback from your target audience on topics such as comprehension, attractiveness, relevance, persuasiveness, and usefulness.

		Cultural Competence: maintaining a set of attitudes, perspectives, behaviors, and policies that promote positive and effective interactions with diverse cultures.

		Engagement: active participation of an audience or individual.

		Fifth P: in social marketing, the final and most important “P” (see Four Ps)—People are at the core of social marketing from start to finish, as the client, audience, test market, and support network.

		Focus Group: a small, but demographically diverse group of people who are engaged to interact and discuss a topic in order to gain insight and data on the effectiveness or other qualities of the topic; a form of qualitative research.

		Formative Evaluation: assessment procedures used before and during the implementation of a campaign to ensure that it is doable, appropriate, and acceptable to the community.

		Formative Research: process conducted before a campaign is developed to gather data and ideas to ensure the program will be culturally appropriate and meaningful. It can be used to identify priority populations, segment audiences, pre-test messages, and monitor campaign effectiveness.

		Four Ps: key principle of marketing that integrates the four concepts of Product, Price, Promotion, and Placement as a cohesive approach to creating a strong marketing campaign.

		Implementation: the action of putting your plan or campaign into effect, turning your strategy into real-life actions.

		Outcome Evaluation: assessment that examines the effects of an intervention or campaign; often performed by administering surveys to examine exposure, awareness, and changes in behaviors or attitudes.

		Placement: where the desired behavior will take place or where your target audience will access the product or service; placement can help overcome the barriers to or price of the behavior change. See Access.

		Price: in social marketing, the cost to an individual of engaging in the desired behavior change; this includes any challenges that may prevent an individual from performing the desired behavior. See Barriers.

		Primary Audience: the core target audience of a campaign; the individuals or groups who will receive the message, activity, program, or intervention directly and who are the main target of the desired behavior change.

		Priority Populations: in public health, the population most impacted by the priority behavior issue you have identified; defined as a demographic group by factors such as age, gender/sex, income level, education attainment level, healthcare coverage status, or geographic location.

		Problem Statement: a clear, concise description of the issue to be addressed by your campaign, usually one or two sentences.

		Process Evaluation: assessment that measures the effectiveness of a campaign or activity during implementation; focuses on how the campaign is being rolled out.

		Product: in social marketing, the objective of your campaign; the desired behavior change that will benefit individuals and/or the community.

		Promotion: where, when, and how you will reach your target audience; the advertisements you use and the channels you use to share them. See Channels.

		Psychographics: the study and classification of people according to their attitudes, aspirations, and other psychological criteria, especially in market research.

		Qualitative: research or responses that rely on unstructured, non-numerical data, often taken in the form of written prose describing the reactions, thoughts, beliefs, and experiences of the research subjects; frequently captured by holding focus groups.

		Reach: the total spread of a campaign; the total number of different individuals or households that are exposed to the message, activity, program, or campaign.

		Readiness: the degree to which a community is prepared to act on an issue.

		Secondary Audience: an audience that may benefit from or help amplify a campaign. Although not the main focus of the campaign, they are important to consider for their role in influencing the primary audience, as well as the potential to benefit from the message or campaign.

		Segment: process of dividing people into subgroups based on specific criteria of shared behaviors, demographics, beliefs, and more; used to tailor a message or campaign to effectively target a group of people.

		Social Good: something that benefits the community or society as a whole, often by the combined effects of the actions of many individuals; a difficult ethical consideration at the heart of social marketing.

		Target Audience: the demographic of people you are trying to reach with your social marketing plan.

		Test-Market: to evaluate ideas, activities, and materials by testing them on a group of the target audience to guage their effectiveness and viability before implementing larger-scale campaign activities.

		Trauma-Informed: realizing the widespread impact of trauma; recognizing the signs and symptoms of trauma; and responding with a focus on safety, trustworthiness, peer support, mutuality, empowerment, and cultural sensitivity to actively resist and avoid re-traumatization.

		Trusted Messengers: individuals who others trust and look to for recommendations before acting. They have the power to positively influence the target audience’s reception of a campaign, as well as the power to inhibit the campaign’s success if not fully engaged and supportive of the campaign.
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